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In the name of Allah, the Beneficient, the Merciful
'Has there come on man a while of time when he was a thing
unremembered?' The Qur'an: Surah.Al-lnsan 76:1
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Preface

In my previous work, The Future of Muslim Civilization, I explored
viable future alternatives for Muslim societies using the
methodology of systems analysis. The book presented an agenda
for future orientated thought and action. Here, I continue with
the same theme but the emphasis has now shifted to conceptual
analysis and examination of the more important ideas that are
now emerging in the Muslim world. As such, Islamic Futures is a
companion volume to my earlier book.
In the wake of euphoria generated by the newly acquired
wealth of certain Arab states, the Islamic Revolution in Iran, and
the host of 'Islamization' programmes introduced from Morocco
to Pakistan, from Malaysia to the Sudan, the belief that Muslim
societies are being blown into the future by the uncontrollable,
but benevolent, winds of'Islamic resurgence' has become prevalent. My thesis in this book is exactly the opposite: the future is
controllable, can be conceived and shaped according to the goals
and desires of a society. The euphoria generated by the Islamic
resurgence syndrome is somewhat dangerous in that it could lead
to intellectual complacency and political day-dreaming. I argue
that while there is no positive evidence that the Muslim world is
going through a 'resurgence' or a 'revival', it is possible to conceive and plan a truly epochal Islamic resurgence and work
towards its future realization.
I believe that Islam is perforce a future-orientated world-view.
Its essential message concerns the shaping of a viable future both
in this world and the hereafter. The irony is that contemporary
Muslim societies are content to allow themselves to drift rather
than actively to participate in designing their destinies.
Moreover, events in the Muslim world, largely an outcome of an
acute unrest produced by disillusionment with Western consum-
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erism and cultural imperialism, have clearly overtaken Muslim
scholars and intellectuals. Indeed, most of them have been
reduced to making post-facto rationalizations of the emerging
reality around them. Unless they prepare themselves to meet the
future, respond to the challenge of time and develop an appropriate framework of thought and action, they would continue to be
passed by. The chance to institutionalize the Islamic revival
would then have been missed, and with it the prospect of enriching the dynamic Muslim civilization of the future.
It is my hope that this book wiiI furnish Muslim scholars and
intellectuals with preliminary ideas and the basic framework to
meet the challenges that they are likely to face in the near future.
If it only motivates them to examine viable Islamic futures and
explore pragmatic alternatives it will have achieved its basic purpose. For Western readers it should provide an insight into some
of the most exciting ideas and developments that are now being
debated in the Muslim world-the emergence of 'Islamic science'
and 'Islamic economics', the construction of theories of' Islamization' and the Islamic environment, the rise of the Shariah as an
integrative problem-solving methodolog y-developm ents that
will eventually make an impact not just on Muslim societies but
on the planet as a whole. The debate and discussion on Islamic
futures, then, is just as important for concerned and enlightene d
Western readers as it is for the Muslim people.
Some of the chapters oflslamic Futures have appeared in various
Muslim journals in abridged form. Chapter I appeared as 'The
Other Side of History: Fu!ure in Contemporary Muslim Literature' in the Muslim World Book Revi.ew (5 (I) 3-8 Autumn 1984).
Chapters 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9 have appeared in Inquiry: 'Is there an
Islamic Resurgence?'(/ (I) 35-9June 1984); 'Reconstru cting the
Muslim Civilization'(/ (6) 39-44 November 1984); 'lslamisati on
of Knowledge, or the Westernisation of Islam?' (I (7) 39-45
December 1984); 'From Sweet Virtuosity to Domestic Self-.
reliance' (2 (5) 39-45 May 1985); and 'Breaking Free from the
Dominant Paradigm' (2 (4) 40-7 April 1985). Chapter 10
appeared under the same title in Arts and the Islamic World (3 ( I)
12-23 Spring 1985). Chapters 13 and 14 appeared under similar
titles in Islamic Culture (58 (4) 307-26 October 1984 and 57 (3)
193-205 July 1983, respectively).

Preface xi
I would like to point out that many of the ideas expressed in the
following text are the result of a group effort that spreads over
time and space. I hope that my friends find in these pages my
personal gratitude for all that they have contributed. I would like
to thank Meredydd Davies who prepared the index. My special
thanks go to Johanna Pool who compiled the bibliography and
helped with the notes and to my wife Saliha who has for so long
tolerated the ups and downs of my life.
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anced by our ability to make an input in the shaping of these
facts.
Pragmatic individuals and societies exist in a world of futures
because the only 'useful knowledge, we have relates not to the
past but to the future. Historical facts are useful only as much as
they affect our judgements concerning our present and future
decisions. Known facts are the raw material we use to make
estimates of the future. Because we are powerless to do anything
about the past, it is the future that concerns us: we learn from our
historical experiences and incorporate them in our present
actions so that our future can be better. Our actions seek to
enhance our present memories of our past and repeal all that is
bitter and sorrowful in our history. We project into the future the
glories of our past, the desirable present that we now contemplate, and the possible we wish to make real. Only in the future lies
the solution to our past· misfortunes and present agonies.
Imagine a devout Muslim whose only desire is to visit Makkah
and perform the pilgrimage, or hajj. He knows how the hajj is
performed but he has never been to Makkah and he is not in
Makkah now. There is no room for this image in the past or the
present; but there is room for his cherished image to perform the
hajj in the future. Future time is the only domain where he is able
to receive as 'possible, an image which is 'false, in the past and
the present. And the future in which he now places his cherished
image reaches out to him to make the image a reality.
Now imagine a society that is dependent for its economic survival on aid from developed countries. This society has known a
historic time of wealth and prosperity, and now it wishes to shake
off its economic dependency on aid. Its image of itself as a
dynamic, prosperous society has a reality only in the future. It is
powerless to go back in time to its former glory. It cannot conceive of itself as a wealthy, economically independent society in
the present. Only in the future can this image be transformed into
a reality: it is a future alternative. And the future in which this
society now places its desirable image waits for pragmatic steps
which can turn the image into a living, dynamic reality.
Future alternatives can only be realized if pragmatic steps are
taken towards these alternatives in the present. We need to have
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some knowledge of the available options now, before the future
arrives. We need to have some understanding of futures in the
present so that we can take appropriate action to tum them into
facts. The progress of time per se does not make a desired future
into a reality; nor does it increase our knowledge of the future.
The French scholar Bertrand dejouvenel argues that in dynamic
societies knowledge of the future is inversely proportional to the
rate of change. In The Art of the Conjecture he writes:
It would be naive to think that over-all progress automatically leads to
progress in our knowledge of the future. On the contrary, the future
state of society would be perfectly known only in a perfectly static
society-a society whose structure would always be identical and
whose 'Map of the Present' would remain valid for aJi time! All the
traits of such a society at any future time could be foreknown. But as
soon as a society is in movement, its familiar traits are perishable: they
disappear, some more rapidly than others-though we cannot date
their disappearance in advance-while new traits appear-traits not
'given' beforehand to our minds. To say the movement is accelerating
is to say that the length of time for which our Map of the Present
remains more or less valid grows shorter. Thus our knowledge of the
future is inversely proportional to the rate of progress. 1

Given the present rate of change, the future is becoming more
and more uncertain. In contemporary societies the rate of change
is itself changing: the paradox is that change is now the only
constant. This acceleration in the rate of change is caused primarily by technological advances arising from scientific discovery,
but manifested also in economic, political and social terms. In the
Muslim world such changes are bringing about an upheaval
through the rapid diffusion of uncertain and changing Western
values and the consequent evaporation of Islamic norms and
concerns. Almost overnight an integrated neighbourhood with
established values and behaviour characteristics can be bulldozed
and replaced by a concrete, perpendicular metropolis which then
imposes its own value and behaviour patterns. 2
While such trends make it increasingly difficult for us to
acquire useful knowledge of the future, they also make it a necessity for us to study the future more systematically and rationally,
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to probe the consequences of contemporary events and trends, to
foresee as far as possible the difficulties and problems ahead, and
to make deliberate attempts to shape the future in accordance
with our needs and desires. A society that is continuously reacting to one change after another will move from crisis to crisis until
it reaches one from which· there can be no escape. Consciously
and rationally thinking and acting towards a desired future
implies developing a sense of direction: behaving in anticipation. An
aimless society drifts to an aimless future of stagnation and decay.
A society with a sense of direction moves towards a planned
future of desired goals and realizable visions.
The aimless and planned approaches to the future may be
illustrated by the following analogy. An aimless society considers
the future as a mighty river. The great force of history flows
inexorably along, carrying everyone with it. Attempts to change
its course amount to little more than throwing pebbles into the
river: they cause a few ripples but have no real effect on the mighty
river. The river's course can change but only by natural disasters
such as earthquakes and landslides or by the will of God. This is
fatalism in action. On the other hand, a society with a sense of
direction sees the future as a great ocean. There are many possible destinations and many alternative paths to these destinations. A good navigator takes advantage of the main current of
change and adjusts his course accordingly, keeping a sharp outlook for possible typhoons or changes in weather conditions, and
moving carefully in fog or through uncharted waters. He will
get safely to his intended destination.
~

Islamic Futures?

Islam perforce gives a sense of direction to a society. 3 Yet, ironically, Muslim societies show a conspicuous absence of a sense of
direction. There are primarily two reasons for this: to a very large
extent Muslim societies are still shaking off their colonial legacies
and the contemporary accelerating rate of change has not permitted them to take stock of their present and plan for a viable,
Islamic future. However, a number of recent events serve as indicators that future consciousness is emerging in the Muslim com-
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munity, the ummah . One pragmatic indicator is the attempt over
the past thirty or so years to unite the Muslims in one solid bloc
and the consequent emergence of the Organization of Islamic
Conference and its various subsidiary institutions such as the
Islamic Foundation for Science and Technology for Development
and the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 4 These organizations are trying to shape a common destiny
for the Muslim ummah . An intellectual indicator is the emergence
of Islamic economics as an independent discipline geared
towards shaping an economic future for Muslim societies within
an Islamic framework.
But these embryonic developments are isolated and unconscious attempts to shape the future of Muslim societies.
Moreover, they are neutralized by a number of factors, some of
which are outcomes of Muslim history while others are the products of contemporary reality. Let me mention a few of these
forces:
( l) Beliefs in God and piety alone will ensure a revival of
Islam. What matters is that our aqidas (beliefs) are correct: God
will take care of the rest. As God has already ordained our destiny, we ought to concentrate on the proper observation of salat
(prayer), swam (fasting) and zakat (poor-tax) to ensure our individual salvation. Individuals professing such fatalism are a
dominant part of contemporary Muslim societies.
(2) Homo righteous exists side by side with Homo modernus. His
views are at the other end of the spectrum: Islam has little to offer
and modernism has answers to all our contemporary ills. This
attitude is the result of physical and intellectual slavery that Muslim societies have experienced in the past three hundred years. It
is the result of the lack of confidence we have in ourselves and our
culture. It is a manifestation of our inferiority complex. The
beliefs and values ofHomo modernus are a serious threat not just to
the survival of Muslim societies; they are threatening the very
abode of their origin, the Western civilization. A vast body of
literature has been produced describing how these beliefs and
values are taking the Western societies and with them our terrestrial home, the earth, towards an impending crisis.5 Ervin Laszlo
describes the main traits of Homo modernus and the consequences
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of his beliefs and values in these words:

Homo modemu.s is a curious species. He lives in a jungle, benefits
mankind by his pursuit of material gain, trusts invisible forces to right
wrongs, worships efficiency, is ready to make, sell and consume practically anything (especially if it is new), loves today's children but is
indifferent to the fate of the next generation, dismisses things that do
not have immediate payoffs or are not calculable in money, and is
ready to go and fight for his country because his country, too, must
fight for survival in the international jungle.
These curious traits of Homo modemus are now endangering his
future. Belief in the law of the jungle encourages tooth-and-claw competitiveness which fails to make use of the benefits of cooperation-especially crucial in a period of reduced growth opportunities
and frequent squeezes. Holding to the dogmas of the rising tide, the
trickle-down effect, and the invisible hand promotes selfish behavior in
the comforting-but no longer warranted-belief that this will be
bound to benefit others. Faith in a perfectly self-regulating free-market
system ignores the fact that in a laissez-faire situation those who hold
the power and control the strings distort the operations of the market
in their own favor and push the less powerful and clever partners into
bankruptcy (a totally unacceptable situation when the less powerful
and skilled comprise two-thirds of the world population). Efficiency
without regard as to what is produced, by whom it is produced, and
whom it will benefit can lead to mounting unemployment, a catering
to the demands of the rich without regard to the needs of the poor, and
a polarization of society in the 'modern' ('efficient') and the 'traditional' ('inefficient') sectors. The technological imperative becomes
dangerous when economic growth curves are slackening, markets are
becoming saturated, the environment is approaching the limits of its
pollution absorptio~ capacity, and certain ener~ and raw material
resources are becorrung scarce or expensive. Fallmg for the 'newer the
better' ploy is merely being gullible. One day a product is 'improved'
because it contains a certain ingredient (fluorocarbons, antihistamines, cyclamates, or whatever), and the next it is improved precisely because it does not contain it! Health and social benefit seem to
gef Jost in the competition between artificially inculcated fads and
desires.
Liviiig without conscious forward-planning may have been fine in
the days.of ra~id gro~ when the future could take care of itself, but is
not a responsible option at a time when delicate choices have to be
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~ade with profound and far-reaching consequences for future genera-

tions. 6

(3) We have inherited a way of thinking and solving problems
from the Western intellectual tradition. The way of thinking in
purely cause and effect terms is now totally inadequate in our
present situation. We are faced with a whole complex of problems
that are intricately interconnected-eve rything we do runs into
everything else we do, and we cannot escape a whole array of
interactions, non-linear effects and feedbacks. Moreover, in this
great complex of problems any single problem is itself complex.
For example, we may think the problem of providing food for
Bangladesh is simple enough. But it is connected to the rising
population of the country, the decreasing land that is available
for growing food, the technologies available for increasing production, the social and economic systems that ensure a just and
equitable system of distribution so that everyone has enough to
eat, a governance structure that ensures that such a distribution
system survives, and so on. In trying to solve any contemporary problems we find that we are hitting against the fringes
of others. Thus we cannot solve problems in isolation: individual organizations and disciplines are inadequate for the task of
solving contemporary problems.
(4) Stark, practical reality is forcing us to recognize the interdependence of Muslim countries with each other, as well as the
interdependence of the Muslim world with the nations of the
West and those of the Communist bloc. Every Muslim country is
subjected to external forces which are beyond its control: monetary difficulties, contagious inflation, scarcity and high cost of
imported raw materials and energy, social and societal disruptions caused by imported technologies. While the industrialized
nations are dependent on Arab oil, Arab countries in tum are
dependent on the technologies of the Western nations. While
deforestation in Malaysia can bring financial rewards for the
Malaysian timber industry, it can also bring climatic changes in
the United States. The earth is a finite organic system: all of
mankind is dependent on the actions of all people and all nations.
These factors suggest a new way of managing the diversity and

s
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complexity that confront the umma/z-diversity that ranges from
pure fatalism to beliefs and values that negate the very ideals of
Islam. This diversity exists in a world whose dimensions have
been shrunk by science and technology, and in which problems of
scale compound with those of rapid change to generate a momentum and complexity which the existing institutions and policies
cannot solve or manage. We need future-orientated approaches
for the study of needs and desires of Islamic societies in order to
end the present impasse.
However, it is not just external forces and contemporary factors that provide legitimacy for future-orientated thinking and
action within an Islamic framework. Islam itself provides justification for a field of thought and inquiry which is concerned with
thefutureoftheumma/z. TheQur'an describes itself as 'a Book of
Guidance'-guidance that influences present individual and
social actions to shape particular futures. Many of the dictates
and principles oflslam can only be implemented in the future: for
example, despite all the work on Islamic economics, the Qur'anic
injunctions about riba (usury) can only be implemented fully in
future time. The very fact that the Qur'an is eternal is enough to
seek new and innovative ways of implementing its injunction in
the future. This is why the idea of destiny runs throughout the
Qur'an. Again and again the Qur'an tells us about the destinies
of historic nations, and reminds us of the possibilities of our own
destiny. Allama Muhammad Iqbal has beautifully captured the
essence of the Qur"anic concept of taqdir (destiny):
It is time regarded as an organic whole that the Qur'an describes as
taqdir or the destiny-a word which has been so much misunderstood
both in and outside the world oflslam. Destiny is time regarded prior
to the disclosure of its possibilities. It is time freed from the net of
causal sequence-the diagrammatic character which the logical
understanding imposes on it ... Time regarded as destiny forms the
very essence of things. As the Qur'an says: 'God created all things and
assigned to each its destiny'. The destiny of a thing then is not an
unrelenting fate working from without like a task master; it is the inward

reach of a thing, its realizable possibilities which lie within the depths of its
nature, and serially actualize themselves without any feeling of external
compulsion. (My italics) 7
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The life of the Prophet Mohammad is one continuous example of
future-orientated actions and the shaping of destiny within the
spectrum of 'realizable possibilities'. The Prophet anticipated
future possibilities before taking an action: the hijra (migration)
from Makkah to Medina was based on an anticipation of a more
viable future for the then small Muslim community, it was planned and the path for the migration was systematically cleared;
the Prophet anticipated the Quresh uprising against him, prepared and met the advancing Quresh army at Badr; he foresaw
its future advantages and despite complaints from his companions concluded the Hudabiyah Agreement; months before the
Battle of Trenches the Prophet was aware of the coming conflict
and prepared to defend Medina by digging a trench around the
city; and after the conquest the Prophet forgave his adversaries
knowing full well that his action would produce future generals
and leaders for the Muslim community.
And, after the Prophet, the Rightly Guided Caliphs continued
the tradition of future orientated thinking and action. Abu Bakr
foresaw the expansion of Muslim lands and began to develop a
system of administration and management that could adjust to
future needs. Umar realized that the future survival of the Muslim
ummah was dependent on available resources, and that all
resources must not be consumed by one generation. Against the
explicit wishes of his companions and even at the risk of a conflict, he refused to distribute the conquered lands of Syria, Iraq,
Iran and Egypt amongst the conquerors. Instead he set them
aside as a future source of income for the succeeding generations.
Thus the very precepts of Islam are based on future orientated
thought and action. Islam is a future orientated world-view: the
real surprise is why Islamic history and tradition has not produced a systematic body of knowledge and fully developed
methods of inquiry which concern themselves with the terrestrial
future of the ummah.
The ummah, of course, can unwittingly become part of the
future vision of another civilization: this is the ultimate justification for Islamic futures. To a very large extent, Muslim societies
are already becoming part of the future of the Western, technological civilization. Such classical Muslim scholars as Ibn
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Khaldun have identified a number of external features that shape
a civilization: governance and political organization; cities,
architecture and buildings; social organization; economic life;
science and technology; education and learning; and art and culture. Judging by these parameters, the Muslim civilization exists
only in name. Our governance and political organization are
based on the Western mOdel of the nation-state and bureaucratic
structures; Islamic architecture has evaporated and our buildings
and cities have no original or distinguishing features; our social
structures have been destroyed by imported building technology
and planning techniques; our economic life is dominated by
usury and consumerism; our science and technology reflect the
n~s and requirements of Western societies and have the same
priorities and emphasis; Muslim universities and institutions of
learning have lost their original charcteristics and are now poor
replicas of their Western counterparts; and, finally, even our art
and culture has been assimilated and redirected towards the
goals of the technological civilization. To a very large extent, we
are already part of the future of another, alien civilization. The
process of the colonization of the future has already begun: Western futurists never tire of repeating that we are heading towards
one, global civilization with unmistakable Western traits and
characteristics. 8 In this global civilization, non-Western societies
will experience a kind of physical dependency and cultural slavery which has no counterpart in history.
A conscious, systematic effort to shape a viable future for the
Muslim ummah will ensure that the possibility of intellectual and
physical colonization of future Muslim societies is checked. A
growing and perceptive body of knowledge on and methods of
inquiry for Islamic futures will not only enable us to shape a more
desirable destiny for ourselves but also provide insight and guidance for those Western futurists who are looking for alternative
values and norms to shape a more enlightened future for their
own societies. Islamic futures, then, is not just a theoretical field
with some pragmatic possibilities: it is an extension of the Islamic
principle of dawa, inviting others to all that is good and enlightened.
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The Paradigm
In this book Islam is perceived not as a religion with a set of
rituals, nor as a body of law with a catalogue of dos and don'ts,
but as a total, systematic holistic world-view. Religion, as commonly understood, is only one part of this world-view. Islamic
futures is a rational and systematic exploration of alternatives
that can be realized in the long-range future within the
framework of the world-view of Islam. This exploration is carried
out within a defined boundary provided by a conceptual field
consisting of a whole range of pure Islamic concepts to be found
in the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Such concepts as tawhid (unity of
God), khilafah (trusteeship of man), adl Uustice), ilm (knowledge), iJma (consensus of the community), istihsan (public interest), ibadah (worship), iman (enlightened belief), ~ulm (tyranny),
halal (praiseworthy), haram (blameworthy), riba (usury), etc., are
the territory within which future alternatives are sought. This
conceptual matrix describes the systematic nature of reality to
which future thinking, planning and actions are applied; delineates the boundaries of all that is desirable in a Muslim society;
and distinguishes the desirable from the undesirable. Within this
matrix, restrictions to narrow angles of view-looking separately
at economic, political, social, scientific, technological and urban
aspects of the future-clearly become absurd. The conceptual
field demands a systematic, integrative study of the future, cutting across all dimensions and disciplinary boundaries.
Here, Islamic futures are explored within a civilizational perspective. The dominant image of Islam in the future is of a
dynamic, thriving civilization with unique traits and characteristics. These traits manifest themselves in the governance and political structure, social and economic organization, scientific and
technological priorities and emphasis, architecture and town
planning, education and learning and arts and crafts-the external parameters of the Islamic civilization. The emphasis is placed
on the major theoretical and pragmatic parameters of a possible
Muslim civilization of the future. However, certain contemporary
issues, such as development, the degradation of the hajj environment, and the development of Islamic studies, all of which will
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have a major impact on the re-emergence of the Muslim civilization, are also studied in some detail. The entire approach is normative and teleological: it is a basic assumption of this study that
. the direction of events towards a perceived final goal-a
dynamic, thriving Muslim civilization-c an be expressed as if
the present behaviour were dependent on the final state. However, the final state is never reached: it is a goal that is continuously sought and is the essence of the study of the future of
Muslim civilization.
In Contrast to the macro-approach adopted in this study,
Islamic futures can also be explored on a micro-level. For example, the future of a particular Muslim group, such as the Arabs,
Afghans or the Malay, can be studied from the perspective of
cultural anthropology. Within the purview of Islamic civilization,
local cultures are a form of group self-actualization which enables
the group to shape its environment and control its destiny. Individual Muslim societies and groups can work out their own
pragmatic routes, using their cultural strengths and considering
their particular situations, to put into operation their individual
models of Islamic futures. Similarly, Islamic futures can be
explored from the perspective of a single vision: for example, an
architect and town planner, like Gulzar Haider, can construct his
particular utopia, a future city of Islam, and suggest in conceptual and practical detail how this vision can be made a reality. 9
These various approaches to the study of the future of Muslim
societies are equally valid. While I emphasize and argue for a
civilizational approach to the study of Islamic futures, I place an
equal importance on diversity of approaches, for this diversity of
approaches, opinions, thoughts and ideas is the corner-stone of
Islamic futures. Notice the emphasis on the pluralfutures: we are
seeking alternatives, possibilities, options, not one single, allembracing, final way of expressing our Islamic identity in the
future. There is no place in exploring the future for the tyranny of
the Righteous or the fanaticism of the Revolutionary, because
monocultures in human life and behaviour, thought and opinion
are just as dangerous as they are in agriculture. In the domination of one single mode of thought or behaviour there is a real
danger of total collapse, simply because every complex system
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has some probability, however small, of moving into unfamiliar
and improbable states which can bring about 'system death'.
Variety is the essence of long-term survival, which is the reason
the beloved Prophet Mohammad has said that differences of
opinion are a blessing for the Muslim ummah. And variety is also
the essence of studying alternative Islamic futures.
However, diversity does not imply incoherence. While internally there is a whole array of routes to the realization of viable
Islamic futures, the world-view of Islam and its conceptual field
ensure that there are civilizational coherence and spiritual unity
externally-a manifestation of the ummah's unique historical
characteristic. Throughout history, Islam has managed to maintain its spiritual unity within a great cultural diversity.
There are also a number of other factors that generate coherence in the Muslim civilization and must be examined in the
study of Islamic futures.
Besides unity within diversity, or complementarity, interconnectedness is a strong feature of the world-view of Islam. Everything in Islam is connected to everything else; nothing exists in
isolation. The whole earth is a mosque, everything is sacred. In
Islamic futures, the principle of interconnectedness manifests
itself in the conceptual field, serving as the basic tools for shaping
the future. Each concept in the field is connected to every other
concept: for example, tawhid (unity of God) can only be fully
expressed when adl Uustice) is totally established, and zulm
(tyranny) is checked in all its multidimensional (social,
economic, political, scientific, technological) facets. Ilm (knowledge) is ihadah (worship) only if it leads to the distribution ofadl,
promotes istislah (public interest) and does not promote zulm.
Thus the study of Islamic futures, based as it is on contemporary
elaboration of the concepts found in the Qur'an and the Sunnah,
emphasizes the interconnectedness of the Islamic world-view.
To diversity and interconnectedness we must also add that
redistribution is a basic tenet of the Islamic world-view. Muslim
societies are like living ecological systems: the beloved Prophet
Mohammad implied this when he said that the believers are like
a body, that if one part of the body catches an infection, the whole
body suffers. If the Muslim world is like a body, a holistic system,
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then it must behave according to the principles of nature. One of
the basic features of an ecosystem is that it periodically redistributes energy, materials and structures through biochemical and
geophysical processes and cycles. Human societies that live in
harmony with nature 'also conform to the principles of redis tribution of these same resources that they use and transform, whether
primary energy and materials or derived "wealth" (capital,
money, structures, means of production and "power") as well as
continually changing institutions'. 10 That Islam emphasizes
redistribution of wealth and power can be seen in such institutions as zakak (Islamic laws of inheritance) and the injunctions
against usury, hoarding and monopolies. These and numerous
other principles and injunctions of the Qur'an have not been
appreciated from the perspective of the concomitant ecological
reality that they represent: redistribution is the essence of adl and
survival.
The principles of complementarity, interconnectedness and
redistribution are the basis of all natural, evolving systems; and
they form the pillars on which Islamic futures are to be built. The
task of the student of Islamic futures is to elaborate the worldview of Islam, within a macro- or micro-perspective, using the
conceptual matrix to build models of viable futures and develop
pragmatic routes to put these models into, while being guided in
this endeavour by the natural principles of complementarity,
interconnectedness and redistribution.
It is quite evident that the study oflslamic futures is essentially
interdisciplinary. There is no place here for the purely artificial
phenomenon of the division of reality into independent disciplines. Indeed, our growing understanding of complementarity
and interconnectedness of problems facing contemporary
societies, as well as the linkages and interactions between diverse
fields of learning and approaches to the discovery of new knowledge, bas forced us to adopt a holistic and dynamic approach: in
essence this amounts to returning to the Islamic principle of the
unity of all knowledge. It was this principle that gave rise to
polymathy, the major manifestations of Islamic scholarship.
Muslim futurists have to be the counterparts of such polymaths of
classical Islam as al-Beruni and ibn Sina, al-Ghazzali and ibn
Rushd, ibn Tufail and ibn Bajjah. In this spirit, Islamic futures
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ought to be regarded as the foci of advancing knowledge, the field
of study which can be consolidated only by contributions from
many other fields and techniques.
To appreciate fully the interdisciplinary approach to Islamic
futures, let us examine the four disciplinary approaches in common use today. A mono-disciplinary approach is very sectoral and
partial, implying a study involving only one discipline. Such an
approach is unsatisfactory for the study of the future because, to
use the words of Kenneth Boulding, while the universities are
administratively divided into departments, nature is not. The
universe does not have an 'economic department' working separately from its 'physics' department. A multidisciplinary approach
involves parallel inputs from different fields, is unintegrated and
is not of much use because the interconnectedness of all
phenomena is not recognized. An undisciplined approach is completely meaningless, and while a cross-disciplinary approach,
involving the marriage of two or three disciplines, is a step forward, it nevertheless falls short of a completely integrated method
of study.
In contrast, an interdisciplinary approach is more like an 'intellectual commune' in which many disciplines cross-interact. The
interaction may range from simple communication of ideas to the
mutual integration of organizing concepts, methodology, procedures, epistemology, terminology, data and organization of
research in a fairly large field. Such an approach calls for the
unification of all knowledge. Here existing disciplines are integrated into a unified body of knowledge which is then used to
study complex reality.1 1
In Islamic futures, it is the complex conceptual field of the
world-view of Islam which enables various disciplines to come
together and be integrated into a coherent whole. The conceptual
framework also furnishes us with a language for this field of
study; a language that is both distinctively Islamic yet adoptable
to a futuristic mode of inquiry. The ultimate aim of Islamic
futures is to forge a synthesis that leads to a recognition that
Islam, as a holistic world-view, can generate a whole array of
alternative routes for the re-emergence of a dynamic, thriving
Muslim civilization in our time. A framework of the methodology
of Islamic futures is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure l. The Metko®logy of Islamic Futures

There are numerous ways this methodology can be used to
produce images of viable futures for the Muslim civilizatio n. A
purely speculative approach would yield many useful intuitive
and imaginative elements that could influence general thinking
about Islamic futures. Most utopias are the result of speculati ve
thinking; but here, the methodology ensures that the speculati on
remains within the relevant boundaries and has some policy significance. Existing trends within Muslim societies can be projected to form both utopian and dystopian scenarios. Similarly ,
individual concepts can be developed into fully-fledged scenarios :
for example, an entire political structure can be developed , in a
purely speculative way, around the concept of Skura (counsel) .
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The construction of such utopias and scenarios, or designing of
desirable futures, is extremely productive, not only stimulating
the mind to think of what is possible, but also forcing the attention of scholars and intellectuals towards microfutures-discovering ways and means, routes and policy alternatives, which can lead society towards the imagined goals.
In contrast to the speculative and scenarist approach, the
methodology can also be used for prospective planning. By taking
account of present trends and their interactions, including the
working out of the probable consequences of different possible
decisions, truly Islamic alternative policies and strategies can be
developed to meet the more likely contingencies. By studying
contemporary problems and issues with Qur'anic and Sunnah
concepts as basic tools, and working within the natural principles
of interconnectedness, complementarity and redistribution, Muslim futurists will be well prepared to meet future dangers. They
will be able to introduce deliberate changes to avoid serious consequences and to ensure that Muslim societies move towards a
healthier and healthier Islamic environment.
Islamic futures, then, is both a visionary and pragmatic field of
inquiry. It is an attempt to create new visions of a better Muslim
world-visions that will motivate the myriads of Muslim communities to set aside their political and parochial differences and
move on with the task of shaping a more enlightened society.
Islamic futures invite the ummah to consider the future as something that can be moulded, a field of power that can be grasped.
To bring a system of concepts, ideas and values that germinate
from the world-view of Islam into play in an effective, rational
and creative way, and to put it into a framework of thinking and
action that can cope with a high degree of diversity, is what the
emerging field of Islamic futures is all about. And this, in essence,
is the message of this book.
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populations are growing, Islam may embrace almost one billion people by the year 2000.
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alive? Where in this time of religious confusion is Islam getting its
astonishing vitality? In part, Islam has caught fire for some of the
same reasons that cults and Mormonism are heating up. Islam is a
fundamentalist religion, a church that teaches basic tenets, has only
two affirmations (there is no God but Allah, Mohammed is his
prophet) where Christia nity has as many as fourteen. In return, Islam
offers the answers without doubt or contradiction. Its ethical doctrines
are austere and simple, something similar to what the Quakers
believe. Its universal appeal has also let it cut across barriers of race,
tribe and caste, which is another reason for its rapid growth in places
like black Africa and black America.
Ironically, Islam is the religion most akin to Christianity and Judaism, the two religions Islam seems to have gone to war with. The late
Professor Philip Hitti, one-time head of the Semitic Literature Program at Princeton University told us that the alienation between Islam
and thejude o-Chris tian worlds is more one of politics and economics
than it is of ideology. In a sense, Hitti said, Judaism is the essence of
the Old Testame nt, Christianity of the New and Islam of a Third
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West. Hinduis m and Buddhism don't challenge the West because
they've too ethereal. Only Islam is a threat, as it has been economically for the last 20 years, politically for the last 180 years and militarily for the last 1,500 years. Islam is confronting us again, in Iran
calling us Satan for supporting the shah and challenging us in the rest
of the Moslem world for supporting Israel. Think back to the hostages.
No swami, no Dalai Lama, no guru and no rabbi ever threatened us
the way the madjis and the Ayatollah did.
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be like us? There's a third reason why the West finds it so hard to
accept Islam. There is no separation of church and state in the Mos,
lem world. The state is the church. For Islam, God is Caesar anct
Caesar is God. There can be no distinction between church and state
in the Moslem world, where criticism of Islam is seen as an injury
against the state and society. Criticism of society is a criticism of the
Moslem faith. It's more than criticism, it's treason. For this reasori
alone, there can be no easy accommodation between the West and a
large segment of the Moslem world. The Moslem challenge to the
West will continue as long as Islam's oil riches fuel its growth, which
will last for at least another 15 years.
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Part One

Moving Towards a Planned Future

I

The Future in Contemporary Islamic
Literature

Islam is perforce a future-orientated world-view. A system of
thought and action that has eternal validity must have inherent
components designed to meet future challenges. A universal
ideology strives continuously for a full realization of its basic
precepts: it must always concern itself with shaping the future. A
civilization with a golden history must look to the future to recapture its past glories. As a religion, ideology and civilization,
Islam, therefore, presents a world-view that is concerned primarily with improving the future: both in this world and in the
hereafter.
The basic concepts of Islam, such as tawhid (unity of God},
khilafah (the trusteeship of man) and akhirah (accountability on
the Day ofJudgement), force Muslims to think about their individual and collective future. In fact, a true understanding of such
basic concepts is not really possible without appreciating their
future components. Consider, for example, the concept ofakihrah
which is a basic tenet of Muslim belie( Akihrah is normally translated as 'life after death', but to have any significant understanding of akihrah one has to relate it to time. In a rationalist worldview, time is a linear progression: for a particular individual, time
ends with his life. Beyond his life there is no time, at least as far as
his own individual life is concerned. In some religions, only some
kind of belief in life after corporeal death makes life on this earth
meaningful. But the concept ofakihrah goes much beyond that: it
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connects this life to the life after death by presentin g time as a
tapestry in which time and eternity are woven together. This life
is life in time while the hereafter is the life in eternity, where we
are able to p~ beyond the ~its of ~pa~e, _time and causalit y.
But the life in eternity is a funcuon ofhfe m time: the hereafte r is
shaped on this earth. Thus the concept of akih~ah makes Muslim s
aware of their long-term future; and a true believer would always
be working for bis and his co~muni.ty'.s fu.tu~e interests .
Similarly, the concept of khilafah is mtnnsically future orientated. If man is the khilafah, trustee or steward of Allah's estate,
then he has no absolute right to anything. The natural resource s
ofthis earth are the property of God and no individu al or generation has an absolute monopoly over them. Future generat ions
have just as much right over them as the present; and the present
generation must conserve and preserve God-given resource s for
the filture generations. With the. a~~ority of a trustee goes the
responsibility-and that responsibility belongs to the future.
Considering the impoct:ince of the future for a contem porary
understanding of the basic precepts of Islam and the inheren t
future orientation in the world-view oflslam, one should expect a
whole body ofliterature and organized knowledge on the Muslim
approach to the future. The reality, however, is somewh at tragic:
in the last fifty years no more than half-a-dozen books and less
than twenty articles have been published, which concern themselves directly or indirectly with the future. And much of this
literature is of rather poor quality.
Of course, if Muslims are not concerned with studyin g their
own future, there are others who are all too willing to shape their
future for them. Exactly a hundred years ago, Wilfrid Scawen
Blunt, an admirer and friend of the noted Muslim revivali st
Jamaluddin Afghani, found it necessary to give some serious
thought to the future of Islam. 1 He was concern ed about a
number of trends which were pointing towards a particu lar
future: 'the French, by their invasion of Tunis, have precipit ated
the Mohammedan movement in North Africa; Egypt has roused
herself for a great effort of national and religious reform; and on
all sides Islam is seen to be convulsed by political portent s of
ever-growing intensity'.2 Blunt foresaw the decline of the Otto-
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man Empire and the emergence of a 'progressive thought in
Islam' and an 'Arabian theology' based at al-Azhar. He was
basically concerned with 'liberalising' Islam and argued: 'if, as
now seems probable, a liberal Mohammedan Government by a
free Mohammedan people should establish itself firmly on the
Nile, it is beyond question that the basis of a social and political
Reformation for all Islam has been laid'. 3
Blunt wrote The Future of Islam as a series of essays for the
Fortnightly Review in the summer and autumn of 1881 and published them as a book in the following year. Considering the
period when these five assays were written, he reveals a great deal
of insight of his subject and a genuine futuristic understanding of
the political and intellectual trends of the time. He starts by
studying the hajj and uses it to estimate the 'total census of
Islam': 175 million. He describes various groups of pilgrims and
thus delineates various sects and schools of Islamic thought.
Blunt believes that the future belongs to liberal Muslims, and in
his next assay, entitled 'the Modern question of the Caliphate',4
he skilfully presents the Ottomans as the arch villians: 'Turkey, I
have shown, and the Hanefite school, are far from being the
whole of Mohammedan world; and side by side with the fanatical
obduracy of the Ottoman State party and the still fiercer puritanism of the Melkites there exists an intelligent and hopeful party
favourable to religious reforms. Shafite Egypt is its stronghold,
but it is powerful too in Arabia and further East. With it a first
article of faith is that the House of Ottoman has been and is the
curse oflslam, and that its end is at hand.' Blunt predicts the end
of the Ottoman Empire with ferocity and repeatedly, knowing
that 'such prophecies often work their own fulfilment'.
The future of Islam, Blunt argues, depends on a general reform
in Islamic political and moral life; on the decline and eventual
break-up of the Ottoman Empire, the transfer of Islam's 'metropolis' from Constantinople to Mecca, and to a certain 'triumph
of her arms'. But above all Islam's survival depends on an internal reform of law and ethics. Blunt has enough insight to argue
that this reform is best carried out by Muslims themselves: 'in
considering its future it [is] easy for a candid English mind to
escape the admission that, for all purposes of argument, the
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Mohammedan creed must be treated as no vain supersititution
but a true religion, true inasmuch as it is a form of the worship of
that one true God in whom Europe, in spite of her modern
reason, still believes ... I would urge that it is to Mohammadans
themselves that we must look to work out their ultimate regeneration according to the rules of their own law and conscience.' 5 He
outlines two possible Muslim scenarios: a Christian-Muslim
accord similar to the principles laid down in 'the Prophet's
first treaty with the Christians of Arabia' which would given
Islam a legal modus vivendi with Europe and hence enable Muslim
societies to absorb all that is good and healthy in Western society;
and the emergence of a Mahdi who would introduce a moral and
political reformation.
Is all of Blunt's futuristic analysis solely for the benefit of his
Muslim friends? On the contrary, like a good futurist, Blunt
translates his analysis into policies for the English government:
England's interest, he shows, is distinct from the 'Crusading
States of Europe' and she should not ally herself with them.
England should prepare for the fall of the Ottoman Empire and
the general disruption which will follow; and the British government should prepare to give political guidance to the various
nations oflslam. After the Ottomans, the Muslims of the Indian
subcontinent, being the wealthiest and most numerous, will
become the most important segment of Islam. Their newlyacquired position should be used to strengthen the British
Empire. The political future of Egypt will be linked with the
future of Britain and its goodwill towards the British Empire
should be ensured. And, 'the Caliphate-no longer an empire,
but still an independent sovereignty-must be taken under British protection, and publicly guaranteed its political existence,
undisturbed by further aggression from Europe'. 6
Within the next fifty years many of Blunt's predictions became
realities: the Ottoman Empire did disintegrate, a Mahdi did
appear in the Sudan, liberal reforms were taken by the Egyptian
ulemas, and Islam even won new converts in Africa and South
Asia. His recommendations became part and parcel of British
foreign policy. Blunt envisaged a particular future for the Muslim
world and produced a mechanism to shape it according to the
dictates of his vision.
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Today, Blunt's modern counterparts continue to colonize the
future of Muslim societies. In Images of the Arab Future,7 IsmailSabri Abdalla, Ibrahim S. E. Abdalla, Mahmoud Abdel-Fadil
and Ali Nassar examine, on behalfof the United Nations University, how the Arab future is perceived in modern future studies
and global models. Since the publication of the Limits to Growth in
1972, several global models have been developed and used to
study alternative futures. Abdalla and colleagues examine the
roles assigned to the Arab region in six such models: the 'World
Model' developed by Meadows and the MIT team in the Limits to
Growth; 8 the more enlightened Mesarovic-Pestel model presented
in Mankind at the Turning Point; 9 the Latin American world model
built by Fundacion Bariloche in the Argentine; 10 the Leontief
model of the world economy; 11 the SARUM model constructed by
the UK Department of the Environment; and the Interfutures
study commissioned by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 12 The basic findings of Abdalla
and colleagues' survey is that most global models extrapolate the
present structures of advanced industrial nations onto the future
of Arab countries. 13 The authors complain that the Arab region is
regarded in these models as a long-term oil and fuel depot and its
social and political significance is inappropriately represented.
On the whole, global modellers are reluctant to address the region as a 'distinct entity' in total disregard of social, cultural,
religious, economic and political realities and of 'the recognition
by the international community of the potential and aspirations
of the Arab nation'.
With the sole exception of the Latin American model which is
concerned with proving that the basic needs of the Third World
can easily be met in the foreseeable future, the other models are
concerned with protecting the interests of the industrialized countries while maintaining an open dialogue with the Third World
nations. Some models go to incredible lengths to divide the Arab
region into arbitrary fragments: the United Nation's model for
the future produced by Leontief, for example, divides Arab countries between two of the fifteen regions of the world covered by the
model. Only the lnterfutures study acknowledges that the Arab
world has a distinct entity based on a cultural homogeneity and a
political awareness of the 'Arab nation' but ignores the impor-
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tance of this identity in its analysis. All this is hardly surprising:
global models are trying to colonize the future and find strategies
and mechanisms to preserve the contemporary exploitative international structures for the future. In such schemes the Arab region can only play the secondary role of the resource depot.
Now, if the images and predictions put forward in the global
models are not very assuring or appealing, are there any alternative and feasible images of the Arab future? Abdalla and his
colleagues argue that an alternative 'future outlook and strategic
visions' e.xist in key documents prepared for various conferences
by specialized Arab agencies. They examine seven such documents only to discover that the vision of the Arab future presented by them is often inarticulate and incomplete. 14 The Arab
political and intellectual leadership seems to be suffering from an
acute lack of'strategic thinking' which is obscuring their paths to
viable alternative futures. Abdalla et al. confess that 'it is hard to
see how the strategic visions and outlooks contained in these
documents can be effective and positive without a clear understanding of the transitional paths and mechanisms. The absence of
any vision of these mechanisms and their functions implies the
continuation of existing mechanisms, and, accordingly, the perpetuation of all the manifestations of backwardness and crisis,
making the desired goals more remote than ever.'
To overcome these shortcomings, Abdalla and his colleagues
call for a more comprehensive approach to Arab future studies
based on a 'thorough knowledge of the present and its problems,
of the historical and cultural evolution of the Arab nation, of the
prevailing socio-economic pattern of relations, of the economic,
social and cultural structures, of the processes of change, both
conscious and unconscious and of their mutual effects and interrelations within the framework of the dynamics of the Arab socioeconomic-cultural order and its links with the various components of the outside world'. Only by pursuing such an approach
can the Arab world choose the safest and optimum path to the
future.
The call of Abdalla and his colleagues for the development of
Arab futures studies is both timely and important. The resources
and potentials of the Arab region are unique; and so are its needs
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and requirements. Regional futures studies, therefore, have a
vital role to play in shaping a viable and constructive future of the
local environment. However, regional futures which overlook the
important global connections cannot produce positive results.
Despite the insistence on pan-Arabism and cultural identity, the
work of the Arab Alternative Futures group is very nationalistic
and narrow-minded. There is, for example, no awareness of the
role Islam plays in Arab culture and conscience in Images of Arab
Future; nor is there any acknowledgement of the political importance of Islam for the region or of the Islamic awakening the
region is going through. In fact, the on!J mention of Islam occurs
in one sentence right at the end of the study: 'the region is in the
centre of the new wave of Islamic revival'. As such, Abdalla and
his colleagues are guilty of exactly the same crime of which they
accuse the authors of global models: they are projecting the alien
future of Arab nationalism on a region that has a distinct Islamic
identity and needs and aspirations which have to be fulfilled not
within a nationalistic Arab outlook but within the world-view of
Islam. The development of Arab futures studies must be part of
the development of the theories and methodologies of Islamic
futures.
Much of the Muslim literature on the future does not have the
contemporary awareness of the study produced by Abdalla and
his colleagues. This literature can be divided into three
categories: the prophetic, the explorative and the reconstructive.
The prophetic literature is mostly concerned with the
prophecies of the Qur'an and Hadith. It has no methodology and
no real standards of scholarship. However, it is extremely popular amongst Muslim audiences. Q. I. Hingora's The Prophecies of
the Ho!J Qur'an 15 and K. M. Islam's Spectacle of Death Including
Glimpses of Life Beyond the Grave 16 are good examples.
Hingora attempts to give a 'fairly composite picture of the
major prophecies and promises of the Holy Qur'an'. Each of the
seventy-nine sections in the book contains verses from the Qur'an
followed by interpretative commentary. On the whole the commentary is extremely naive. Prophecies contained in over half the
verses quoted by Hingora have already been proved true and he
is on safe ground in commenting upon them. For example, for the
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verse 'if any think that God will not help him [His Apostle] in
this world and the Hereafter, let him stretch out a rope to the
ceiling and cut [himself] off: then let him see whether his plan
will remove that which enrages [him]!' he gives the following
commentary: in this verse, 'definite victory is promised to
Muhammad. And history shows that this promise was fulfilled
when the Children of Unity carried the banner of Islam right
through the whole of Arabia, in the Mediterranean regions and
finally in the then known world. Within a short period, Islam
reached the peak ofglory which has no precedent in history.' But
when it comes to the future, Hingora is clearly out of his depth.
He quotes some twenty verses from the Qur'an dealing with the
cosmos and asks the question whether man will be able to reach
the moon or any other planet. His interpretation of the Qur' anic
verses is that man is doomed to live and die on earth and cannot
leave the bounds of his ·terrestrial journey. Moreover, 'man's
attempt to take control of any other planet would mean transgression on his part'. He considers the moon to be part of the
'lower heaven' (theQur'an; 37: 6-10) and states that 'the lowest
heaven is too well guarded to be penetrated either by man or
jinn'. A few sections later, Hingora tells us that the deaf and blind
cannot be cured by modern medicine; Neither can there be any
cure for heart attack!
Spectacle of Death is even more absurd. By the use of Qur'anic
verses, a variety of ahadith (saying of the Prophet Mohammad)
ranging from sahih (correct) to ;:,aif (weak) to downright fabricated, anecdotes of known and unknown men, and a powerful
imagination, the learned author paints a chilling picture of hell.
The book is divided into six parts: the fearful sight of death; the
conditions ofhar;:,akah (the interval between death and the Day of
Resurrection); the accounts of the Day of Resurrection; description of hell; glimpses of paradise; and the impact of moral offences
on faith. The methodology of the book is illustrated by the following anecdote:
There was a man who had accumulated huge wealth and there was left
nothing which he had not purchased ... he was saying to himself that
he had collected all sorts of things and there was left no need to buy
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anything for years to come. Hardly had he thought of it, when a
beggar dressed in rags and a bowl slung round his neck came outside
and began to knock at the door violently. When the servants heard the
noise, they ran out to see the foolish intruder. They asked him what
the matter was? The beggar said to them to send for their master. The
servants wondered if their master would like to meet him. He assured
them that the master would come out. They came back and narrated
the whole story to their master who said they should have given a
lesson to the beggar. In the meantime the beggar again started knocking at the door violently. The guards ran and reached the door. The
beggar asked the servants to tell their master that he was the angel of
death. On hearing that, they were confounded and conveyed the message to their master. He also lost his senses and said in a humble tone
that they should request the angel of death to substitute another person in his place. Meanwhile, the beggar entered into the house and
told the wealthy man to do whatever he liked because he could not
return without extracting his soul. He heaped all things at one place
and cursing them said that his indulgence in those riches had prevented him from offering prayers and he could not spare time to
remember God and full devotion. The Almighty God gave those riches
the power of speech who said: 'why do you curse us. It was due to us
that you could have an access to the kings at a time when the pious
were driven out. It was because of us that you derived sexual pleasures
from the beautiful women and led your life like a king .. .'

After the taste of death, there is a graphic description of hell: its
depth ('if a stone is thrown into hell, it will take seventy years to
reach its bottom'); its walls ('hell has been encircled by four walls
and the breadth of each wall covers a period of four years'); its
darkness ('the flames of hell do not illuminate, it always remains
dark'); its fire ('the fire of hell is seventy degrees hotter than the
worldly fire') and its rage and fury. Then follow pages and pages
of description of the tortures of hell and of the various implements
of such tortures. All this is contrasted with thcr pleasures of paradise. Quite apart from the rivers of milk and honey, there will be a
bazaar, each inmate will have seventy-two houris in attendance,
there will be cupfuls of pure wine and people will go about wearing crowns of pearls and diamonds. The men of paradise will
have extraordinary virility and would be able to cope with
seventy-two women!
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After the accounts of hell and paradise, we come to the
prophecies. Islam devotes some seventy pages to the signs of
doom according to which we should see the end of the world
before the tum of the century. The followers of Muhamm ad will
imitate the deeds of the Jews, Christians and the magician s; false
prophets would appear; people shall 'refrain from calling a spade
a spade'; naked females shall lay snares of temptatio ns for men;
homicide will become the order of the day; new beliefs and new
practices will gain currency; infidelity will be widesprea d; and the
birth rate of illegitimate children will increase, and so on. The
final message of the book is that there is no future; the doom is
already here.
I have described the contents of Hingora and Islam's books in
detail because they have a powerful hold on the minds of the
Muslim masses. The first edition of Hingora's book was published in 1964-and has been reprinted continuously, without modifications, ever since. Spectacle of Death is a runaway best seller in
the Indian subcontinent. Despite considerable assistanc e that
Maulana Islam gets from the Qur'an and ahadith, an objective
mind would only believe his graphic accounts of experienc es
beyond the grave if he produced bona fide credentia ls of having
been there and returned. Hingora's absurd prophecie s can only
be believed by someone who lived in the Middle Ages. Yet, both
books are taken seriously by perfectly intelligent Muslims. This is
partly because their arguments, such as they are, are given
apparent legitimacy from the Qur'an and the ahadith. Partly it is
because of their hallucinating effect: both books promote fatalism, lethargy and a sense of helplessness about the future. The
message ofHingora and Islam is simple and direct: be good and
virtuous and you do not need to do anything else. They make
a supreme virtue out of fatalism and a state of complete ignorance.
Coming to explorative literature, we find that most of it comes
in the form of articles and research papers. A few of these articles
are to be found in The Muslim World and the Future Economic Order
which is based on an international conference organized by the
Islamic Council of Europe in July 1977. 17 Of the contribut ions
which deal with the various aspects of the future, the essays of
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A. M. Hegazy, Khurshid Ahmad, Ahmed S. Heiba and Ahmad
Mohammad Ali are specifically concerned with the future aspects
of their chosen theme. But all four articles suffer from the common shortcomings of Muslim explorative literature on the future:
complete absence of futuristic framework and thinking. In fact,
critical readers can easily be forgiven for regarding these contributions as pious diatribes aimed more at proving the
superiority of Islam than coming to grips with contemporary and
future problems.
Hegazy's article, 'The Promotion of an Equitable World
Order-the Muslim Role and Contribution', illustrates the point
well. 18 He starts by describing the problems of capitalism and
socalism and then makes the offering which has become a standard feature of contemporary Muslim scholarship; an equitable
world order will come about, almost as if by magic, if we could
'develop and effectively distribute more information and knowledge concerning Islam', make the 'message of Islam clear to the
world' and so on. One is naturally led to ask about countries
where Islam is dominant, where knowledge of Islam is widely
available: are these countries models of equitable societies? Is this
the ideal future for all the countries of the planet to adopt? In the
next essay in this volume, 'Islam and the New World Order',
Khurshid Ahmad tackles the same issue from the perspective of
the New International Economic Order (NIE0). 19 He argues,
with some force, for a New World Order and not just NIEO,
because 'the real problem is more basic and covers a vaster area
than that of mere economic crisis'. The global economic crisis, he
argues, 'deserves to be examined in the wider context of the
overall human crisis-of the crisis of civilization'. Agreed. But
how do we do that? With some real insight, Khurshid Ahmad
argues that we can move towards the New World Order by taking full cognizance of the 'Islamic approach to social changes'.
This means: ( 1) change has to be planned and engineered and be
purposeful; it must not only be external, it must also come about
'within the heart and soul of man'; and change must be balanced
and gradual and evolutionary. Good. How do we go about introducing this change? Here, unfortunately, the author is at a loss.
He is content with giving the standard account of 'Islamic
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approach of life' and asks for zakah, taz/ciyyah (purification) and
the principles of tawhid to be adopted.
The contributions of Ahmed S. Heiba, 'Agricultural Resources
in the Muslim World-Capacity and Future Growth', 20 and
Ahmad Mohamed Ali, 'The Role of the Islamic Development
Biµik in the Future Economic Order',21 contrast sharply. Heiba
shows a real awareness of the future; Ali has no idea what will
happen tomorrow. Heiba describes the world food crisis and discusses the extent to which the Muslim world is subject to it. He
relates food production to population increase and estimates the
expected demand for the year 2000. He then examines the present
trends and shows the shortfalls that can arise. Finally, he argues
that the overall situation for the year 2000 can be improved by
preparation of integrated agricultural projects and conversion
from rain-fed agriculture to continuous irrigation by storing the
floods of rivers. There is a methodology at work in his essay. Ali,
on the other hand, is content with describing the functions of his
bank and its loaning policies. And on the basis of his description,
it is quite evident that the Islamic Development Bank has no role
to play in the future economic order.
The contributions to The Muslim World and the Future Economic
Order and a handful ofother papers which have been published in
the last few years indicate that Muslim scholars are now beginning to treat the future with some seriousness. 22 However, with
the exception of my The Future of Muslim Civilization, there has not
been any systematic attempt to explore the future within the
framework oflslam in recent times. Yet, way back in the thirties
and forties, two authors tried to lay the foundation for just such
an exercise.
Allama Muhammad lqbal's The Reconstruction of Religious
T/wu.ght in Islam 23 and M. Rafi-Ud-Din's Ideology of the Future 24 are
two of the most neglected works of modern Muslim scholarship.
Both authors were years ahead of their time and have produced
books which constitute the backbone of the Muslim reconstructive literature on the future. This literature derives its inspiration
from the celebrated work of al-Ghazzali, The Revival of Religious
Sciences, published towards the end of the eleventh century. In
Revival, al-Ghazzali sought to reconstruct the Muslim civilization
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on what he saw as the true spiritual and moral basis of Islam.
The monumental work, consisting of forty volumes, starts with a
new and dynamic exposition of the epistemology of Islam and
goes on to give extensive treatment to social behaviour and the
Islamic way of life. During the life and times of al-Ghazzali, the
Muslim civilization, despite its internal moral and ethical problems, was the dominant civilization. It was, therefore, natural for
him to concentrate on spiritual and social matters. But Iqbal and
Rafi-Ud-Din are writing for Muslims who have lost the very
foundations of their societies: they operate in alien political structures, social organizations, cultural environment and a mode of
production that bears no relationship to anything in Muslim history. Their task, then, is considerably more difficult than that of
al-Ghazzali.
In his preface to Reconstruction, Iqbal touches on the task that he
is trying to tackle. The contemporary religious scholars,
owing to their ignorance of the modem mind, have become absolutely
incapable of receiving any fresh inspiration from modem thought and
experience. They are perpetuating methods which were created for
generations possessing a cultural outlook differing, in important
respects, from our own. 'Your creation and resurrection', says the
Qur' an, 'are like the creation and resurrection ofa single soul'. A living
experience of the kind of biological uni~, embodied in this verse,
requires today a method physiologically less violent and psychologically
more suitable to a concrete type of mind. In the absence of such
method the demand for a scientific form of religious knowledge is only
natural . . . I have tried to meet, even though partially, this urgent
demand by attempting to reconstruct Muslim religious philosophy
with due regard to the philosophical tradition of Islam and the more
recent developments in the various domains of human knowledge. 25
(my emphasis)

Iqbal wants to reconstruct Muslim epistemology, and hence lay
the basis for the reconstruction of Muslim civilization, on a
purely ecological basis: words like 'biological unity' and 'organic
whole' occur throughout the book. He sees time in an ecological
perspective, arguing that 'pure time, as revealed by a deeper
analysis of our conscious experience, is not a string of separate,
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reversible instants; it is an organic whole in which the past is not
left behind, but is moving along with, and operating in, the present. And the future is given to it as lying before, yet to be
traversed; it is given only in the sense that it is present i? its
nature as an open possibility'. 26 Thus for Iqbal the future is an
open possihili~ and not closed and predetermined. He defines 'taqdir' as 'time regarded as prior to the disclosure of its possibilities'.
The destiny of a thing 'is not an unrelenting fate working from
without like a task master; it is the inward reach of a thing, its
realizable possibilities which lie within the depths of its nature'·
Destiny is shaped, it is made by effort, and does not consist of
'fully-fledged events' that are lying in the future, as it were, 'in the
womb of Reality' dropping 'one by one like the grains of sand
from the hour-glass'. Iqbal wants the efforts towards the reconstruction of Muslim civilization to begin with the appreciation of
'life as an organic unity' thus introducing the contemporary idea
of interdependence and 'a keen sense of the reality of time'· A
civilization based on such a concept oflife and time would naturally reconcile the categories of permanence and change. Permanence is brought about by external principles which regulate the
collective life of that civilization and give a foothold in the world
of perpetual change. And adjustment to change is made by continuously striving to understand the dynamic nature of the Qur' an
and such basic concepts oflslam as ijtihad. Within this futuristic
framework, Iqbal wants to re-examine everything. His arguments
for looking at the Shariah in a futuristic perspective, for example,
lead him to say some very interesting things. Taking his cue from
Shah Waliullah, Iqbal states that the prophetic method of teaching takes special notice of the habits, ways and peculiarities of the
people to whom he is specifically sent.
The prophet who aims at all-embracing principles, however, can
neither reveal different principles for different peoples, nor leave them
to work out their own rules of conduct. His method is to train one
particular people, and to use them as a nucleus for the building up of a
universal Shariat. In doing so he accentuates the principles underlying
the social life of all mankind, and applies them to concrete cases in the
light of the specific habit of the people immediately before him. The
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Shariat values (Ahkam) resulting from this application (e.g. rules relating to penalties for crime) are in a sense specific to that people; and,
since their observance is not an end in itself, they cannot be strictly
enforced in the case of future generations. 27

In other words, various generations in various epochs have to
reconstruct the Shariah from the basic principles to fulfil their
particular needs and requirements. Iqbal cites the example of
Abu Hanifa who had to introduce the principle ofistihsan Uuristic
preference) to meet some of the challenges he faced in his time.
On the basis of this analysis much of the contents of the traditional schools of thought become irrelevant in the strict sense of
the word. Iqbal is fully aware of this and points out that from the
first century to the beginning of the fourth, no less than nineteen
schools of law and legal opinion appeared in Islam. 'This fact
alone is sufficient to show how incessantly our early doctors of
law worked in order to meet the necessities of a growing civilization.' Iqbal expects and demands just such an effort; the full
import of his analysis and demands of his futuristic thinking have
yet to be appreciated by Muslim minds.
Rafi-Ud-Din approaches his effort at reconstructing Islamic
thought from a quite different route. His book is partly a critique
of Marxism, one of the most powerful and comprehensive that
one is likely to find, and partly an attempt at re-understanding
Islam from the theories of human nature and contemporary
psychology. His basic thesis is that the urgt: for ideals is the real,
the ultimate and the sole dynamic power of human action and
any ideology that can meet the demands of the future must be
based on this axiom. This 'urge for ideals is neither derived from
nor subserves any of those human impulses, known as the
instincts, the object of which is the maintenance of life. On the
other hand, it is man's natural and independent urge for Beauty
and Perfection which rules and controls all such impulses, in spite
of their biological compulsion, for the sake of its own satisfaction. 28 Although Rafi-Ud-Din never actually says so, it is strongly
implied throughout the book that the ideal man continuously
strives for is Islam. He presents this ideal as a weltanschauung and
within its frameworks 'reconstructs the philosophies of politics,
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ethics, economics, history, law, education and art and the individual and social psychologies on a single basis' and presents it in
'the shape of a single Science of Man'. At every step of realizing
this ideal, argues Rafi-Ud-Din, man faces resistance. But, 'man
will evolve by action and effort in future as the animal evolved by
action and effort in the past. Resistance is a blessing for us as it
quickens our progress. When a man acts for the Right Ideal, he is
consciously and directly evolving himself.' In this framework the
ideal is never reached but is continuously strived for in the future.
Each conscious step into the future, that is each time 'resistance'
is overcome, man reaches closer to his destiny: the state of total
Islam. And each step is a step up the ladder of evolution which is
leading man towards Islam, the primordial religion of man.
Rafi-Ud-Din relates this process of evolution to ' the ideology of
the Last Prophet' which 'divides itself into four natural periods'.
'During the first period the community of believers spread from
one man to a oonsiderable section of humanity. Their general level
of seU:consciousness is very high and their actions exemplify the
process of actual, conscious evolution of humanity.' During the
second period, wrong ideals have gained in power but in spite of
this the ideology is able to resist total disintegration because of its
internal dynamics which became operational in the first period.
These two periods of the ideology of the Prophet occurred in the
-past. The future offers two more stages of growth: the third period
where the ideology becomes an important political power; and
the fourth period 'when it has conquered all wrong ideals and
united the whole of the human race'. This is the destiny that the
Muslims have to shape for themselves. Rafi-Ud-Din wants Musllin societies to perceive this ideal as the only viable and natural
course and work from this normative position to realize the ideology of the future. 29
For several decades the seeds sown by Rafi-Ud~Din and Iqbal
lay dormant. In 1974, the Muslim Institute for Research and
Planning in London took it upon itself to push forward ideas and
thought on Muslim Futures and work towards the reconstruction
of a Musllin civilization of the future. The result was Towards A
New Destiny in which Kalim Siddiqui examines the status of Muslim intellectual thought by reviewing the proceedings of the Inter-
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national Islamic Youth Conference which met in Tripoli in July
1973. 30 This brief volume contains an important insight which
deserves serious attention from Muslim scholars concerned with
the future: ' the conceptual framework of Islam has for too long
existed in isolation from an operational social order or a living
civilization based on it' and as such 'there is an urgent need to
revive a tradition of Muslim scholarship to produce a philosophical framework which is at least as articulate and rationally satisfying as all the other traditions of knowledge that are current
today' and 'that no meaningful action to reorder Muslim societies
is possible without the prior emergence of a new framework of
knowledge'. Later on, these insights were articulated more carefully and in a little more detail in the Dreft Prospectus of the
Muslim Institute. 31 The present situation of the Muslim civilization is summed up in the last prognosis of this document: 'the
damage to (contemporary) Muslim societies is so extensive that it
may not be possible, or even desirable, to repair and restore their
existing social orders; the only viable alternative is to conceive and
create social, economic and political systems which are fundamentally different from those now prevailing in Muslim societies
throughout the world'.
And this is where the whole futures debate stood until the
fateful day, on 16 January 1979, when Ayatollah Khomeini
arrived in Tehran to make the official declaration that the Iranian revolution was here to stay. Much of the discussion about
the development in the Muslim world, in the early eighties, has
concentrated on 'Islamic resurgence' and the role the Iranian
revolution is playing in promoting a revival of Islam in our time.
The revolution itself has provided a vision of the future: the general thesis propagated by many Muslim scholars is that the Iranian revolution will spread like fire and engulf the rest of the
Muslim world. Mashi Muhajeri, a leader of the Jihad-e Sazandegi (Struggle for Construction), one of the most practical and
positive outcomes of the revolution, argues in his Islamic Revolution: Future Path ef the Nation 32 that the conditions prevailing in
much of the Muslim world are similar to those of prerevolutionary Iran, and Muslim people, inspired by the example
of Iran, will force events to take a similar tum. Indeed, it is a
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moral duty of the Iranian people to export their revolution.
Muhajeri writes:
the export of the revolution simply means the introduction of the
spiritual values and achievements attained in the course of the Islamic
revolution. The deprived people who are suffering under the domination of exploiters, many who are dying daily because of hunger or
military aggression, should come to know the valuable experience that
the Iranian nation has gained in the course of its struggle against the
exploiters. It is incumbent on the Iranian people to furnish the
exploited nations with their own accomplishments and to help them
liberate themselves from the grip of the exploiters. 33

Indeed, while the Islamic revolution in Iran is a major accomplishment which has changed the course of contemporary Muslim
history, it is by no means clear that it is an exportable commodity. On the other hand, there are serious indications that the
revolution itself can do with some sustained long-range planning.
The post-revolutionary events show that it has moved forward in
a haphazard fashion; and if it were to sustain its impact, serious
attention has to be given to solving the present and future problems of the Iranian society in an Islamic perspective. Even
revolutions, it seems, cannot do without studying the future.
Meanwhile, much of the euphoria about 'Islamic resurgence'
generated by the Islamic revolution in Iran has evaporated. Muslim scholars and intellectuals have now begun to question
whether the Muslim world isrealry going through a contemporary
revival.
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And impressions of G. H. Jansen, the 'Lavant' correspondent of
the Economist, who proudly declared to have visited Makkah,
Medina and Karbala (disguised as a Muslim?):
The image that the Western observer could take away from his contemplation of this vast, turbulent unsettled area is one of precarious
unease and violence-of strange, bearded men with burning eyes,
hieratic figures in robes and turbans, of blood dripping from the
stumps of amputated hands and from the striped backs of malefactors,
and piles of stones barely concealing the battered bodies of adulterous
couples.3

An image which this former diplomat reinforces in his hastily
completed, blindly written Militant Islam. 4
Within the Muslim scholarly and intellectual circles, there are
two divergent views about the movement and events sweeping
through the Muslim world. The first interpretation holds that
'Islamic revivalism, reassertion, revitalisation, renewal, fundamentalism, neo-fundamentalism, reawakening and resurgence' is
largely a creation of people like Kraft, modern-day devotees of
such medieval bigots as Dante who portrayed Muslims as apostates, violent, lecherous, economic exploiters, 5 and Jensen, successors to eighteenth- and nineteenth-century European imperial
travellers such as Giovanni Finati, J. L. Burckhardt, Bayard
Taylor and Richard Burton, who visited the holy cities disguised
as Muslims and returned to paint fantastic pictures of the Muslim infidels in their savage existence. It is in fact a reaction to the
loss of empire, to the causes of the West's economic and political
crisis.
While there is every sign that Islam is coming back to its own
as a force in world affairs and as a power in Muslim societies
itself, it is incorrect to call this a revival or a resurgence. Islam
has always been there: it has always been a force; and it has
always fought, in the form of massive protest movements, against
internal despotism and dictatorship and external domination.
Only when some short-sighted regime has tried to suppress the
religious feeling of a Muslim society and impose a value system
alien to the people have the resultant eruptions appeared to the
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outside world as some form of resurgence. Essentially, such eruptions are in keeping with the traditions oflslam, and the saying of
the Beloved Prophet Mohammad that 'there will come in every
century a reform~r who shall revive my faith in my people'. M.
Manazir Ahsan presents this view cogently:
It is true that much of current Islamic resurgence can be seen as a
quest for stability and revival of past Islamic heritage inspired by a
disdain for western values, secular nationalism, socialist materialism
and western consumerism that have exasperated economic and social
problems in many Muslim countries. However, it will be naive as well
as misleading to say that the present wave of Islamic resurgence is a
strange phenomenon which has come suddenly out of nothing.
Whenever in Muslim history Islam was befogged by jahili or pagan
practices, and the influence ofun-Islamic culture became dominant in
society, people with revivalist spirit appeared on the scene and
brought about the intellectual, moral and political revolution, making
once again the Islamic ideal supreme. The conflict oflslam andjahil!Ja
is not something peculiar to this century. It has been an integral part
of Islamic history ever since its early phase. The conflict has had of
course different dimensions at different periods, as every age has its
own peculiar features and problems. Not all the revivalist movements
in the past were able to bring about the ideal and complete transformation of society as desired by them. Some achieved only a little, some
went half-way, some went even further and some succeeded in reaching their destination with glory. The activities oflmam Husain, Umar
bin Abdul Aziz, the Abbasid Caliph Al-Muhtadi Billah, Al-Ghazzali,
ibn Taiymiyya, Imam Sirhindi, and Shah Waliullah of India, Imam
Shami) of Russia, Shayku Muhammad ibn Abdul Wahhab of
Arabia, Usman Dan Fodio of Nigeria and many others represent the
different stages of success and glory. Islamic revivalism and
resurgence is a continuous process which runs like an unbroken thread
through the different phases of Muslim history. 6

On purely historical ground, it is tempting to accept this interpretation. The last century, for example, provides ample evidence of
the ceaseless activity and vitality of Islam. The struggle against
imperial powers, the work of Jamaluddin Afghani, Mohammad
Abduh and Rashid Rida in Egypt, 7 the rise of the Mahdi in the
Sudan, the Pakistan Movement in the Indian subcontinent, 8 the
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tobacco crisis in Iran (in which the ulama led a popular movement
and forced the Shah of the day to withdraw the lucrative financial
concession he had made to an European imperialist), 9 the revolt
against a modernist monarch in Afghanistan, the rise of various
Islamic Conferences for Muslim unity, are just a few, and randomly chosen, examples of Muslim efforts to assert their political
identity. The present upturn in the Muslim World is a continuation of the aspirations of Muslims, from the days when the Muslim civilization was at its zenith, for political power and cultural
expression. All that is different now is that some Muslim countries possess huge oil revenues which enable them to exert certain
influenees on world affairs.
However, the rich historical and, to some extent, religious support for this in.terpretation does not completely diminish the validity of the second interpretation. This view is essentially focused
around the Islamic revolution in Iran. It is argued that the overthrow of the Shah by a popular uprising is such a unique event
that it constitutes a civilizational upturn. Iran is a watershed for
all Muslims who desire an Islamic state. As a first victory of
Islam against despotism, neo-imperial dictatorship and the forces
of lcufr (non-believers), the Iranian revolution provides a reality
to which all Muslims can relate their ideals, their histories and
the development of the entire ummah. We are, therefore, in a new
phase of Muslim history: Islamic revolution will spread from
Iran, almost like a fire, and will engulf Muslim societies and
people, thus taking the process which began with the return of
Ayatollah Khomeini to Tehran to its logical and natural conclusion. Kalim Siddiqui, for example, has argued and developed a
number of somewhat convoluted and turgid theories around this
assertion. 10
Those who do not support the Iran revolution unconditiona lly,
but are forced to subscribe to this interpretation by the fact of the
actual event of the revolution, argue that Iran is just one manifestation of the contemporary resurgence of Islam. The emergence
of the Organisation of the Islamic Conference and the development of a somewhat united Muslim political front is another
indication; the various 'lslamization' programmes of Pakistan,
Sudan, Malaysia, Morocco are still others. These events are not
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unconnected: they are interlinked with a new cultural and political awareness within Muslim societies all over the world.
The late Hamid Enayat, the noted Iranian political scientist,
argued that the process of cultural re-discovery sweeping through
Muslim societies is a result of a chain of humiliating experiences.
The failure of democracy in Turkey, the defeat of the Arabs in the
Six Day War in 1967, Pakistan's defeat in its war with India in
1971, the Arab-Israeli war of 1973-all have contributed and are
major landmarks .in the contemporary revival of Islam. Far from
undermining the validity of Islam as the legitimate ideology for
Muslims, these failures have fostered and nourished visions of a
return to Islam. The sudden arrival of oil revenues in Iran,
Saudia Arabia, Libya and the Gulf and the consequent process of
acute modernization and rapid industrialization at all costs
introduced by the governments of these states made the political
expression of this desire by the masses a necessity. Islamic
resurgence had arrived. 11
Contemporary Events: a Unique Phenomena
Whether one fully subscribes to the Islamic resurgence theory or
not, it is difficult to maintain that contemporary events in Muslim countries are not much different from what has happened in
Muslim history in different epochs. Since the fifteenth century,
the Muslim world has continuously lost political power to Western nations. However, for the first time in almost five centuries,
the Muslim people are now asserting their political identity
instead of apologizing for their existence. Both the unique event
of the Islamic revolution in Iran and the formation of the Organisation of Islamic Conference are responsible for this newlydiscovered assertion of Muslim identity. Moreover, the hard-won
independence of Malaysia, Sudan, Algeria, Egypt and the creation of Pakistan are events of considerable significance: they represent a reverse process to colonization which was, up to thirty
years ago, the norm in the Muslim world. The political dynamism and unceasing perseverance of the traditional leadership,
combined with the unreservedly mass support they have
received, has to be admired: it is something unique in recent
Muslim history and gives this epoch an unparalleled dimension.
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From failure after failure, the Muslim societies now have not
one but two success stories to talk about. Both the roots of the
revolution in Iran and the efforts to create a global Muslim forum
go back in history to the beginning of this century. The ulama in
Iran have opposed the monarchy since the pre-First World War
days. Qajar dynasty's centralizing policies and westernizing tendencies were fiercely resisted by the ulama and led to the so-called
tobacco rebellions at the end of the nineteenth century and the
1905-11 constitutional crisis. In 1906, the constitution gave the
seniorulama a veto overlegislation: theulama in the 1905 constitutional movement campaigned for the same demands as Ayatollah
Kashani in the Musaddiq period and Ayatollah Khomeini in the
time of Reza Shah Pahlavi. Moreover, by the nineteenth century
most senior ayatollahs normally lived in exile outside Iran, in the
holy cities ofNajaf and Karbala, mainly to be independent of the
ruling monarchs. The exile since 1963 of Ayatollah Khomeini,
first in Iraq and then in Paris, was in keeping with the tradition. 12
But whereas the efforts of earlier ulama had failed, Ayatollah
Khomeini has succeeded. This is a major departure from tradition.
He had no arms and no real means of communication, from his
refuge in Najaf and then from his suburban maisonette at
Neuf:.le-chateau, with his people. Only smuggled taperecordings of his speeches linked him with the Iranian people.
Yet, he turned this disadvantage into a major gain and brought
the Peacock Throne, supported by major Western powers, one of
the most powerful armies in the world, and a savagely ruthless
secret police, crumbling down. For Muslims everywhere, this had
universal significance--a clear demonstration that Islam can
stand against imperial powers and oppression and win. A whole
generation of radicals brought up to believe that Islam was a
reactionary force, an enemy of change, and forced to look towards
alien ideologies for liberation from oppression and exploitation,
witnessed the fall of a mighty kingdom at the voice of an aging
alim, like the walls ofJericho at the sound of Joshua's trumpet.
When they looked closer at this figure they discovered a man with
an unswerving integrity of purpose, fearlessly opposed to
tyranny, living the simplest oflives with only a rug to sit on and a
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daily diet of lentil soup and prayer. Whether they support the
post-revolutionary developments in Iran or not, Muslims everywhere have learned the unique lessons that traditional leadership
is not passe: it can lead revolutions and win.
The importance of this lesson is brought sharply into focus
when one considers the failure of the Islamic movements of our
time. The most important of these are undoubtedly lkhwanul Muslimeen or the Muslim Brotherhood of Egypt and the jamaat-elslami of Pakistan. In the last fifty years or so of their chequered
history, both Ikhwan andjamaat have won many Muslim intellectuals and scholars to their cause: but in the political field, they
have not gained a single victory.
The influence of Ikhwanul Muslimeen can be found over the
entire Middle East. It was founded by the celebrated Egyptian
teacher and scholar Hasan al-Banna who instilled a disciplined
devotion and ethics of hard work in his followers. However, the
organization was administratively centralized, and the assassination of Hasan al-Banna on 12 February 1949 dealt it a serious
blow. The movement further suffered serious setbacks when it
was ruthlessly and inhumanly crushed in 1954 and its most
articulate and intellectually bold advocate, Sayyid Qutb, was
executed by Nasser on 29 August 1966. The savage oppression of
the Ikhwan by Nasser failed to arouse the outrage of Egyptian
people, indicating that the influence of the movement was limited
to the universities and the middle classes. However, the quality of
the writings of its leadership, particularly Sayyid Qutb, has
developed a strong following in Sudan, Syria, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Jordan and Libya. The Ikhwan has also gained influence and
protection from the ruling elites of Saudi Arabia, Jordan and the
Sudan. But their influence has not reduced, let alone eliminated,
oppression and despotism in these countries.
Like the lkhwan, jamaata-e-Islami has also inspired and motivated intellectuals and scholars throughout the Muslim world.
Tightly centralized like the Ikhwan, it is, however, much less
militant. While the Islamic stance, and the influence of the vast
intellectual output of its founder and life-long president, the late
Maulana Abul 'ala Maududi, cannot be doubted,jamaat's tinkerings with Pakistani politics have spelled disaster for the move-
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ment. In coalition after coalition-from the opposition alliance
against the military government of Ayub Khan, to its tragic
cooperation with General Yahya Khan, its grouping with the
opposition against the corrupt rule of Zulfiqal Ali Bhutto, its
participation in the 'lslamization' programme of General Ziaul
Haq and its regrouping with its former enemy, the People's Party
of the executed Mr Bhutto, against the 'lslamization' of Gen.
Ziaul Haq-the Jamaat has compromised itself repeatedly.
Moreover, the death of its charismatic leader, Maulana
Maudud~ has left the Jamaat in complete limbo; its postMaududi leadership inspires little confidence.
Thus the major Islamic movements-lkhwanul Muslimeen and
the Jamaat-e-lslami-contrast sharply with the Iranian revolution.13 While the Islamic movements are largely elitist, the Iranian revolution dra~s its strength from the masses. Maududi and
Hasan al-Banna could not motivate over a million people to fill
the streets on the basis of a single directive. While the Islamic
movements are personified with failure and compromise, the
Islamic revolution in Iran is manifestly successful. In the long,
agonizing Muslim history of continuous decline, Iran marks a
first upturn. That's why Iran is unique in the recent epochs of
Muslim history.
The establishment of the Organisation of Islamic Conference is
also a somewhat unique event: it marks the culmination of over
sixty years of effort that has its origins in the last days of the
Caliphate. For the Muslim world, the significance of the First
World War lies in the fact that the demise of the Ottoman Empire
also ended the 1300 years' old institution of Caliphate. Under the
leadership of Mustafa Kemal Attaturk, the Young Turks wanted
to build a modem, Westemized state. The Caliphate was identified with 'old values' and a declining civilization; and, therefore,
it had to be abolished. On 3 March 1924, the Turkish Grand
National Assembly did just that by passing a law, Article One of
which reads: 'The Caliphate is deposed. The office of the
caliphate is abolished, since the caliphate is essentially comprised
in the meaning and signification of the words Government
(llllkumak) and Republic (jumhuriyyah) .' 14
The Caliphate, despite its numerous weaknesses, had an emo-
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tional hold on the Muslim ummah and provided a platform for the
Muslim countries to speak with an unified voice. Since the twenties, the search for an alternative platform which would bring
Muslim countries together and provide them with a powerful,
united voice had led to numerous conferences and summits: the
Islamic Caliphate Congress in Cairo in 1926; the World Muslim
Congress in Makkah, also in 1926; the Al-Aqsa Islamic Conference in Jerusalem in December 1931; the Second International
Islamic Conference in Karachi in 1949; the Third International
Islamic Conference, again held in Karachi, in 1951; the Islamic
Summit in Makkah in August 1954; and the World Muslim Congress in Mogadishu in 1964. Whatever the historical value of
these meetings, they all failed in providing a united platform for
Muslim nations. It was the Malaysian initiative in 1968 to establish a 'Muslim Commonwealth' to promote solidarity and cooperation which eventually produced some positive results in the
shape of the 1969 Kuala Lumpur conference of Muslim foreign
ministers where a platform to discuss political problems facing
Muslim countries and promote economic cooperation between
them was developed. The burning of al-Aqsa mosque in August
1969 precipitated the Islamic Summit in Rabat in setting up the
Organisation of the Islamic Conference, with a permanent secretariat in Jeddah.
Because of a whole string of failures, the creation of an
intragovernmental Muslim forum in itself is an achievement.
Like the United Nations, the Organisation oflslamic Conference
suffers from serious shortcomings, not least the inability of its
members to take the institution seriously. Nevertheless, it is a
unique institution for it has the ability to bring all the nations of
the Muslim world, even those who have openly declared war on
each other, under one roof, and to promote cooperation and
communication between Muslim people that has not been possible in recent history. Moreover, it has the potential of becoming
a powerful institution capable of articulating Muslim anger and
aspiration with clarity and force. This potential alone makes the
Organisation of Islamic Conference a unique, but qualified, success.
The creation and development of the Organisation of Islamic
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Conference and the reaction to the Islamic revolution in Iran
throughout the Muslim world, indicates that the movem ent of a
return to Islamic roots is a transnational phenom ena. It is not
limited to a single country or community; it has, in fact, been
occurring in virtually every Muslim society regardless of size or
political, economic and cultural environment. Indeed , as Hrair
Oekmejian writes,
the quest for a new Islamic identity is discernible not only in the Arab
sphere, but also in Nigeria, Turkey, Pakistan and Indone sia. It is
manifest not only in countries where Muslims are numeri cally dominant, but also among Islamic minorities in India, the Philipp ines, the
Soviet Union and the Western countries. Nor is the Islamic revival
limited to particular social and economic classes or occupa tions. While
much of its grass roots support has come from the lower middle classes, there is increasing evidence of widespread emulat ion of Islamic
lifestyles among the middle and upper middle classes in such relative ly
15
advanced countries as Egypt, Turkey and Tunisia.

The yearning among Muslim people for self-expression has continuously been increasing since the abolition of the Caliph ate.
The belated discovery of its existence in the West notwit hstand ing, the tendency towards a cultural re-discovery has persis ted
in the last century. But the tendency towards self-as sertion ,
expressed in its most profound and explosive form in the Islami c
revolution in Iran, does not constitute a systematic, cohere nt
Islamic resurgence. The yearning for cultura l expres sion and
political assertion by themselves not to justify such hyperb ole as
'resurgence', 'renaissance', 'recovery of identit y' or 'critic al
power shift'. There is no evidence to suggest that the Musli m
countries, individually or collectively, have acquir ed any real
political clout in the international arena. The political expres sion
of Muslim identity should not be confused with real politic al
power. That lies in economic independence and the indige nous
ability to generate and maintain a coherent system of appro priate
knowledge, including a modicum of science and techno logy. The
Organisation oflslamic Conference has manifestly not made any
move in this direction. And only rabid believers in a flat earth
would argue that Iran today possesses real political and intelle c-
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tual power. Contemporary Iran has gone through a massive
spiritual and political transformation; whether it can be translated into an all-round intellectual, cultural, social, economic,
scientific and technological change remains to be seen. While the
Islamic revolution is unique, there is nothing unique about the
Iranian state: its economic and social policy, urban development
framework, science and technology policy-institutions which
shape contemporary society-are exactly the same as those of
any Muslim country. Declaring a state to be 'Islamic' and actually creating an 'Islamic state' are two quite different enterprises.
An Islamic resurgence, with a critical shift in economic, political and intellectual power, truly epochal in nature can be identified, as Ralph Braibanti has pointed out, by three characteristics: (I) although it may rise from a restricted national or regional
base, it must be global in scope or have the clear potential of
global influence; (2) it must overturn certain fundamental
assumptions about the relationship of man to man or nation to
nation or man to natural resources and establish new equations
for these relationships; (3) it must be irreversible in its effects;
that is, granted moderate oscillations characteristic of all change,
there can be no return to the status quo ante. 16 The industrial
revolution in Europe and the emergence of the post-colonial era
after the Second World War certainly meet these criteria. However, the developments in the Muslim world in the last two
decades fail to come up to these criteria. This is largely because
the political and economic changes ushered by the Iranian
revolution, the emergence of Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the establishment of the Organisation
of Islamic Conference, do not have a well-defined, concrete knowledge base: the gains accomplished by Muslim societies in recent
times do not have indigenous intellectual roots and, far from having lasting, global impact, they can easily evaporate.
Without a knowledge base that produces real wealth and political clout, it is premature for Muslim intellectuals to believe that
there is an Islamic resurgence. The Muslim world is going not
through a resurgence but an unrest-an unrest that is the product of its acute disillusion with capitalism and Communism,
development and modernization, instant answers and political
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expediency. It is an unrest that has fermented a feeling of global
Islamic community, deposed monarchs and military regimes,
and produced transnational Islamic activities and institutions. It
is an unrest based on a deep anxiety about the future of the
Muslim societies; one that is heading towards a search for
genuine solutions.

The Reacting Syndrome
The quest for Islamic solutions to contemporary and future problems has been thwarted in the last three centuries by two major
factors: the poverty of the intellectual thought and insight of
Muslim people and their love-hate relationship with Western
civilization. The closing of the gates ofijtihad (reasoned struggle)
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries by the learned scholars of the community who feared unethical innovation in religion, and the consequent emergence oftaqlid (passive imitation) as
the dominant mode of thought in all spheres of life provided the
first impetus for the intellectual decline of the Muslim civilization.17 It is not possible for an intellectually superior people to be
politically and physically subjugated by a civilization that does
not have the same intellectual resources at its disposal. The political decline of the Muslim civilization immediately followed the
loss of its intellectual leadership. When the Muslim world met
Western civilization in the battlefield in the eighteenth century,
its fate had already been sealed.
At the beginning of the European imperial adventure, the Muslim hatred of Western powers was almost total. But European
military superiority meant that the Muslims were obliged to
acquire their military technology. The Ottomans, for example,
both hired European technicians and sent their technologists to
be trained in Europe. While conscious efforts were made to keep
the influence of Western technology to the military sphere, the
transfer of technological hardware and technicians nevertheless
had a certain social and economic impact on Muslim lands.
European technology was responsible for inducing the Western
mode of thought and behaviour in Muslim societies. It was also
responsible for the realization that Western superiority went far
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beyond military technology and organization. It presented an
intellectual domination.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, when the process of
colonialization was completed and Muslim minds finally conquered, the Muslim hatred of Western civilization was transformed into total love. This phase of history was summed up by
the Egyptian modernist scholar Taha Hussain when he said, 'let
us adopt western civilization in its totality and all its aspects, the
good with the bad and the bitter with the sweet'. Even the
traditionalist scholars lost faith in their intellectual heritage, and
Muslim societies pursued Western ideologies and ways of life
under the guiding principle of modernization with a mix of
nationalism.
Modernization was seen to be synonymous with Westernization. In Turkey, for example, nationalism was combined with
modernization by Kemal Ataturk, and the Young Turks were
proud of being Turks and of imitating Europe. 'There is only one
civilization', Ataturk used to say, 'and Turkey must imitate it in
all its aspects.' In Iran, Reza Shah Pahlavi propagated a Persian
nationalism that based itself on ancient Persian culture and
introduced patterns and strategies of development a la occident. In
the Indian subcontinent, nationalism emerged in the form of a
demand for a separate homeland for the Muslims, and modernization was introduced by efforts of such scholars as Sir Syed
Ahmad Khan and establishments such as the Aligarh Muslim
University. 18
In the fifties, when many Muslim countries had gained their
independence, the love affair of Muslim societies with Western
civilization reached a new peak. The post-independence days,
characterized by imitation, dependency, dissension and political
despotism, have seen three decades of development strategies
designed to modernize Muslim lands. 19 These strategies were
based on the principles of 'economic development', 'advancement', 'progress', 'industrialization'-in short, the Western
model of state and society-and constituted an all-out effort to
turn Muslim societies into plastic replicas of the Anglo-Saxon
world.
However, these experiments in Western reforms have had
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some serious side-effects in the form of cultural tension, the
domination of Westemized elites, dislocation of agriculture , the
destruction of rural areas and a sense of dispossession that dominates the Muslim world. Against this background , the frustrations of Muslim masses have built up to such a pitch that they
now find any talk of Westemization and modernist reforms
repugnant.
So the Muslim societies have turned a full circle. Once again
they have come to hate the West; and yet intellectual ly their
position is no better than at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Are we going to see the cycle repeated again?
Love and hate are powerful emotional forces: they allow little
time for intellectual pursuits, cool reasoning, long-range planning
and chartering a journey towards a desired future. These emotions have ensured that the history of Muslim decline has been
dominated by reaction. Muslim societies are constantly reacting to
Western civilization: 'catching up', ogling at the wonders of modem technology, gasping at the achievements of Western science,
forcing a traditional people to conform to Western economic
models, turning serene urban and natural environmen ts into poor
replicas of Western ones; Muslim intellectuals and writers are
always attacking the Western media for its bias, writing manic
scribblings about the moral decay and social disintegrat ion of
Western society, denouncing political and economic hegemony of
the West. The existence of Muslim societies is defined by their
reactions to external stimuli which has its origins in Western
intellectual, social and political institutions. The Muslims are
thus a re-acting people who have become almost incapable of
taking initiatives, original thinking and planned action.
The re-acting syndrome has had profound effects on contemporary Muslim scholarship and intellectual efforts. The 'Islamic
literature' of the colonial period-wor ks ofJamaluddi n Afghani,
Mohammad Abduh, Syed Ameer Ali and colleagues -was pure
apologia. The post-independence scholarship too is conservativ e
and preservative: the works of Maulana Maududi, Abul Hasan
Ali Nadwi, Syed Qutb, Beruizaman Said Nursi and, indeed, Ali
Shariati are little more than sermons-m orals, after all, are
nothing more than a poor man's substitute for powers. 20 The
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works of these and other contemporary scholars and ulama are
not scintillating with ideas and intellectual boldness or show relevance to contemporary or future reality: they have performed a
vital role in inspiring and equipping an entire generation, but
from an intellectual viewpoint they have failed to motivate their
readers to think. It is as though they were deliberately holding
themselves back: they fear adventurous thinking and show no intellectual joy of being a Muslim.
It is difficult to perceive that there can be an Islamic
resurgence without an intellectual base, a solid foundation of
contemporary ideas and analysis, a futuristic synthesis of epistemology and philosophy that is derived from the primary source
of Islam: the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the beloved Prophet
Mohammad. Islamic resurgence cannot be brought about by
haphazard gains, a random, often mindless reaction, to external
stimuli, a revolution here, an Islamization programme, which
often legitimzies oppression, there. It has to be a planned, systematic and coherent endeavour of thought and action that leads
to real political and intellectual power and indigenous scientific,
technological and economic capability.

Thinking about Islamic Resurgence
Islam is a multi-dimensional world-view. There is an Islamic
perspective on every human endeavour. Moreover, Islam is concerned with a complete human being and, as such, it expresses
the states of being characteristic of humans by offering an impressive repertoire of values: instrumental, ethical, aesthetic,
eschatological-all of which reflect and recapitulate the variety of
aspects of man's existence. These values knit together the vast
array of human activities and concern, giving them an organic
shape and connecting every Islamic perspective with every other.
Thus, Islam is an holistic enterprise. In planning for Islamic
resurgence, then, due emphasis has to be given to all aspects of
society: ijtihad (intellectual struggle) must go hand in hand with
jihad (all out effort), allowances must be made for both unity of
goals and diversity of actions, history has to be given due recognition but the future too has to be emphasized. The recent history
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of Muslim revivalist movements demonstrates that social action
and political activism on their own do not produce long-lasting
gains: it was the weakness of ijtikad that led to the failure of the
jihad movements in India, the Sudan, the Arabian peninsula and
other places. As Fazlur-Rahman has argued, 'the survival of the
Islamic world as Islamic is conditioned not only on activist ferment, but on patient and complex intellectual labour which must
produce the necessary Islamic vision'. 21 But more than that, both
'intellectual labour' and political activism must make allowances
for diversity and dissension. The purview oflslam is vast: there is
place here for diverging political views, dissenting interpretations, and ethnic norms and customs-the intellectual foundations oflslamic resurgence need an ibn Taymiyyah as well as an
al-Ghazzali, an ibn Rushd as well as Mulla Sadra, an ibn Sina as
well as al-Razi. It needs an entire cosmos of thought and opinion.
The true solutions to contemporary, and even more frightening
future, political, social, economic, technological and scientific
problems of Muslim societies must emerge from within the unified
yet diverse intellectual heritage of Islam. Cultural authenticity,
being true to ourselves, must be the starting-point of this quest,
which means that Muslim societies cannot use the West as a
yardstick, neither can they adopt an emotional attitude towards
it: Muslims must take a neutral stand, synthesizing what is beneficial for their societies and rejecting what is harmful. Moreover,
Muslim societies need to build, in some cases rebuild, Islamic
institutions and seek indigenous solutions to pressing problems.
No one can solve the problems of Muslim societies; or can offer
ready-made solutions. An Islamic perspective on every outlook
on life has to be sought and an intellectual edifice on which a
viable future can be built has to be constructed with indigenous
ideas and resources. A civilization devoid of original intellectual
content, which borrows concepts and ideas from other cultures
and stops seeking indigenous solutions to its problems, is doomed
to be marginalized.
The Beloved Prophet Mohammad is reported to have said: 'the
latter days of this ummah would be improved only by what
improved its beginning'. And what improved the beginnings of
the Muslim civilization and took it, in a matter of decades, to the
zenith? It was more than just religious piety and a love for the
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Qur'an and the Sunnah; or a willingness to sacrifice life for transcendental goals. It was also an intellectual and realistic understanding of the dictates, injunctions and concepts of the Qur'an
and the Shariah. It was also intellectual boldness and an ability to
synthesize productive ideas from other cultures within the
framework of Islamic norms and values. The unrest and the
'activist ferment' in the Muslim world is a good indication that
the Muslim love of the Qur'an and theSunnah has not diminished.
And the willingness to sacrifice their lives for higher goals is
amply demonstrated by the Islamic revolution in Iran. The West
has destroyed the intellectual integrity and political sovereignty,
and made deep in-roads in the cultural authenticity of Muslim
societies, but it has not, and it could not, destroy the Muslim
identity. And the works of concerned Muslim scholars a.n d ulamas
have ensured that the moral fibre of Muslim societies is more or
less intact. What is now required is the development of Muslim
intellectual integrity and the discovery of boldness and courage
needed to find authentic solutions to present and future problems.
The Muslim societies face a formidable intellectual agenda.
Yet, unless it is tackled head on, the aspirations of truly epochal
Islamic resurgence will remain a pious hope. The Muslim destiny
will be shaped by the quality of our intellectual effort: by our
contemporary and futuristic understanding of the concepts and
principles of the Qur'an and by developing, analysing and synthesizing new ideas. The road to Islamic resurgence, then, will be
determined by the shape of ideas to come.
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3
Reconstructing the Muslim Civiliza tion

When thinking and writing about Islam, most Muslim intellectuals, both modernists and traditionalists, work within a very narrow and confining canvas. Islam is often presented as a religious
outlook: the modernists are happy to confine Islam to the boundaries of personal piety, belief and rituals; while the traditional ists
always describe Islam as 'a complete way of life'. What is meant
by this phrase is that Islam touches all aspects of human living-particularly social, economic, educational and political
behaviour of man.
However, while these approaches to the study of Islam are
extremely useful, they are restrictive. Each approach itself determines the boundary of exposition: note that in their monument al
output, both Maulana Abu Ala Maududi and Syed Qutb, two of
the most articulate traditionalists of our time, find no space for
discussing epistemology and science, technology and environment, urbanization and developme nt-all burning, indeed pressing, issues for contemporary Muslim societies as well as the
dominant West. Moreover, the picture of the 'Islamic way oflife'
that emerges from these authors is a very atomized and segregated one. While Islam is presented as a complete way of life, the
various aspects of human living, economic activity, political
behaviour and educational development, are treated in isolation
from each other. There is no integrated methodology in action in
Maulana Maududi or Syed Qutb's works. The result is that while
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it is repeatedly emphasized that Islam is a 'complete way of life',
nowhere is it really represented as an integrated, holistic worldvtew.
More recently, Sayyid Muhamad Baqir al-Sadr and Sheikh
Murtada Mutahhari showed much promise in developing an
interdisciplinary methodology from within the realms of traditional scholars. Sayyid Baqir al-Sadr did much work on an integrated Islamic political economy. Sheikh Mutahhari, with his
strong background in philosophy and irfan (gnosis), tried to apply
these to contemporary socio-political realities. Both these scholars were killed in their forties, cutting short their promising
initiatives.
In a different vein, this time from the ranks of modern scholars,
Ali Shariati devoted much effort to developing a multidisciplinary base for an Islamic world-view. His early death, however,
did not allow him to systematize his thoughts into a theory and
his ideas remain scattered in numerous articles and lectures.
The more avant-garde Muslim intellectuals-the most noteworthy among them being Syed Muhammad al-Naquib al-Attas,
representing the traditional sufi outlook, and Shaikh Parvez
Manzoor, representing a more contemporary interpretation-have sought to project Islam as an ethical system. For
example, in his brilliant essay, 'Islam: the concept ofreligion and
the foundatio.n of ethics and morality', 1 Naquib al-Attas argues
that din of Islam can be reduced to four primary significations:
indebtedness, submissiveness, judicious power and natural inclination. He then proceeds to present Islam as a 'natural' social
and ethical system. Parvez Manzoor equates the Shariah to an
ethical system and has used his analysis to develop a contemporary Islamic theory of environment. 2
The exposition of Islam as an ethical system takes us a step
further. An underlying ethical system can permeate all human
endeavour, and questions of ethics can be raised in all contemporary situations whether they involve the impact of science on
Muslim societies or technology on natural environment or planning on the built-environment. And, because everything is
examined from the perspective of a total ethical system, a more
integrated and coherent exposition of Islam comes to the fore.
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However, reducing Islam to one demoninator, namely ethics, is
still very confining. The excessive concern with ethics generates
an illusion of moral superiority and ignorance of power realities.
In Islam, ethics is a pragmatic concern: it must shape individual
and social behaviour. 3 But methodologically, discussion and
analysis of ethical criteria-what ought to be, what is right and
wrong, what is our duty and obligations-produces a strange
mirage. It leads to the erroneous belief that just by doing right, by
bemg righteous, fulfilling our duty, Muslim societies and hence
Islam will triumph and become dominant. Ethical analysis substitutes piety for pragmatic policy, morality for power, and righteousness for bold and imaginative planning. Piety, morality,
righteousness are the beginning of Islam: they are not an end in
themselves. Ethics is our navigational equipment; it is not the end
ofour journey. Ethics ensures that we tread the right path, avoiding pitfalls and quicksands, and reach our intended destination.
But within the ethical geography, there are no limitations to
where we take ourselves and our societies. Our destinations and
goals are limited only by our imagination and naivety, our confining outlooks and our lack of understanding of the richness and the
vast panorama of Islam.

The Civilkation of Islam
We can only give our imagination and intellect full reign, something that is demanded of us by God, if we think, conceive and
study Islam as a living, dynamic civilization of the future. Only
by approaching Islam as a civilization can we really do full justice
to the din oflslam. It is worth noting that when Naquib al-Attas
discusses the many manifestations of din, he stops short of noting
that one connotation of it is medina, the city-state which marked
the beginning of Islamic civilization. From Medina onwards,
Islam ceased to be just a religion, or an ethical system, or even a
political institution-it became a civilization. And, it has continued to be a civilization since then.
However, whenever Muslim writers and intellectuals have discussed Islam as a civilization, it has always been as a historic
civilization, never as a contemporary or a future civilization. By
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limiting the civilizational aspects of Islam to history, they have
negated its future. Moreover, they have concentrated discussion
on either the self-evident aspects of Islam such as ethics and
beliefs or further increased the fossilization of an already stagnant
body of jurisprudence, legal thought and scholastic philosophy.
Unless we break this suffocating mould, Muslim societies are
doomed to a marginalized existence.
Furthermore, only by presenting Islam as a living, dynamic
civilization, and all that it entails, can we really meet the challenge that comes to us from the West. Encounters in the arena of
religion and theology, philosophy and ethics, may generate good
intellectual writings but, essentially, they are meaningless. 4 But
an encounter of two civilizations, seeking reapproachment as well
as asserting their own identities, is a completely different
phenomenon. Only such an engagement can produce a beneficial
dialogue and mutual respect between two equals.
At this juncture of our history, however, we are not in a position to present Islam as a total civilization. Having failed to do our
homework in this area, we find ourselves as a rather truncated
and limping civilization. Many of our essential civilizational features, having been neglected for over four centuries, are dormant
and in urgent need of serious surgery. Islam and Muslim societies
are like a magnificent but old building on which time, and years of
oversight, have taken their toll. The foundations are very solid,
but the brickwork needs urgent attention; the plaster needs to be
replaced, the fa~de needs to be redecorated and made much
more exciting. Inside, the building needs to be brought into tune
with contemporary living, present and future needs and requirements. We need to reconstruct the Muslim civilization: if not
brick by brick, then to a very considerable scale.
The reconstruction of Muslim civilization is essentially a process of elaborating the world-view oflslam. The 'complete way of
life' group of scholars are content with re-stating the classical and
traditional positions as if the old jurists and scholars had solved
all problems of mankind for all time! The avant-garde seem to
believe that casting contemporary concerns in ethical moulds is
enough. We need to go beyond all this and produce distinctively
Islamic alternatives and solutions to the vast array of problems
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faced by our societies. We need to do this by producing a whole
array of theoretical alternatives and by demonstrating them practically. I am talking not of abstract, metaphysical theories: we
have enough of these. I am talking about a pragmatic theoretical
edifice that gives contemporary meaning to the eternal guidelines
laid down in the Qur'an and the Sunnah. I am talking about a
body of theory that can be translated into policy statements and
produce practical models that could guide us towards a complete
state of Islam. I am talking about theories that produce distinctive methodologies which ensure that both ends and means of
human enquiry are within the precepts of the ethical system of
Islam. The reconstruction of Muslim civilization is both a
theoretical and practical process, each feeding on the other,
theory shaping practice and behaviour, and practice polishing
the theory.
As reconstruction is both a theoretical and practical process,
and involves elaboration of the world-view of Islam, we simply
cannot rely on our normal crop of scholars and intellectuals. The
days of the individual Muslim scholar working in isolation on
metaphysical issues, writing an odd commentary on the Qur'an,
are numbered. Reconstruction is a group process: it requires the
effort of a multitude of scholars, coming from different educational backgrounds and disciplines, all concentrating and focusing their talents on the interdisciplinary endeavour of reconstructing the Muslim civilization. A global quest requires, naturally, a global effort. It is an effort which, of necessity, must
involve all the thinking and working elements of the ummah.
But even before we taken the initial steps towards reconstruction of our civilization, we must begin to think, individually and
collectively, like a civilization. Our commitment and aspirations
should be directed not towards some parochial objectives, but
towards a civilizational plane. We, the Muslim ummah, are an
holistic aggregate: despite the fact that we at present live in different polities, come from a kaleidoscope of ethnic backgrounds,
hold and express a complex array of opinions and ideas, we are
united by a single world-view, the hallmark of our civilization.
That means our political differences are only temporary; and we
should behave as though they are temporary. It also means that
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the old differences of opinions and expressions between us-such
as the dissension between shias and sunnis, whabbis and
sufis-should be placed where they belong: on the dirt heap of
history. 5 While history should always be with us, we should not
live in it.
In general, civilizations have been studied in terms of large
historic units. For example, in his A Study of History, A. J. Toynbee points to twenty-one civilizations in the known history of the
world, each with distinctive characteristics, but all sharing certain features or qualities which enable them to be distinguished
as members of the same category. 6 Sociologists speak of modem
civilizations, by which is meant contemporary urban and industrialized societies. These approaches to the study of civilizations
'fix' them to a particular historic epoch. Thus, by definition,
civilization becomes a historic entity with a finite life-time. lbn
Khaldun spoke of the rise and fall of civilizations, thus presenting
a cyclic view of history. 7
But Muslim civilization is no more fixed to a particular historic
epoch or geographical space than the teachings of the Qur'an and
the Sunnah. The Muslim civilization is a historic continuum: it
has existed in the past, it exists today, and will exist in the future.
But each step towards the future requires a further elaboration of
the world-view of Islam, an invocation of the dynamic principle
of ijtihad which enables the Muslim civilization to tune in to the
changing circumstances. Whether it is raising or declining, or
indeed purely static, depends on the effort exerted by the Muslim
ummah to understand and elaborate the teachings of Islam to meet
the new challenges.
Challenges Before Us
There are essentially seven major challenges before us. However,
none of these can be tackled in isolation: they are all interlinked
and each has a bearing on the other. If we were to describe the
Muslim civilization as a flower-shaped schema, then we can identify the seven areas which need contemporary elaboration (see
Fig. 2). The centre of the flower, the core, represents the worldview of Islam: it produces seeds for future growth and develop-
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ment. The core is surrounded by two concentric circles representing the major manifestations of the Islamic world-view : epistemology and the Shariah or law. The four primary petals represent the primary external expressions of the weltanschauung: poli tical and social structures; economic enterprise; science and technology; and environment. The flower also has a number of secondary petals representing such areas as architectur e, art, education and community development, social behaviour and so on,
but here we will limit our discussion to primary petals.

Political and
Social' Structures

Economic
Enterprise

Science and
Technology

Environment
Shariah
Epistemology
Figure 2. The Challenges before us
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ing of economics, science, technology, environment and politics.
Similarly, lack of understanding of a key concept may thwart
developments in all these fields.
The Qur'an and the Shariah contains numerous concepts that
have been dormant for centuries. I have extracted over a hundred
key concepts (Table) that need the urgent attention of Muslim
scholars. They are our basic tools for the elaboration of the
world-view of Islam and hence reconstruction of a dynamic,
thriving Muslim civilization of the future.
Table. Some K9 Concepts of the Ciuilkational Framework
Allah

Adab
Adi

Ajal
Akhlaq
Akhirah

Alam
Alim
Aman
Amanah
Amin
Amir
'Aql
Ard

Bai'ah
Bait-al-Mai
Bidah
Dar-al-Islam
Dar-al-Harb
Da'wah
Din
Divan

Dhikr
Du'a
Dunya
Fard
Fatwa

God, the Supreme Being
Culture, virtue, equilibrium
Justice
Haste
Ethics, manners, good behaviour (see, Adab)
The Hereafter, Beyond
World, cosmos, creation
Scholar, scientist, savant, expert
Peace, protection, tranquility
Trust, entrustment
Trustworthy, reliable, true
Commander, ruler, in-charge, chief
Reason, intellect, intuition
Earth, globe
Formal allegiance, acquiescence, political loyalty
Public treasury
Heresy, deviation, innovation
Peace zone, the House oflslam
War zone, the Abode of Un-Islam
Calling, vocation, mission, propagation
Religion, ethics, morality, faith, the Ultimate
Orientation, world-view
Institution, dossier
Remembrance of God
Prayer, supplication, submission, request
World, expediency, the Immediate Orientation
Obligation, duty, statutory act
Legal verdict, moral guideline
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Fiqh
Ghaib
Hadd
Hajj
Halal
Haqiqah
Haram
Hidayah
Hijra
Hikmah
Hukm
lbadah
Ihsan
ljma
ljmal
Ijtihad
Ilm
Imam
Iman
Infaq
Insan
Isiah
Israf
Istihsab
Istihsan.
Istiqlal
Istislah
Jahiliyah
Jihad
Khalq
Khilafah
Kitab
Kufr
Madraba
Maut
Nafs
Niyyah
Qalam
Qibla
Qiyas

Jurisprudence, derivatory stipulation
Non-empirical reality
Limit, parameter, degree
Pilgrimage, pan-Islamic assembly
Permissible, rightful act, lawful, abiding
Reality, verity, 'true facts'
Forbidden, wrong act, unlawful, violation
Moral guidance
Migration, estrangement, re-focusing, regrouping,
revival, transition, collective struggle
Wisdom, discretion
Order, rule, arbitration
Worship, devotion, service, dependence
Kindness, ecological compassion
Consensus, accord, agreement
Synthesis, summation, Holism
Intellectual struggle
Knowledge, science, discipline
Leader, guide, authority
Faith, belief, acceptance of God (Ultimate Reality)
Spending for public good
Man, mankind, humanity
Reform, setting aright
Excess, extravagance, waste
Moral and civilizational self-review
Custom and practice
Civilizational autonomy
Public interest, welfare, common good
The Age of Ignorance, state of Un-Islam
Righteous struggle, all-out effort
Creation, nature
Vicegerency, stewardship, caliphate, guardianship
Book, scripture, revelation, law, writing
Ungratefulness, denial of God's mercy
Sharing, equal participation
Death, transition, inevitability
Individual soul, human person
Intention, commitance
Pen, knowledge, reason, intellect, civil authority
Cardinal point, point of convergence, reference
Analogy, deduction
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Riha
Risalah
Sahr
Shahadah
Shariah
Shirk
Shukr
Shura
Sunnah
Taubah

Tafsir
Tasawwuf
Tawhid
Tazkiyah
Thawab
Ummah

Urf
Usul
Waqf
Yaqin

Zakah
Zulm

Unearned income, superfluous riches
The Message and Mission of the Prophet
Patience, fortitude, dependence on God
Testimony, martyrdom, attestation (of the Ultimate
Truth)
The Normative Code of Islam
Denial of Unity, antithesis oftawhid
Gratefulness, acceptance of God's mercy
Consultation, debate, assembly
Pattern, model, paradigm, tradition
Repentence, return
Exegesis, explanation, interpretation
The Internal Way, the path of personal development
Affirmation of Unity, the cardinal Islamic concept
Social welfare through zakah, development through
purification
Moral recompense, reward
Muslim body-politic, the totality of Muslim reality (as
opposed to thelslamic reality), the Ultimate Community
based on faith
Custom, legal precedent
Principles, primary disciplines
Public welfare institution
The certainty of faith
Economic obligation, institution of alms tax
Injustice, tyranny, oppression

A primary task without which all future work will be hampered
is the development of a contemporary theory of Islamic epistemology. Epistemology, or theory of knowledge, is in fact
nothing more than an expression of a world-view. All great Muslim scholars of the 'Golden Age' devoted their talents and time to
this task: for epistemology permeates all aspects of individual,
societal and civilizational behaviour. 8 Without a distinct epistemology, a distinct civilization is impossible. Without a way of
knowing, that is identifiably Islamic, we can neither elaborate the
world-view of Islam nor put an Islamic stamp on contemporary
issues. ~or the Muslim scholars of the past, an Islamic civilization was inconceivable with a fully-fledged epistemology; hence
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their preoccupation with the classification of knowledge. Without
the same concern among contemporary Muslim scholars and
intellectuals, there is little hope of a Muslim civilization of the
future.
Why is epistemology so important? It is vital because it is the
major operator which transforms the vision of a world-view into
reality. When we think about the nature of knowledge, what we
are doing is indirectly reflecting on the principles according to
which society is organized. Epistemology and societal structures
feed on each other: when we structure knowledge, we tacitly
manipulate images of society; when we develop and erect social,
economic, political, scientific and technological structures, we are
taking cue from our conception of knowledge. 9 This is why the
Islamic concept of knowledge, ilm, is so central to the Muslim
civilization.
What reasons can one give for the intimate connection between
epistemology and society? The answer is deceptively simple.
When people think about common problems or speculate about
social and political concerns, the material they use are ideas,
mental images or representations of what they perceive may (or
may not) exist in the world around us. Their perceptions, and
hence their ideas and mental images, are shaped by epistemology. This becomes obvious when rival claims to provide knowledge are offered by different social groups such as institutionalized religion and structured mysticism, the scientist and the layman, the specialist and the generalist, the powerful and the weak,
the established and the dissenting. Indeed, there are many intuitive connections between epistemology and society. Knowledge
has to be gathered, selected, organized, sustained, transmitted
and disseminated. These are all processes visibly at work in
established institutions: the banks, the laboratories, the school,
the religious seminary. The mind thus registers an unconscious
connection between social institutions and knowledge; and by
extension, between knowledge and authority and power. The
connection between epistemology and society cannot be emphasized more.
For some reason, thinking about the nature of knowledge in
Western societies has been an abstract and obscure endeavour: it
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has led the Western philosophers to a paralysis of mind. But as

the history of Islam demonstrates so clearly, issues of Islamic
epistemology are pragmatic issues; and we need to develop a
highly pragmatic, contemporary epistemology of Islam. Classical
scholars like al-Ghazzali, al-Baruni, al-Farabi, al-Khwarizmi
et al. have laid a solid foundation for a practical epistemology of
Islam. Their work has to be dragged from history and given a
dynamic, modem form. It is one of the most urgent tasks awaiting the attention of Muslim scholars.
The Shariah, or Islamic law, too, is a pragmatic concern.
Shariah, rather than theology, has been the main contribution of
Muslim civilization to human development. Like epistemology,
the Shariah touches every aspect of Muslim society; it is law and
ethics rolled into one. As Parvez Manzoor says,
all contradictions ofinlernalised ethics and externalised law, of concealed
intentions and revealed actions are resolved in the all-embracing
actionalism of Shariah because it is both a doctrine and a path. It is
simultaneously a manifestation of divine will and that of human
resolve to be an agent of that will. It is eternal (anchored in God's
revelation) and temporal (enacted in human history); stable (Qur'an
and Sunnah) and dynamic (ijma and ijtihad); Din (religion) and
Muamalah (social interaction); divine gift and human prayer all at
once. It is the very basis of the religion itself: to be Muslim is to accept
the injunctions of Shariah. 10

Yet, we have allowed such a paramount and all-pervasive manifestation of the Islamic world-view to become nothing more than
an ossified body of dos and don'ts. Without a deep and detailed
contemporary and futuristic understanding of the Shariah. Muslim societies cannot hope to solve their local, national and international problems. The belief that the four classical schools of
Islamic law have solved all societal problems is dangerously
naive. We need to go beyond the classical Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i,
Hanbali and Jafari schools and build a contemporary structure
on the foundations laid down by earlier jurists. What is needed is
not re-working of the classical works in the realm of prayer and
ritual, personal and social relations, marriage and divorce, dietary laws and rules of fasting: these have been taken care of
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admirably. What is needed is the extension of the Shariah into
contemporary domains such as environment and urban planning,
science policy and technology assessment, community participation and rural development. In many instances this amounts to
reactivating hitherto dormant Shariah concepts and institutions
and giving them a contemporary life. For example, the Shariah
injunctions about water laws need to be studied from the perspective of modern environmental problems and such Shariah institutions as harim (inviolate zones of easement), hima (public reserves)
and hisbah (office of public inspection) have to be given a living
form.
Moreover, the Shariah needs to be extended beyond law and
turned into a dynamic problem-solving methodology. Most jurists would agree that the chief sources of the Shariah are the
Qur'an, the Sunnah, or the authentic traditions of the Prophet
Mohammad; ijma or the consensus of opinion; and qiyas, or
judgement upon juristic analogy. The supplementary sources of
the Shariah as istihsan, that is prohibiting or permitting a thing
because it serves a 'useful purpose'; istislah or public interest; and
urf or custom and practice of a society. Classical jurists used ijma,
qiyas, istihsan, istislah and urf as methods of solving pra~tical problems. 11 It is indeed tragic that their followers have abandoned the
methods and followed the actual juristic rulings despite the fact
that their benefits were obviously limited to a particular historic
situation. The blind following of these rulings, taqlid, has not only
turned the body of the Shariah into a fossilized canon but now
threatens to suffocate the very civilization of Islam. Elevating
the pronouncements of classical jurists into eternal principles and
rules is not only insulting to the Shariah, it is detrimental to the
Muslim societies as well. The reconstruction of Muslim civilization begins by setting the Shariah free from this suffocating hold
and giving it the status it truly deserves in the Muslim civilization: a dynamic problem-solving methodology which touches every
aspect of human endeavour.
We now come to the four external manifestations of the Islamic
weltanschauung. For each of the four petals of the flower that represents the Muslim civilization-politic al and social structures,
economic enterprise, science and technology, and environ-
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ment-the theoretical basis is provided by Islamic epistemology,
the methodological guidelines by the Shariah, and the conceptual
matrix of the world-view of Islam gives us the basic working
materials, that is concepts and ideas. All four areas have received
attention in modem Islamic literature: political theory and
economics for almost thirty years now; science, technology and
environment have only recently begun to be studied from the
Islamic perspective. Thus, there is plenty of original scholarship
here to build upon and to streamline within a civilizational
framework.
Islamic economics, in particular, has developed considerably
in the last decade. However, much of modern work in Islamic
economics has been descriptive; and most of it has been trapped
in Western epistemological concerns and economic framework.
Indeed, with the sole exception of Nawab Haider Naqvi's Ethics
and Econmnics: An Islamic Synthesis, 12 works on Islamic economics
have used description (excessive in the work of Nejatullah Siddiqui) 13 and reduction (overdone in the writings of Monzer Kahf) 14
as the dominant methods. Moreover, Islamic economics has
developed as a 'discipline' (a shadow of Western economics,
perhaps?) and not as an integrated field destined to become a
pillar of the Muslim civilization. Note that Nejatullah Siddiqui's
Faisal Prize-winning book, Muslim Economic Thinking: A Survey of
Contemporary Literature 15 does not contain a single citation linking
economics to political theory, science and technology or the environment. Considering that technology is the backbone of modern
economics, information a prime commodity, environmental
degradation a major outcome, it is indeed surprising that the
advocates of Islamic ecnomics are silent on these issues. The
atomized development of Islamic economics as a unitary discipline, an obsessive concern of Western epistemology, has relegated
it to a marginalized existence. Perhaps this is an unfair criticism.
But the fact remains that any major advances in Islamic economics can only be made if it becomes a truly interdisciplinary field of
endeavour pursued within a civilizational framework.
Much the same criticism can be made of the recent works on
Islamic political structures and social organizations. Many of the
writings here are trapped in the mould cast by the nation-state
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and such concepts of Western political theory as nationalism,
democracy, socialism, bureaucracy and the like. Such works as
The Nature of Islamic State by M. Hadi Hussain and A. H. Kamali 16
beg the obvious question: is Islam a state? Is the nation-state the
only expression of an Islamic polity? When it comes to the issue of
governance, Muslim political scientists reveal themselves to be
true victims of history: only monarchy or Caliphat (best exemplified by Maulana Maududi's, as yet untranslated but controversial urdu treatise, Caliphat or Mulakiat (Caliphate or Kingship?)) 18
appear to be the viable options: in the vast universe of ideas that
is Islam, is there no other method of governance? Apart from
political theory, social structures have also received little interdisciplinary attention. Only Syed Qutb seems to have realized
that social exploitation is a dominant theme in Muslim society
(an excellent treatment of which is to be found in his Social justice
in lslam). 19 The related issues of population and urban decay, the
blatant exploitation of women, community development and cultural awareness are conspicuously absent from the social analysis
of modern Muslim writers.
Both in the fields of political and social structures and economics we need interdisciplinary theories, models and methodologies
which synthesize these fields with Islamic epistemology and the
Shariah as well as with other external expressions of the worldview of Islam: science and technology and the environment.
Very little has been written about the environmental perspective of Islam. However, the few works on the subject are of exceptionally good quality and concentrate on conceptual analysis. For
example, various papers of Othman Llewellyn on 'Desert reclamation and Islamic law' 20 (one of which appeared in the Muslim
Scientist, 11 (l), 9-30 (1982)) and Parvez Manzoor's 'Environment and Values: The Islamic Perspective' 21 provide good indication that a totally contemporary, conceptual as well as pragmatic
Islamic theory of environment can be developed relatively easily,
and translated into pragmatic policy statements. Similarly,
Waqar Ahmad Husaini's attempt to develop a modern theory of
Islamic Environmental Systems Engineering, 22 although deeply flawed,
proves that the conceptual matrix of·the world-view of Islam can
be fruitfully used for analytical purposes.
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Science and technology, on the other hand, have not fared so
well. In this field, the hold of Western epistemology and social
models on the minds of Muslim scientists and technologists is
almost total. The link between what purports to be a scientific
'fact' and epistemology is not easy to grasp. The point that 'scientific facts' are not something we can take for granted or think of as
solid rocks upon which knowledge is built is, to a modem scientist
working in Western paradigms, slightly mind-boggling. The epistemological and methodological point is that facts, like cows,
have been domesticated to deal with run-of-the-mill events.
Hence, the connection between facts and values is not always
obvious; and the notion that knowledge is manufactured and not
discovered is not appreciated by many Muslim scientists. Thus,
the bulk of the literature on 'Islam and science' is pretty naive;
and some works like Maurice Bucaille's The Bible, the Quran and
Scienee, 23 are highly dangerous (what can be proved by science
and also be disproved by the same science; where does that leave
the Qw'an).
However, some constructive, conceptual studies, within a civilizational framework, have recently appeared on Islamic science.
For example, Munawar Ahmad Anees' attempts to show that
both reduction per se and modem bio-engineering24 raise serious
questions of values for Muslim societies, and the work of various
scholars attached to the 'Science in Islamic Polity' unit of the
National Science Foundation of Pakistan, and writers at the
Centre for Science Studies in Aligarh, indicate that serious attention is being given to this area.
In Part Two, I discuss in some detail, from a futuristic and
civilizational perspective, the work that is being done and that
which needs to be done on the seven major challenges which
together constitute the process of reconstruction of the Muslim
civilization. My main thesis in this chapter has been that Muslim
societies have to think and study their future not in terms of a
resurgence, but a planned and continuous process of reconstruction of their civilization. This process does not involve 'lslamizing' this or that discipline, but casting the external expressions of
Muslim civilization in the epistomology of Islam and the
methodology of_the Shariah. It involves elaborating the world-
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view of Islam and using the conceptual matrix that is at the heart
of the Qur'an and the Sunnah. The mental outlook of this process
is based on synthesis and interdisciplinarity. What relevance is
there of Islamic economics without a viable, contemporary
Islamic polity? Or ofan Islamic science which does not shape the
environment according to the dictates of the Shariah? Thus, the
world-view of Islam has to be extended within a framework that
emphasizes that relationships exist between all theoretical and
physical manifestations of Muslim civilization. It is an outlook
that does not confine Islamic epistemology or the Shariah to
particular areas, but combines future consciousness with openmindedness and a spirit of adventure and discovery.
The process of restructuring the Muslim civilization is something that is not learnt; it is discovered and practised as the fruits
of continual transformation, while systematically working
towards finer and finer synthesis. This process is rather like giving form to the act of living itself: breathing epistemological consciousness to every act of life which is itself part of a larger effort
of converting facts into values, actions into purposes, hopes and
plans into consummation and realizations, so eventually the
ummah itself becomes a living, dynamic, thriving civilization. It is
therefore not only a question of research and study: it is a process
of making and shaping the Muslim himself as the work of art
the process ultimately seeks to transform.
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Part Two

The Shape of Ideas to Come

4
Rediscovering the Epistemology of Islam

Epistemology, or theory of knowledge, is the central core of any
world-view. It is the parameter which delineates what is and
what is not possible within the purview of Islam: what is possible
to know and ought to be known, what is possible to know but is
better avoided, and what is simply not possible to know. Epistemology seeks to define knowledge, distinguish its principal varieties, identify its sources and establish its limits. 'What can we
know, and how do we know?' are questions central to epistemology. But these are not merely philosophical questions. They have
a strong bearing in concrete reality: the response to these questions has implications for every aspect of human activity; the kind
of society we build is a direct outcome of this response.
Indeed, the Qur'anic concept of ilm, commonly translated as
'knowledge', originally shaped the main features of Muslim civilization and guided it towards its zenith. 1 Then, as it should be
now, ilm shaped the Muslim mode of thought and inquiry. It
determines how Muslims can best perceive reality and shape and
develop a just society. Ilm is the glue that binds the Muslim socie!J
with its environment, hence giving Islam a dynamic, living form.
However, while the scholars and intellectuals of the classical
period recognized that ilm was the concept on which rested the
very foundations of the Muslim civilization, and that it was an
all-pervasive value, contemporary scholars, both modernists and
traditionalists, are largely oblivious to the key role that epistemology plays in shaping a society. 2
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The neglect of epistemology in contemporary Muslim writings
and the consequent lack of appreciation of the true significance of
the concept and value ofilm, is largely a result of a dominant way
of knowing that has assumed a universal role. The epistemology
of Western civilization has now become a dominant mode of
thought and inquiry to the exclusion of other, alternative ways of
knowing. Hence, the totality of Muslim societies, indeed the planet
as a whole, is being shaped in the image of Western man.
This epistemological imperialism has deep roots going back
over 300 years. Its origins lie in the beginnings of the European
colonial adventure and the emergence of scientific rationality as
the only legitimate method for understanding and controlling
nature. It is the epistemology of modern science which characterizes the way in which individuals in industrialized societies think
about their world, seek to know, understand and control it. This
epistemology emphasizes the distinction between objective and
subjective, between the observer and an external world, between
subjective states of emotion' and a 'reality' which lies outside the
observer and which can be known only by observation and
reason. The dichotomy between 'facts' and 'values', 'objective
reality' and 'subjective emotions' is a main characteristic of the
epistemology of modern science. It is a way of knowing that
contrasts sharply from that which is prevalent in many societies
where knowledge and wisdom are seen as residing in a state of
inner consciousness. The dominant method of inquiry produced
by Western epistemology is reduction: the true nature of reality is
'discovered' by digging deeper and deeper beneath the surface to
analyse the forces and structure underlying appearances. The
success of reduction and the epistemology of modern science lies
in. its pragmatic value. It has yielded knowledge which can be
checked with reference to a separate reality and which has
brought unimagined dividends for mankind.
However, the epistemology of modern science has also produced some bitter fruits. Its insistence on rejecting all considerations of value from the pursuit of knowledge means that it treats
its object of inquiry (both human and non-human) as mere stuff
that can be exploited, manipulated, dissected and generally
abused in the name of science. Its overall emphasis on control
and domination has produced an ecological crisis that threatens
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to destroy the very abode of man's terrestrial journey. 3 Its
methodology has reduced science to an endless process of solving
problems, of freezing or 'fixing' a subject for study and of placing
it at a 'distance' to evaluate. In its more extreme forms, for example in biological reductionism, it has become what Fromm calls
necrophilia, the passion to kill so as to freeze and love. That
science is inescapably linked to repression and domination is no
accident: it is a direct product of a rationalistic epistemology,just
as Newton, Darwin, Freud, B. F. Skinner and Edward Wilson are
the product of the same epistemology. Social Darwinism,
sociobiology, stockpiles of nuclear weapons that could destroy the
earth several times are a logical outcome of the epistemology of
instrumental rationality. Positive knowledge allows no escape: it
yields inexorable laws and imperatives with no place for human
will or values.
This pathological epistemology has now become the basis of
Occidental civilization. Moreover, as it pursues its quest to control nature and understand reality with more and more vigour, it
takes an even more frightening pathological shape. In the midnineteenth century, Darwin proposed a theory of natural selection and evolution in which the unit of survival was either the
family line or the strongest species or sub-species. Today,
socio biologists are suggesting that the inequalities of wealth and
power, violence and aggression, competitiveness and xenophobia,
far from being socially and politically determined, are merely the
inevitable products of the human genome and the process of
biological evolution. Weapons of terror and destruction, endproducts of some three-quarters of research and development
work in modern science, have lost all sense of reality: they continue to get more destructive, more accurate, more lethal, more
lasting in their destructive impact. There seems no end to the
incessant epistemological madness.
More radical Western scholars are well aware of the problems
of the epistemology of Western science. The confession of Gregory Bateson is typical of the attitudes of concerned thinkers:
It is clear now to many people that there are many catastrophic dangers which have grown out of the Occidental errors of epistemology.
These range from insecticides to pollution, to atomic fallout, to the
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possibility of melting the Antarctic ice cap. Above all, our fantastic
compulsion to save individual lives has created the possibility of world
famine in the immediate future.
Perhaps we have an even chance of getting through the next twenty
years with no disaster more serious than the mere destruction of a
nation or group of nations.
I believe that this massive aggregation of threats to man and his
ecological systems arises out of errors in our habits of thought at deep
and partly unconscious levels. 4

However, the awareness that there are serious faults in Western epistemology is not altogether new. The theory of Objective
Knowledge, as developed by such diverse figures as Descarte and
Popper, has been under attack for over 200 years. What makes a
piece of knowledge 'objective' is decided by a set of criteria; and it
is this 'criteria of objectivity' which has been systematica lly
attacked, most notably by David Hume and, more recently, by
T. S. Kuhn.
What is the criteria of objectivity? Essentially, for a piece of
knowledge to be accepted as objective in Western epistemolog y, it
must have five basic features. Robert Brownhill describes these as
follows:
l. The knowledge must refer to a reality which is separate from
ourselves, and this entails that a distinction has to be drawn between
what the world is and what we happen to say about it. All of us could
believe a certain thing about reality but we could all be mistaken, as
our beliefs cannot change reality. Likewise it is possible for a certain
person to have a belief about reality which is in conflict with all other
people's beliefs but if his belief coincides with what reality is then his
belief is correct.
2. As there is an independent reality we can test our beliefs by
reference to this reality and without this possibility of testability there
can be no objectivity. For instance, Sir Karl Popper would argue that
for a theory to be classed as a scientific theory it must be put in a
testable form. The idea here is that nature itself is a judge of a beliefs
validity.
3. In referring to the objectivity of science we are talking about the
ideas of science as being objective. We are concerned with theories
about facts, theories about the relationship of one set of facts to
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another, theories about the relationship of our beliefs to other beliefs
and their relationship to the original facts. We test theories rather than
for the existence of the original facts themselves. We are concerned
with such things as measurement, relationship and prediction.
Michael Polanyi brings out this point when he argues that scientists
considered the Copernican theory to be more objective than Ptolemaic
cosmology as they attributed greater objectivity to theoretical knowledge than that gaint"d through the senses. Theoretical knowledge is
not tied to our senses but must stand on its own feet.
4. A theory must be able to stand on its own feet like a map with its
own independent status and rationality. The objective status of a
theory has nothing to do with our commitment to it, as our own
personal tastes are irrelevant to its truth. For instance, a person who
gets lost when he correctly follows a map will attribute the mistake to
the map and not to himself. The point being that in the case of a
scientific theory it is not the person putting forward the theory who is
proved wrong when the theory fails but the theory. In order to achieve
this status of independence a theory must have an explicitness as a
system of rules, which is separate from sense experience. Ideally it
should be in a mathematical form which can be understood by and
demand acceptance from other rational beings.
5. This brings out another aspect of an objective theory. It has to
have public communicability so that we can understand it whatever
our location or situation. It should not depend on our own situation
but be an independent form of public knowledge. Polanyi again indicates this when he points out that the Ptolemaic system depended for
its rationality on our earthbound situation but the Copernican system
commended itself to dwellers on any planet. 5

In his Treatise on Human Nature, Hume attacked this criteria
vigorously and questioned the justification of postulating a world
outside ourselves, or indeed a self for it to be outside (as against a
mere set of experiences). 6 He declared that repetition has no
power whatever as an argument, although it plays a key role in
our 'understanding' of things. Indeed, Hume was convinced that
reason and arguments play only a small role in our understanding; knowledge was nothing more than belief which could not be
defended.
More recently, Kuhn has taken the arguments further to a
position where any objective stance is completely denied. Kuhn's
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work, based on the examination of the role of discovery in the
history of science, suggests that scientists work within belief systems or paradigms from which they seldom depart. 7 Science is
essentially problem-solving within paradigms. Nature does not
describe itself: it does not perform according to mathematical
formulae and equations. It is the scientists who give meaning to
her messages by determining how they should be fitted into existing concepts and beliefs, and how far our existing concepts and
beliefs should be modified and extended to accommodate them.
In other words, there is no relevant difference between 'theoretical' and 'factual' concepts in science: both kinds of concept are
our. inventions. The consensus among scientists about the paradigm within which they operate is the basis of normal science. The
manufacture of modem scientific knowledge-including its
pedagogy and training, research and development, and new discoveries-all takes place within normal science. In agreeing upon
a paradigm, scientists do not accept a finished product: rather,
they have agreed on a basis for future work and to ignore all
apparent inadequacies of the paradigm. In normal science, paradigms are refined and elaborated and used for the development of
further problems and solutions. Where attempts to find a solution
fails, or the evidence does not fit the paradigm, it is the scientist,
or the apparatus, or simply misfortune, that must take the blame:
to blame the paradigm itself would mean a break with normal
science. Although scientists often claim that their concepts and
theories in some sense apply to the whole of nature, what they
effectively do within normal science is actively to arrange
phenomena under concepts, instance by instance. It is the activity of normal science that gives concepts significance, not the
inherent significance of concepts that determines the activity.
Thus the scientist is constructing reality to fit preconceived
notions.
Breaks with normal science, however, do sometmes occur. This
happens when the paradigm itself ceases to pose interesting questions and anomalies are discovered that resist all attempts to
incorporate them within the accepted framework. A crisis begins
to develop within normal science which can reach a stage where
certain scientists are forced to question the paradigm itself.
Alternative paradigms mushroom which threaten to cast much of
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the work done under normal science into oblivion: this is
revolutionary science. But the period of revolutionary science is
short-lived as eventually an alternative paradigm becomes
dominant and the whole process of normal science is repeated.
However, the new paradigm that becomes dominant is not
selected on a purely objective basis. Its selection is not free from
personal influence, partisan considerations, social outlooks of the
scientists. Kuhn believes that in the last analysis there is no
unambiguous scientific test that enables individual scientists to
choose between competing scientists. Thus, in Kuhn's epistemology, an objective, value-free, neutral science does not exist.
Kuhn's arguments have been taken a step further by Paul
Feyerabend.8 He argues that competing paradigms are chosen, as
indeed preference for one scientific theory over another is made,
on the basis of purely aesthetic appreciation. So what theory one
supports, what paradigm one fights for, simply depends on one's
taste!
Attacks on Western epistemology from within the scientific
community-particularly from Whitehead, 9 Kuhn, Polanyi, 10
Feyerabend, MitrofP 1 and Ravetz 12-has opened up a debate on
alternative epistemologies and non-Western styles of thought.
Criticism from outside the scientific community-notably by
Roszak, 13 Nasr 14 and Illich 15-has shown that viable alternatives
are indeed available (Fig. 3).

The lslami;::.ation

of Knowledge

On the whole, the Muslim reactions to Western epistemological
imperialism has been slow. Considering the strong tradition of
epistemological criticism in classical Islam-almost every
renowned scholar of this period produced a classification ofknowledge and elaborated the concept of value of ilm-this is rather
surprising. In the sixties and early seventies, Syed Hossein Nasr
was the sole scholar who presented an overtly Sufi perspective, in
such works as Encounter of Man and Nature, on the crisis of epistemology in Western civilization. In the last ten years, however, a
more concerted effort has been made to rediscover the major
elements of an Islamic epistemology.
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Figure 3. Some Styles of Thought Source: Stephen Cotgrove,
Catastrophe "' Cornucopia?, Wiley, Chichester, 1982.
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This effort centres around the issue of 'lslamization' of knowledge. Two notable scholars have made a distinctive contribution
to the field, Syed Mohammad al-Naquib al-Attas and Ismail Raji
al-Faruqi.
In his paper 'The Dewesternisation of Knowledge', al-Attas has
produced one of the most devastating criticism of Western
epistemology. 16 He argues that the all-pervasive scepticism, which
knows no ethical and value boundaries, of the Western system of
knowledge is the antithesis oflslamic epistemology. Now, al-Attas
is not arguing against doubt and scepticismper se; indeed, he agrees
with the celebrated Muslim philosopher and epistemologist alGhazzali (d. 1111), who said that 'nobody really believes until he
has doubted' and that healthy scepticism is essential for intellectual progress. He is arguing against a framework of knowledge
that sacrifices social and cultural values at the altar of scepticism.
It seems to be important to emphasize that knowledge is not neutral,
and can indeed be infused with a nature and content that masquerades
as knowledge. Yet it is in fact, taken as a whole, not true knowledge
but its interpretation through the prism, as it were, the world-view, the
intellectual vision and psychological perception of the civilization that
now plays the key role in its formulation and dissemination. What is
formulated and disseminated is knowledge infused with the character
and personality of that civilization-knowledge presented and conveyed as knowledge in that guise so subtly fused together with the real
so that others take it unaware in toto to be the real knowledge per sr .11

Al-Attas, in common with other contemporary Muslim critics of
Western epistemology, identifies the values of the Enlightenment,
the seventeenth-century French philosophical movement, as the
root values of modern science and technology. He admits that
Islam made a very significant contribution, at the early stage of
its evolution, to Western science and technology, 'but the knowledge and the rational scientific spirit have been recast and
remoulded to fit the crucible of Western culture so that they have
become fused and amalgamated with all the other elements that
form the character and personality of Western civilization' .'18
This fusion and amalgamation has produced a characteristic
dualism in the world-view and values of the Occidental system of
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knowledge: 'a dualism that cannot be resolved into a harmonious
unity, for it is formed of conflicting ideas, values, cultures, beliefs,
philosophies, dogmas, doctrines and theologies altogether reflecting an all-pervasive dualistic vision of reality and truth locked in
despairing combat' . 19 This dualism has produced an eternal inner
tension in Western culture and civilization, which in turn produces the insatiable desire to seek and embark on a perpetual
journey of discoveries. 'The quest is insatiable and the journey
perpetual because doubt ever prevails, so that what is sought is
never really found, what is discovered never really satisfied its
true purpose.' 20 'Change', 'development' and 'progress', al-Attas
asserts, are results of this insatiable quest and perpetual journey
spurred on by doubt and inner tension.
The essence of al-Attas's argument is this: working within the
Occidental system of knowledge, Muslim scholars and scientists
can only promote the values and inner tensions of Western culture and civilization. Such a body of scholarship and science
cannot really serve the needs of Muslim societies or indeed take
social root within the Muslim world.
Al-Faruqi has taken the whole process several steps forward by
suggesting a systematic plan for discovering a contemporary epistemology of Islam. His programme for the Islamization of knowledge is the result of several years of effort as well as debate and
discussion of a number of international seminars that he organized. lslamisation of Knowledge 21 presents a step-by-step process for
Islamizing knowledge.
AI-Faruqi argues that the 'malaise of the ummah' can only be
cured by an epistemological injection. The task before the
ummah is to solve the problem of education:
There can be no hope of a genuine revival of the ummah unless the
educational system is revamped and its faults corrected. Indeed, what
is needed is for the system to be formed anew. The present dualism in
Muslim education, its bifurcation into an Islamic and secular system
must be removed and abolished once and for all. The two systems
must be united and integrated; and the emergent system must be
infused with the spirit of Islam and function as an integral part of its
ideological program. 22
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Moreover, Muslim youth should be instilled with the vision of
Islam by introducing compulsory study of Islamic civilization.
Numerous other Muslim scholars have made the similar point,
and in some cases much more strongly than al-Faruqi. But it is in
the 'lslamization of modem knowledge', which is part of the
whole scheme of 'revamping' the Muslim educational system,
that al-Faruqi's contribution comes to the fore:
The task of Islamizing knowledge (in concrete terms, to Islamize the
disciplines, or better, to produce university level textbooks recasting
some twenty disciplines in accordance with the Islamic vision) is also
the most difficult. No Muslim has yet contemplated it enough to discern its prerequisites, or to articulate its constitutive steps and measures. All that our previous reformers had thought of was to acquire the
knowledge and power of the West. They were not even aware of the
conflict of Western knowledge with the vision of Islam. It is our present generation that first discovered the conflict as we lived it in our
own intellectual lives. But the spiritual torture the conflict has inflicted
upon us caused us to wake up in panic, fully aware of the rape of the
Islamic soul taking place before our very eyes in the Muslim universities. 23

Al-Faruqi, then, wants nothing less than to 'recast the whole
legacy of human knowledge from the standpoint of Islam'. He
offers a methodology and a programme of action to do just this.
Unfortunately, al-Faruqi's methodology amounts to very little.
He prefers to describe only the 'first principles' of his methodology and these are essentially pious statements of belief. Saying
that Islam asserts the unity of God, His creation and mankind
hardly sheds new light on the vast array of methodological problems that confront the Muslim scholars. The one interesting
statement of al-Faruqi's 'first principles' is not really developed
enough to provide guidance in the thorny terrace of the epistemological landscape. This concerns the assertion of 'the unity of
Truth and the unity of Knowledge'. If 'Truth' an9 'Knowledge'
are indeed one and the same, as many Muslim scholars apart
from al-Faruqi have argued, then we are in trouble. As most
self-respecting scientists will admit, there is a great deal of knowledge that could easily be proved false in the near future. If
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'knowledge' is 'truth', then the pursuit of knowledge is the pursuit
of truth. So is one chasing truth while researching the techniques
of torture, seeking new ways of making anthrax and more and
more sophisticated weapons of mass destruction, for it is all knowledge, and useful knowledge for those who desire it? And even
'truth' does not come in singular units: what is true in the
behaviour of a light photon as a wave or as a particle? Both are
manifestations ofreality which al-Faruqi also equates with truth.
AI-Faruqi asserts that if God is Al-Haqq ('the truth'), which is one
of the names of Allah, and if God is indeed God, as Islam affirms,
then the truth cannot be many. But the argument is not quite
correct: if God is the Absolute Truth, then it follows that there is
only one Absolute Truth. It does not necessarily follow that 'truth
cannot be many'. Indeed, the entire spectrum of modern physics
is full of'truths' some of which are logically inconsistent, relativity and quantum mechanics being the obvious examples.
But the real point is that the sort of arguments which seeks to
equate truth, knowledge and reality are superfluous and do not
help us in developing a pragmatic epistemology. Indeed, to claim
that the purpose of knowledge is to seek the truth, while noble, is
basically misleading. In its original form, this propensity for simplistic, linear, teleological reasoning is a mere extension of the
naivete of the child who asks 'what are the trees for?' and is
answered 'the trees are to provide shelter from the sun', or 'to
decorate the footpaths', or 'to provide us with mangoes'. Voltaire
captured the quality of this egocentricism when he had Pangloss
observe that noses were obviously made for spectacles in this best
of all possible worlds.
AI-Faruqi's workplan for the Islamization of knowledge has
five objectives:
(1) To master the modern disciplines.
(2) To master the Islamic legacy.
(3) To establish the specific relevance oflslam to each area of modem
knowledge.
(4) To seek ways for creative synthesis between the legacy and modern knowledge.
(5) And to launch Islamic thought on the trajectory which leads it to
fulfillment of the divine pattern of Allah. 24
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These objectives are to be achieved by twelve systematic steps
which would eventually lead to the Islamization of knowledge.

Step 1: Mastery of the modern disciplines. Al-Faruqi asserts that
modern disciplines have to be broken down into categories, principles, methodologies, problems and themes-the breakdown
reflecting the 'table of contents' of the classical textbook.
Step 2: Discipline survey: once the categories of the disciplines
have been broken down, a state-of-the-art survey should be written on each discipline. This is necessary to ensure that Muslim
scholars have mastered each discipline.
Step 3: Mastery of the Islamic legacy. Islamic legacy has to be
mastered in the same way. But here what is needed is anthologies
on the Muslim heritage pertaining to each discipline.
Step 4: Mastery of the Islamic legacy. Once the anthologies are
prepared, the Islamic legacy has to be analysed from the perspective of the problems of the present.
Step 4: Establishment of the specific relevance of Islaf!1 to the
disciplines. This relevance, asserts al-Faruqi, can be established
by posing three questions:
The first is, what did the legacy of learning, from the Qur'an to the
modernists, contribute to the whole range of issues envisaged by the
discipline? The second is, how does the Islamic legacy's contribution
to the discipline compare or contrast with the achievement of the
discipline? Where has the legacy fulfilled, fallen short of, or transcended the vision and scope of the discipline? The third is, given the
areas or issues in which the Islamic legacy has given little or nothing,
in which direction may Muslim effort be henceforth exerted in order to
fill the discrepancy, to reformulate the problem, to enlarge the vision?25

Step 6: Critical assessment of the modem discipline. Once the
relevance of Islam to each discipline has been made, it should be
assessed and analysed from the standpoint of Islam.
Step 7: Critical assessment of the Islamic legacy. Similarly,
Islamic legacy's contribution in each field of human activity must
be analysed and its contemporary relevance discovered.
Step 8: Survey of the ummah's major problems. A systematic
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study must be made on the political, social, economic, intellectual, cultural, moral and spiritual problems of the Muslim people.
Step 9: Survey of the problems of mankind. A similar study, this
time concentrating on the whole of humanity, should also be
made.
Step 10: Creative analysis and synthesis. At this stage, Muslim
scholars would be ready to synthesize the Islamic legacy and
modem disciplines and to 'bridge over the gap of centuries of
non-development'. From here on the legacy of Islamic learning
would 'become continuous with the modem achievemen ts and
start to move the frontiers of knowledge to more distant horizons
than the modem disciplines have envisaged'.
Step 11: Recasting the disciplines under the framework of Islam.
Once a parity between Islamic legacy and modem disciplines has
been achieved, university textbooks should be written to recast
modem disciplines into Islamic moulds.
Step 12: Dissemination of Islamic knowledge. The intellectual
work produced from the previous steps should be used to awaken,
enlighten and enrich the humankind.
Al-Faruqi's workplan for Islamization of knowledge, summarized in Figure 4, has received considerable support: indeed, it has
led to the establishment of the Internationa l Institute of Islamic
Thought in Washington, devoted exclusively to implementi ng the
twelve-step programme. In Pakistan, it has the complete backing
of the newly established Islamic University in Islamabad. It is to
al-Faruqi's credit that he has the vision to conceive and carry out
such an ambitious, but nevertheless vital, programme . It is,
therefore, rather unfortunate that his programme for the Islamization of knowledge is fundamentally flawed and somewhat
naive.
Let us first examine some glaring omissions in his programme .
Al-Faruqi essentially wants to 'lslamize' Western social sciences:
economics, political science, sociology, psychology and anthropology. He rightly asserts that these disciplines are Eurocentri c
and promote the Western notions of nation-state and ethnic
identity. While the world may be structured according to how
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living presence whose every action shaped their own behaviour.
However, the classical Seerah literature, cast as it is in an
idiom which is over 1200 years old, does not have the same
impact on a modern mind as it had on the early Muslims. Facts of
biography, as indeed of history, make sense when an individual
can relate to them and when avenues for assimilating these facts
into the individual's life are clear. One would expect the contemporary writers of Seerah to cast the life of Mohammad in an
idiom that is instantly recognizable and relates to modern living.
Unfortunately, modern authors, for some strange but compelling
reason, have stuck to the classical method of writing the Seerah.
The result is that the life of Mohammad, which is the paradigm of
Muslim behaviour, uswa ha.ma, makes no real sense to the vast
majority of contemporary Muslims.
Thus most modern studies of the Seerah relate the life of
Prophet Mohammad as a chronological story adding no new facts
and emphasizing exactly the same points once emphasized by the
classical authors for a community whose priorities and mode of
production were radically different from those of contemporary
Muslim societies. The widely read Muhammad: The Holy Prophet by
Ghulam Sarwar, 2 for example, presents a collection of facts from
'The Age of Ignorance' to 'The Eleventh Year of Hegira'. Apart
from the fact that much of the book is quite unreadable, written
as it is in an over-the-top subcontinental version of Victorian
English, the author makes no attempt to explain any of his facts,
or to put the Prophet's action in some sort of context, or indeed
draw any lessons from the narrative. Quite often he is simply
content to list things; as if knowing the fourteen chiefs of the
Quraish who conspired to kill the Prophet in Makk.ah is an end in
itself!
Mode~ biographers of the Prophet are also plagued by
another serious shortcoming: the reaction syndrome. Many contemporary studies of the Seerah amount to little more than
benign apologia written in answer to various orientalist accusations. There are many orientalist studies of the Seerah from
Andrae to Boswell, Carlie, Goldziher, Margoliouth, Muir, Noldeke, Sprenger, Watt and Weil, full of various allegations and
insinuations. Much of orientalist writings about the Prophet
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Mohammad, as Tibawi and Said have pointed out so forcefully,
were designed to prove that the Muslims are an inferior people
and turn the imperial and political conquest into an intellectual
and religious victory. 3 The Christian missionaries, in their crude
way, and the orientalists in a more subtle way, singled out the
personality of the Prophet Mohammad for attack and ridicule.
The Muslim scholars responded by presenting the Seerah in an
apologetic mould. Whether they were denying the accusations of
the missionaries and the orientalists or simply justifying them,
they were, at best, wasting scholarly energy which could be better
utilized in analysing the biographical narrative and, at worst,
actually producing apologia. Thus the two most respected studies
of the Seerah, Shibli Numani,s massive six-volume study in
Urdu, Seerat un Nabi, 4 and Muhammad Husain Haykal,s Hayat
Muhammad 5 in Arabic, are seriously marred by the author's obsessions with orientalist acusations.
Shibli Numani's Seerat un Nabi, undoubtedly the best contemporary study of the Seerah in any language, is still incomplete,
but the first two volumes give the complete life of the Prophet.
Shibli wanted nothing less than to take every orientalist who had
written on the Prophet since the days of Hal de Bert, who
flourished around the twelfth century, to task. He planned to
devote an entire volume to the work of orientalists but was unable
to finish his task. That, to some extent, is unfortunate, for
Numani is a powerful writer who does not mince his words in
dissecting the studies of the orientalists. For example, of Margoliouth's work he writes:
in all the written record of the world, his biography of the Prophet
stands unsurpassed for lies, calumnies, misinterpretations, and biased
expressions. His sole excellence lies in the art of giving, by dint of his
genius, the ugliest colour to the plainest and cleanest incident in which
it is not possible to discover the tiniest black spot.6

Despite devoting a great deal of time and energy to taking orientalists apart, Numani managed to produce a monumental, balanced and guidance-orientated study of the Seerah. He was able
to do this largely because he relied exclusively on classical Muslim authors. The second half of the first volume which presents a
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chronological account of the Prophet's life, and the second volume which is concerned with battles of the Prophet, are almost
entirely based on classical sources. Numani keeps the orientalists'
allegations separate from his main biography and takes their
arguments apart elsewhere. But, while Numani relies on the traditional sources, he also breaks from tradition in that he devotes
separate volumes to discussing such aspects as the social organization, forms of worship and methods of inviting people to Islam
and the organization of the state. In this respect, Shibli N umani's
Seerat un Nabi is almost unique. When one considers its authenticity and wealth of detail it provides, his study stands out as a true
giant among contemporary works on the Seerah.
However, Haykal is all too willing to concede authority to
orientalist scholars and consequently is always forced to justify
his arguments in their terms. The net result is an overtly apologetic biography of the Prophet. He is concerned with writing 'a
scientific study, developed on the western modern method'.
Indeed, he is so obsessed with 'scientific objectivity' that he considers his approach to the Seerah almost at par with that of the
'researcher in the natural sciences'. However, the motivating
force behind Haykal's Seerah is his anger at the 'slanders', 'false
charges' and the 'hostility' of the orientalists. And often he judges
the particular events of the Seerah by the stand that an orientalist
may have taken on them. For example, his obsession with Muir
forces him to take a defensive attitude to the story of Prophet
Ibrahim·s attempt to sacrifice his son. Similarly, it is not e_nough
for Haykal to state that the story of angels cleaning Mohammad's
chest during his childhood is dismissed by no less an authority
than the classical scholar al-Tabari; he has to bring Muir into the
equation and use his authority, which he disputes elsewhere in
the book, to justify his claim that the story should not be given
undue weight. The whole of Haykal's Hayat is enveloped in this
type of apologia. Indeed, in his preface to the first and second
editions and concluding essay, ' Islamic civilization and western
orientalists' (what is it doing in a book on Seerah?) he launches a
fully-fledged attempt to justify Islam and Muslim civilization-almost as though he was pleading for his right to exist.
Both Haykal and Numani are products of a colonial age: they
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were writing from a defensive position in an era when Western
intellectual domination went unchallenged. Given these circumstances, one must acknowledge that their studies of Seerah, as well
as Syed Amir Ali's The Spirit of lslam, 7 had a major impact on
Muslim minds. Although their writings are undoubtedly apologetic, they were brave endeavours of their time-and, indeed, their
works have not been surpassed in scholarship, clarity and the
force of argument.
More recent biographers of the Prophet have achieved even
less. Thus Abdul Hamid Siddiqui8 sets himself the same goal as
Numani and Haykal. But instead of following the standard
chronological pattern, Siddiqui, rather bravely, abandons the
chronological order of events and gathers 'interrelated thoughts
and events' in one place so they can be discussed more easily.
However, while Haykal takes an apologetic stance towards the
orientalists, Siddiqui takes a more aggressive one. But by choosing to fight the accusations of one orientalist by quoting another,
Siddiqui effectively undermines his case. We are thus treated to
the spectacle of a chronicle of quotations whereby the views of
one orientalist are refuted by authority to the second; and sometimes the opinions of the second, whose views on some other issue
were considered inappropriate, are refuted by invoking the authority of the first. Beyond this maze of quotations there is nothing
really new; after spending all his energies arm wrestling with the
orientalists, the author has no energy left for analysis of making
Seerah relevant to contemporary life.
And this is precisely the point. The orientalists and missionary
scholars have tied down Muslim authors with a number of
bogies-'Prophet's marriages', 'he was vengeful and full of hate',
'that he was a poet and Qur'an is his composition' etc.-which
have no basis in historical reality but nevertheless serve a very
good purpose: they pin down Muslim biographers of the Prophet
Mohammad to narrow confines, sap their energies and keep them
from addressing relevant issues. The state of contemporary Serrah literature, to some extent, proves that the orientalists have
succeeded in achieving this goal.
Recently, however, there has been a move to leave the orientalists aside and present the Seerah by relying exclusively on classi-
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cal sources. Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi, 9 Muhammad Hamidullah 10
and Martin Lings 11 have used traditional sources to different, and
distinctive, effects.
Apart from the Qur'an and Hadith from which all three
authors quote generously, Nadwi bases his Muhammad Rasulullah
on the works oflbn Hashim, Ibn Kathir and Ibn Qayyim. Lings
relies on Ibn Ishaq, Ibn Hashim, Ibn Sa'ad and Waqidi. In
terms of actual content, there is hardly any difference between
Nadwi and Lings. Both present the Seerah as chronological history, with the same stories making an appearance in both texts.
But here the similarity ends. Nadwi makes no real attempt to
explain the events of his narrative; Lings uses the literary device
of weaving relevant and explanatory quotations from the Qur'an
and the Hadith into the narrative, thus increasing its informational content. Lings is a master story-teller whose prose and
style is well suited to both the grandeur of the subject and the
sublime personality which is the focus of the narrative. Nadwi is
awkward (which is probably the fault of the translation), repetitious {probably because he dictated most of the book) and somewhat pedestrian in prose and style. The difference between
Nadwi and Lings is not of scholarship or approach or the fact that
either of them have come up with something new: they are both
story-tellers, essentially telling a story. The difference is in the
style and the power one of them gives to his "narrative. Lings'
study has been described as the Seerah 'par excellance' 12 and a
'work of art ... a modern English classic'. 13
If the art of the story-telling is the criteria by which Seerah
literature is judged, Lings certainly has produced a masterpiece.
But if insight, analysis and contemporary relevance are the indicators of quality, then Hamidullah's Muhammad Rasulullah would
easily prove to be a superior work. Hamidullah, who bases his
study on Ibn Ishaq, Ibn Hisham, ash-Shami and al-Maqrizi, has
tremendous problems with style. Indeed, his style is stilted,
clumsy and extremely difficult to read. But unlike Lings and
Nadwi, Hamidullah is not telling a story. He wants to emphasize
that on which 'the classical biographers have not cared to lay
much emphasis'. He therefore reorganizes the 'raw material' furnished by the traditional scholars to focus on: 'politics, state
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administration, social institutions, economics, methods of creating inter-racial concord, blending of the spiritual and the material in a single and balanced whole, where no aspect of human life
is sacrificed and nothing is left to prosper at the expense at something else'. 14 The end result is that the guidance elements of the
Seerah which emerge are not restricted to personal piety and
historic warfare. It is worth noting that while all the essential
events of the life of the Prophet Mohammad are in Hamidullah's
study, he does not, for example, fill pages and pages with the
battles of the Prophet. While the techniques used for defence and
warfare are fully described, what is actually emphasized is the
relationship between the Prophet and his enemies. Considering
that Hamidullah is the only contemporary scholar who has tried
to produce an 'integrative' study of the Seerah, it is a pity that his
techniques of anlaysis are not very refined and that he does not
pursue his arguments to the required level of depth and analysis.
But he certainly indicates the direction that the contemporary
Seerah literature should take.

Seerah and the Future
The conventional method of writing the Seerah has provided us
with a vast body of reliable facts and information, what Hamidullah calls '"Aw material', about the life of Prophet Mohammad.
However, while this approach to the study of Seerah has been
invaluable in the past, it has serious shortcomings which must
now be supplemented by new and more innovative methods of
studying the paradigm of Muslim behaviour.
Even from the viewpoint of modem writers, it should be obvious that the story-telling approach to writing biography or history is not going to break any new ground. Besides, if all one
needs to do is to relate the story of the Prophet, then why is it
necessary for new authors to relate the story over and over again?
Whatever their individual merits and shortcomings, there is no
recognizable difference, narratively speaking, between the studies
of Ghulam Sarwar, Muhammad Husayn Haykal, Abdul Hamid
Siddiqui, Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi and Martin Lings. Moreover,
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the story-telling approach has the tendency of inducing intellectual and stylistic laziness in the writer. Thus many facts of the
Prophet's life are narrated with hardly any variation of style and
words. Sometimes expressions that were used by Ibn Hasham or
Ibn lshaq or lbn Qayyim or even by Shibli Numani are reproduced verbatim by contemporary writers. What makes Lings'
Seerah stand out so much from the pedestrian works is the simple
fact that he has his own distinctive style. It has nothing to do with
originality or scholarship.
But there are a number of other more pressing reasons why the
conventional approach to writing the Seerah is now inadequate.
While the conventional Seerahs furnish Muslim individuals and
societies with facts, these facts by themselves are not enough to
motivate individuals or solve societal problems. Knowing that
during the Battle of Badr, 317 ill-equipped Muslims fought and
defeated a well-equipped army of one thousand Quraysh warriors, does tell us that the Muslims fought very bravely. But is the
only lesson to be drawn from the Battle of Badr that Muslims
should be brave? Or can the Battle of Badr also tell us something
about the conduct of war, treatment of enemies, when spying on
others is justified, who can and cannot be killed during war, what
can and cannot be destroyed, what action can one take from
harming that which should not be harmed, and how international
relations should be pursued during hostilities? If the Battle of
Badr is to have some meaning for us today and in the future, its
lessons must be shown to be relevant to contemporary situations.
The facts of the Seerah cannot just be stated; they have to be
integrated, synthesized and analysed, turned into principles and
models, so that they can be absorbed into contemporary and
future life.
Moreover, the conventional approach emphasizes certain elements of the Seerah which the classical authors saw as the main
events of the Prophet's life. After the Qur'an and the Hadith, the
main important source for the biographies of the Prophet, as I
mentioned earlier, were the journals of the battles fought by the
Prophet, themaghazi. Written mainly to record the events relating
to expeditions and battles, the maghazi furnish incredible wealth
of detail. It is not surprising, then, that the classical authors gave
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so much emphasis to the battles of the Prophet in the studies of
the Seerah. However, when one considers that the main battles of
his life, the Battles of Badr and Uhad, which followed in quick
succession, did not last more than a day, and that at the longest
battle, the Battle of Trenches which lasted a month, no fighting
took place because the enemy could not cross the trench and was
forced to retreat by a sandstorm, and that at the conquest of
Makkah, the Prophet's biggest military triumph, no blood was
shed, one realizes that in an extremely hectic and busy life spanning sixty-three years, Prophet Mohammad did not spend more
than a few months, perhaps a year, in actually fighting battles or
holding his enemies under siege. Yet, almost two-thirds of Martin
Lings' Muhammad, the most modern of conventional Seerahs,
deals with the battles of the Prophet. What happened to the rest
of his life? The excessive emphasis of the traditional studies, and
the modem works which draw from them, on warfare, apart from
doing injustice to the subject of the study, also fixes the life of the
Prophet to a particular historic epoch when that type of warfare
had some meaning.
Furthermore, because the emphasis in the conventional
approach is on description, often static description, it fails to distinguish what is particular and what is eternal in the Seerah.
Consider, for example, this particular tactic of the Prophet to
deceive his enemy mentioned by Imam lbn Kathir:
When the Messenger of God, peace be upon him, arrived at Makkah,
he and his companions had suffered badly from Yathrib's (Medina's)
fever and it had exhausted them. The Mushrikin (the non-Muslims)
said that the People (the Muslims) who would be arriving here were
people who were exhausted from Yathrib's fever and, as a result, in
bad conditions. The Mushrikin were seated near the (Black) Stone (of
the Ka'aba) (in the Sacred Mosque). God made known to His Prophet
what the Mushrikin had said. The Prophet ordered his companions to
walk half-running (in the area where the Mushrikin could see them) in
the first three circumambulations (of Kaaba) to show the Mushrikin
their endurance, and ordered them to walk between the two comers
where the Mushrikin could not see them. The prophet spared his
companions half the running in all the circumambulations in his fear
for their exhaustion. The Mushrikin said, 'Are these the people whom
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we thought the fever had exhausted? These are stronger than so and
so. 15
This particular tactic of the Prophet, clearly designed to deceive
the ever-ready enemy waiting to attack and destroy the Muslim
army at every opportunity, has in fact become an eternal practice. Muslims walk half-running in the first three rounds of the
Ka'aba in Makkah whenever they perform the circumambulations. However, the Prophet was actually responding to circumstances around him and a mere simple static description does not
allow for differentiating between those actions of the Prophet
which are to serve as signposts for guidance and those which are
in response to particular historic situations.
The fact that the conventional methodology of studying the
Seerah does not even recognize the problems of space and time is
its fundamental shortcoming. Moreover, it traps the modern writer into a certain field of facts and does not allow him to look
elsewhere apart from the classical biographies and magha;::,i literature. For example, the excessive reliance on lbn Ishaq and Ibn
Hashim has meant that other historical literature of the period,
which describes the social and economic life in Makkah and
Medina, has been overlooked. There is considerable literature
based on the chronicles of Makkah and Medina which gives
details of life in Arabia in general. Al-Azraqi's Akhbar-i-Makkah
and Umar bin Shaiba's Akhbar-e-Medina are perhaps the best
known of these; but there are many others which could provide
new insights into the cultural and technological milieu within
which the Prophet moved. Even the shamail literature, which
focused on the morals, character and habits of the Prophet, has
been largely ignored by the modern biographers writing in traditional grooves.
The major instrument of conventional methodology is static
description and is therefore only interested in answering one
question: what the Prophet did. As Hamidullah points out, classical biographers were not interested in cause and effect. However, if the contemporary Muslim scholars are to make the Seerah
relevant to the present and the future, they have no choice but to
tackle the supplementary questions: how did he do it? And why
did he do it?
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These two questions demand that the Seerah is subjected to
searching analysis to discover the explanations behind the facts.
And that requires going beyond the handful of traditional sources
which have hitherto dominated the Seerah. The life of Prophet
Mohammad has to be written as living history, not as a distant,
historic biography. As analytical history, Seerah is the understanding of the life of Mohammad as it shapes and motivates the
behaviour of contemporary Muslim individuals and societies.
Analytical Seerah aims at discovering and synthesizing general
principles from historical situations-principles with strong contemporary relevance which would enable modern Muslim
societies to make moral and value judgements in the face of complex reality.
In trying to answer the questions of how and why, analytical
Seerah has to focus as much on ideas and concepts as on the
actions of the Prophet. The guidance aspects of the Seerah can
best be brought to the fore by examining how the Prophet
operationalized key Islamic concepts in his life. In trying to
establish how the Prophet put certain ideas and concepts into
action, the logic of detailed questioning often yields more productive results than simply examining anecdotal evidence. In a short
essay on how the Prophet implemented th!! idea ofshura (consultation), Tayeb Abedin provided more answers than many fullyfledged biographies of the Prophet. 16 Starting from the premise
that shura is obligatory on Muslims, Abedin asks: (1) Who is to be
consulted-all the people, or only a small section? (2) On what
issues does consultation become essential? and (3) Is the outcome
of the shura binding on the leader?
Studying the Seerah in relation to the idea of shura provides the
answers to all three questions. The Prophet practised consultation throughout his life as described by Abu Hurairah: 'I have
never seen any one more consultative with his companions than
the Prophet.' But who did he consult? Once on a certain issue the
Prophet asked the opinion of all the men concerned, after the Taif
battle when the defeated tribe accepted Islam. The Prophet was
not happy about taking the booty, especially after they had
become brothers in faith. He asked his soldiers whether they
would give back what they took from their brothers. The soldiers
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agreed. But the Prophet was not happy with the general answer
of'yes'. So he said: 'We do not know which one of you has agreed
and which one has not, go back till your heads bring us your
answers.'
On another occasion the Prophet decided to take action against
the Quraish. Two of his companions, Abu Bakr al-Siddiq and
Al-Miqdad ibn Umar, agreed with him. But the Prophet sought
out other representatives of the community and specifically asked
for their opinion. On yet another occasion the Prophet wanted to
make a truce with Gatafan (a tribe living near Medina) so as to
induce them not to fight with other pagan tribes. He thus called
for the opinions of Sa'ad ibn Mu'adh and Sa' ad ibn Aubadh who
were the heads of al-Aus and al-Kharzraj, the two dominant
tribes at Medina.
From these incidents, Abedin concludes that 'the ruler should
obtain the approvals of individuals when the issues concern their
right to property'. 17 In matters of special experience and knowledge, a Muslim leader has to consult those who possess it irrespective of their representative power.
But what issues are to be put to consultation? Abedin argues
that the whole of the Seerah is full of illustrations showing that
the Prophet consulted the community on every problem which
affected them. However, he cannot find any examples where the
Prophet consulted his followers when appointing leaders of
armies, district governors or judges. From this he concludes:
'perhaps such consultation would develop ill-feelings in the Muslim community, or possibly it should be a prerogative of the ruler
to choose his subordinates'. 18
And finally: is the outcome of the consultation binding on the
leader? Abedin notes that there is not one single case when the
Prophet consulted his people and did not accept the opinions to
which they agreed. However, there are at least three incidents
where the Prophet submitted to the people's opinions which
differed from this own. Abedin writes:
On two of these occasions it was without any indication of his being
convinced by what had been said. The first was when al-Hubab ibn
al-Munzir told him to change the army camp before the battle ofBadr.
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The Prophet agreed and changed the camp. The second case occurred
when many Muslims expressed their wish to fight the Quraish outside
Medina at the battle of Uhad. The Prophet's opinion was to wait for
the Quraish inside the town so that they would have cover against
them, and that women and youngsters participating in the battle could
disturb the attackers' approach. But the others gave no other argument than they would be called cowards if they waited inside the town.
The third situation is when sa•ad ibn Nuadh and sa•ad ibn Aubadh
opposed the Prophet's decision to make a truce with Gatafan. The
truce was written but never signed and when the Ansar chiefs opposed
it because they would not accept its conditions, the Prophet told them
to tear up the treaty.1 9

The over-riding conclusion: consultation is binding on a leader
whatever his own opinion.
Even a simple ideational interrogation of the Seerah, as Tayab
Abedin's analysis shows, can yield rich rewards. The answers to
each of his three questions are based on strong evidence and can
be translated into, for example, public policy legislation which
makes public consultation mandatory on important issues, or for
placing constitutional limitations on a government. If Seerah is
the paradigm of Muslim behaviour, then it is the only place for
seeking understanding of Islamic ideas and concepts.
What is important about the Seerah of the Prophet Mohammad are the causes and principles for which the Prophet lived
and the operational form he gave to the basic concepts and ideas
of Islam. The Muslims are not obliged to do, even if it was
possible, what the Prophet did. But they are required to promote
the norms of behaviour and the principles of life which are the
raison d'etre of the Seerah. Only studies of the Seerah from the
perspective ofideas and concepts, seeking to answer the questions
of why and how, can turn the life of Mohammad into a living
reality. And only by turning the Seerah from a historical narrative into a contemporary map of guidance can Muslims fully
appreciate the future significance of the life of Mohammad.
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12
Tazkiyah
The Islam ic Alternative to Development
Along with the urgent task of rewriting the Seerah of the Beloved
Proph et Moham mad, the Muslim intellectuals also face the
eq~al~y impor tant and no less urgent task of rescuing Muslim
societies from the suffocating hold of -certain dominating concepts. Perhap s no other concept has a greater grip on the minds of
Muslim people than the concept of development.
Devel opmen t attaine d notoriety in the late fifties and early
s~ties when it was synonymous with 'progress' and 'modemizat~o~' · .The basic assumptions were those of a linear teleol~
vis-a-vis the indust rialize d countries of the West. These countnes
were considered to be 'developed', industrially, economically,
t~chnologically, institutionally and culturally; others were considere d to be progressing along a straight incline with the goal of
becom ing 'developed' on the Western model. To become
developed, it was assumed, one had to abandon one's cultural and
tr~ditional heritag e, religious and other values which interfered
With progress and modernization.
Moder nizatio n was defined as the process by which a society
comes to be characterized by a belief in the rational and scientific
contro l of man's physical and social environment and the application of technology to that end. Urbanization was one of the
main indicatOFS of modernization. In a noted study of the late
fifties, Daniel Lerner used urbanization as 'an index of development' to constr uct a matrix containing data on urbanization,
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along with literacy, voting and media participation and used it to
calculate the modernization state of the Middle East countries.
The higher the level of urbanization, the more 'modem' the
society. Lerner's analysis led him, and many others to conclude,
that the traditional society was dead. 1
Much of the development work done in the sixties, and the
strategy set by the UN for the First Development Decade
(1960-70), was largely based on this kind of thinking and
analysis. The concept of development was equated with modernization and it was argued that the only way for nations to modernize and hence achieve economic growth was through industrialization. The proposed goals of the First Development Decade
were industrial growth, economic diversification, expansion of
trade and, in a minor vein, modernization of agriculture. Aggregate growth target was a moderate 5 per cent annual increase, a
target widely met and bettered by some Third World countries.
However, at the end of the sixties it was obvious that the
Muslim countries had not improved their lot after a decade of
development and modernization. In fact, their situation had definitely become worse. Poverty had increased, distribution of
wealth became more unequal, agriculture-this, despite the
efforts of the Green Revolution-was in ruins. The little industry
that was established in the Muslim world was facing immense
production problems. The machinery, the spare parts, the skilled
staff and sometimes even the raw materials had to be imported.
Unemployment was rising rapidly. The experience of the Muslim
countries, indeed the Third World itself, of its formal 'independence' largely consisted of a cruel joke for it enjoyed neither the
sovereignty nor the equality promise by decolonization. Instead,
it found to its own cost and dismay that it remained dependent
upon, and discriminated against by, the industrialized countries.
When industrialization and urbanization in the Muslim world
made the problems of poverty, unemployment, shelter and food
even worse and ushered in a set of new ones-violence, alienation
and cultural dislocation-aware authors were forced to acknowledge that the costs of modernization can be heavy and the comcept of development may be suffering from malaise. While the
strategy for the Second Development Decade ( 1970-80) was not
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all that different from its predecessor and still focused on
economic growth, it did manage to provide a more social statemen t of the concept of development. Its preamble stated that the
ultimate objective of development must be to bring about sustained improvement in the well-being of the individual and bring
benefits to all. If undue privileges, extreme of wealth and social
injustices persist, then development has failed in its essential
purpose.
However, the model that was followed was still that of the
industrial development of the West; and modernization was still a
major goal and progress the key word.
When the concept of unchecked technological progress began
to be challenged in the West in the early seventies, development
entered a new phase. As The Limits to Growth 2 and other studies of
the Club of Rome pointed out, the contemporary rate of technological development has brought mankind face to face with six
impersonal threats: a runaway, production-orientated technology, which has led to the depletion of natural resources (such as
energy, food and water), a post-critical total and per capita pressure on land and environment, ever-increasing output of waste;
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons; and the growth and
distribution of world population.
The main thrust of the environmental criticism concerned the
intrinsic connection between development and industrialization.
Industrialization, the argument goes, has not freed Western
societies from injustice and oppression; it is unlikely to do so for
the developing countries. A comparison between the results of
contemporary technological progress with feudal societies of the
'Dark Ages' brings the point home. As an hierarchical society of
classes, feudalism had its lords and its common people at the two
extremes with a military caste in the middle, all living in a security which was relative. The principal mode of production was
the productive power of man himself, and the creative initiative
was all the more common for it lay in the hands of a great body of
craftsmen who not only developed their skills and artistic sense
but also met the utilitarian needs of the community. In contrast,
the industrial society too has its lords and common people as well
as its military caste, and the feeling of insecurity was never so
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profound. But the lords of today tend to rule the e~tir
e globe , the
military caste think out strategies that could easily
destr oy the
entire plane t several times, and the craftsmen have
passe d on to
become scientists, engineers and technologists who
every day
surpass man' s enterprise in work subject to the ascen
danc y of the
machine. The final product of the technological socie
ty is a man
who is less free, less able to think, alienated from other
fellow men
as well as natur e and his environment, living with
a perm anen t
and increasing feeling of insecurity. Perha ps the West
ern socie ty
is not, after all, the prototype for the developing
coun tries to
imitate.
The rapid industrialization and technological deve
lopm ent of
Western society is the basic cause of the probl ems
whic h have
become preoccupying for the whole of huma nity.
Ever great er
alienation of individuals living in perm anen t confl
ict with each
other and with the natur al environment whose equil
ibriu m is
threatened forced many to think of altern ative
deve lopm ent
strategies for the Third World societies which are not
yet unde r
the all-pervasive tyranny of applied knowledge and
cryst allize d
technological power. Aware autho rs and grou ps who
could see
the weight of technology crumbling the West ern civili
zatio n in
front of their own eyes began to talk abou t the socia
l, envir onmental and even cultural dimensions of deve lopm ent.
A stran ge
creature called 'the people' began to emerge in the
deve lopm ent
literature; and what's more, people began to matte 3
r. Deve lopment theoretici!lnS began to argue that the trans fer
of techn ology
not only causes cultural and social dislocation in the
Thir d Worl d
societies, but it also aggregates power in fewer and
fewer hand s
and increases despotism, dictatorship and domi natio
n of the
people. Development now emerged in a new form.
The essence of the new concept of deve lopm ent
is best expressed by the five value dimensions that are state
d in a pape r
presented to the UN Conference on Science, Tech
nolog y and
Development (UNCSTD) in 1979 by the Wash
ingto n-bas ed
Centre for Concem: 4
(1) Hum an dign ity-E ach and every person, male
and female,
adult and child, has basic rights and needs whic
h are to be
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respected and satisfied. Each person is to be given the opportunity to develop to her or his full potential. And each culture, with
its own particula r traditions, symbols, religious expressions,
social organizat ions and modes of behaviour, is to be respected and
its heritage perserved.
(2) Social involvem ent-Each person should be given the freedom to be an active participan t in the planning and decisionmaking process which directly affects him or her. This requires
social structure s which provide interested persons with access to
informati on that allows them to enter into the process as equals.
Moreover , income-generating employment is a key element in the
developm ent process.
(3) Social justice-A ll people and nations are interdependent
and should share fairly in the fruits of the earth and the development process. No economic or political structure or ideology
should be allowed to oppress or marginalize individuals or groups
within societies or nations within the international arena.
(4) Ecological sustainab ility-The re is a bonding between
humanity and the physical environment which is to be respected.
This requires a recognition of the finiteness of resources and the
fragility of the global system. The future impact of actions taken
today should be weighted.
(5) Self-relia nce-Natio ns and people should have the capacity
for autonomo us decision-making and implementation in all
aspects of the development process. This is opposed to all forms
of dependen cy. It recognizes that the main responsibility for solving the problems of the Third World countries lies with these
countries themselves. This is not, however, autarky, and it
requires new modes of incorporating the developing countries
into the internatio nal order.
Other authors and groups have broadened the concept of
developm ent even further. For example, Joao Frank da Costa,
Secretary General of UNCSTD, in his 'consolidated discussion
paper' to the Conference, characterized development with twelve
points: 5
( l) Developm ent should be comprehensive.
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(2) Development should have endogenous roots and should not
merely imitate a (Western) model.
(3) Development should be self-determined and self-generated.
(4) Development should be approached co-operatively and collectively.
(5) Development should be integrated.
(6) Development must respect the natural and cultural integrity
of the environment as well as the traditional social structures of a
country, which are necessary for the preservation of its cohesion.
(7) Development should be planned and requires constant attention from, and intervention by, national authorities without,
necessarily, the exclusion of private interests and free-market
mechanisms.
(8) Development needs to be directed towards the establishing of
a just and equitable social order.
(9) Development must be democratic and respond to the choices
made by the population as a whole.
(10) Development must be competitive and not insulate less
developed countries or regions to such a degree that they are, in
fact, 'enclaves', where they would barely survive and lead a marginal life far from the main flows of growth and dynamism.
(11) Development should be innovative.
(12) Development planning should be based on a realistic definition of needs and on consumption models that are consistent with
the national characteristics of a country including its resources,
gross national products, capability for capital formation and
effective interaction of science and technology with the productive sectors.
More recently, the Brandt Commission report, North-South: A
Programme for Suroiual, argued that 'development involves a profound transformation of the entire economic and social structure.
This embraces changes in production and demands as well as
improvements in income distribution and employment. It means
creating a more diversified economy, whose main sectors become
more interdependent for supplying inputs and for expanding
markets for output'. 6 The report identified poverty, housing, education, population, energy, disarmament, commodity trade, and
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the world monetary order as the main 'dimensions of developmen t'.
In all these attempts to define and redefine development,
broaden the concept, incorporate the embarrassing bits, lasting
over three decades, the underlying axiom has remained
unchanged: development is necessary, relevant and desirable.
Moreover, development refuses to be identified with anything
else but economic activity, pure technology and naked industrialization no matter how much concerned groups, scholars and
development theorists talk about environmental and cultural
dimensions of development. Whether one follows the recommendation of radical Christian groups like the Centre for Concern, or
the recommendations of UNCSTD, or the dictates of the Brandt
Commission, the end product of development is always the
same-it is always perceived ala occident: the Western civilization
is the frame of reference and the ultimate goal of development.
Moreover, there are very strong forces working to ensure that
the classical notion of development continues to dominate the
minds and attitudes of intellectuals, decision-makers and politicians of the Third World. There is, of course, the need of the
industrialized countries to sell technology and arms to the Third
World nations. There is the Global Economic System, maintained by such institutions as the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and transnational corporations, whose very survival
depends on the promotion of conventional development
strategies. And there are the elites of the Third World who are
content with their work, their positions and their comfortable
standard of living-and the only way for them to preserve this is
to promote Westernised development schemes. But these are the
obvious and natural allies of classical development; the motives
and actions of people and institutions are not too difficult to
grasp. More subtle, and hence more difficult to appreciate, are
the conceptual forces.
The most formidable of these forces is the ideology of science
and technology. Western science and technology, as I discussed
in Chapter 7, is a rationality of domination. The intention of
such seventeenth-century thinkers as Descartes and Bacon,
the fathers of modern science, was to investigate external nature
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while leaving to religion the task of specifying the rules of social
conduct. But through Comte and others, scientific method
became absolutized as the basis for social reconstruction in a
'positive' manner. By basing social reconstruction on scientific
certain grounds, it raised science and technology to the level of
absolute utopia, perfect fusion of unlimited power and good to
which all willingly submit, hence reconciling cultural and social
conflicts. Although science and technology remain limited by real
interests and structures of power, they claim to be an overarching power. They thus take on the classical form of ideology,
being an inversion of reality. Scientific and technocratic consciousness maintains the status quo and legitimizes the present
structures within nations and between nations. It does not project
a future time when men's hopes will be fulfilled. Rather, it tells us
that the future is already here in essentials, if not in full maturity.
The future comes, then, as incremental addition of the products
of science and technology rather than a structural transformation. It is the end of transcendental hope. The only course open is
development along the well-trodden path of the industrialized
countries. 7
Another major conceptual force that promotes orthodox
development is the idea of interdependence, a tool of intellectual
terrorism that is both an approach and an ideology. 8 As a doctrine, it is the major responses of the industrialized countries to
the demands of a New International Economic Order, significant
changes in the global political economy, and the reduction of the
power of the transnational corporations. Advocates of interdependence have tried to revive flagging faith in orthodox
development theory and strategies by proposing further integration of the Third World countries into the world system and
increases in capital flow as the catalyst of growth. Within the
interdependence perspective, global change and inequality are
interrelated with the benefits accruing largely to the already rich
and advantaged, thus reinforcing the relative (and, in many
cases, absolute as well) deprivation of the poor: interdependence
and inequality go hand in hand. Third World nations may
become more and more integrated into the Global Economic
System, but the result will only be increasing inequality.
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Interdependence, particularly the use of ecological notion in
economic thought, is an attempt at mystification and disguises
the causes of uneven growth and lack of national autonomy in the
majority of Third World states. As such, interdependence is only
a cant word that serves to rationalize the relationship between
industrialized nations and the developing countries and promotes
strategies of development that enforce that relationship.
With such conceptual allies, it is no wonder that orthodox
development has such a hold over Muslim intellectuals and
decision-makers. But Muslim countries trying to telescope
decades of development into a few years and industrializing their
economies along the lines of Western states are chasing a dead
concept. No Muslim country should harbour hopes that it can
reach the material abundance that has existed in the United
States and Europe for the past few decades. The dream is in fact a
nightmare simply because even if there were a complete redistribution of world's resources, it would physically be impossible
to realize such a desire. As Gandhi put it so aptly, if England had
to exploit half the world to develop, how many globes would
India need to exploit to become another England? To erect industrialized infrastructures at a time when the world is running out
of non-renewable resources is a cruel hoax. Muslim states like
Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Nigeria and Malaysia, who are trying to
build a massive infrastructure by the year 2000, are writing their
own national and cultural obituaries.9 Even if they succeed in
creating such an infrastructure, and the evidence so far is
unfavourable, they will find that they can no longer secure adequate amounts of non-renewable energy to keep the economic
machinery running.
Moreover, development along the classical route of industrialization has become even more remote with the advent of microelectronics. Whatever industry Muslim countries may develop,
micro-electronics will ensure that they become obsolete even
before they become operational. 1 Chasing industrialization,
therefore, is like the donkey chasing a carrot, hanging from a stick
tied to his back. Furthermore, micro-electronics will replace the
only comparative advantage many Third World countries have
over the industrialized nations: cheap labour. Labour-intensive
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goods account for a sizeable percentage of total exports and constitute an important som;ce of employment and foreign exchange
in the Third World. For the newly industrializing countries,
labour-intensive goods account for over 40 per cent of manufactured exports from South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore, and over 20 per cent for Brazil, Argentina and Mexico. For
the less industrialized nations, the majority being Muslim states,
the percentages are even more dramatic, accounting for 73 per
cent of manufacturing exports in Egypt, 79 per cent in Pakistan,
97 per cent in Bangladesh, 71 per cent in Iran and 61 per cent in
Morocco. This comparative advantage in Muslim and other
developing countries of cheap labour will be eroded by the labour
of the microchip: the chip is more efficient, much faster and much
cheaper. The three crucial areas of export for the Third
World-clothing, textiles and electronics-will soon be lost to
the industrialized countries.
So, as far as Muslim states are concerned, development, particularly development ala Occident, is truly dead. Muslim societies
are now revolting against the notion with increasing militancy-the Islamic revolution in Iran is only one, but an obvious,
manifestation of this revolt.
If the concept of development continues to exercise an allpervasive hold on Muslim societies, the consequences for Muslim
people will be dire. If policies of Western-style progress continue,
'instant under-development' will become the norm. That is to
say, Muslim societies will become poorer and poorer as development continues. The reasons for this are not very profound.
Industrial development favours cities over rural areas, and highly
centralized, energy- and capital-intensive production over human
labour. As Muslim nations seek to industrialize, jobs will diminish more and more because production will become more and
more automated. At the same time, mechanized agriculture,
which was introduced in the Muslim world in the form of the
notorious Green Revolution, will force more and more peasant
farmers off the land. All this will force urbanization at even
greater speeds. As forced urbanization proceeds, greater and
greater poverty will ensue, and this is already happening.
Moreover, high-energy industrial development will destroy
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what is left of the cultural and environmental heritage of the
Muslim world. High-energy technology brings its own ideology of
contempt for culture, tradition and environment. So Muslim
societies stand not just to become poorer and poorer, but also
alienated from their traditions and cultural roots and, to add salt
to the wounds, they may even lose the physical environment
which sustains their populations.
The cultural, environmental, ecological and human costs of
orthodox development are well known, yet it still holds a singular
fascination as the paradigm of progress. No matter how one redefines development, industrialization remains firmly entrenched as
its only goal. Any vocabulary is itself a system of analysis. As long
as development remains the catchword for the dreams of Muslim
societies, orthodox models of economic growth will be pursued
without consideration for Islamic tradition and culture or the
wishes of the Muslim people. As long as Muslim countries seek to
'develop', Western logic and social grammar will continue to
dominate Muslim societies.

Muslim Response to Development
Muslim authors have tried to undermine the Western connotations of development by hedging it with Islamic terminology and
ideas. To some extent, this approach has been productive if only
it has led to the realization that Western development planners,
advisers, even in Muslim garb, are in no position to devise
development strategies for Muslim societies. But, on the whole,
the introduction of Islamic vocabulary in discussions of development does not really dethrone the Orthodox concept.
However, the ideas of Jafar Shaykh Idris and Khurshid
Ahmad have given the notion of development within an Islamic
framework a completely new meaning. Idris, for example,
equates development with 'service to God' and describes it as a
category of man's existence and life. For Islam, the essence of
man is a faculty with which everyone is naturally endowed: to be
a complete human being, man must direct all his activities
towards the service of God. This internal reality of man must be
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reflected, argues Idris, in the external organization of human
society, the pursuit of which is seen by Idris as development. 11
Within this framework of the Islamic way of development,
material and spiritual aspects of life are complementary. 'To be
able to live the good life of devotion to God, we have, therefore, to
make the best use of the material resources of our world.' Talking
about development without considering the spiritual side of man
is meaningless; development must preserve the essence of man:
The qualities which make men human are the cement which binds
them together in a human society, and which keeps them wholesome
as individual persons. Once they are lost, the individual starts to
disintegrate, and the disintegration of society follows as a matter of
course. When the individual finds no meaning to his life, when he loses
his sense of purpose, when individuals become alcoholics, drugaddicts and promiscuous, when the family ties are weakened or broken
and everyone lives by himself and for himself, then the society of which
those individuals are members is sure to decline and fall. Why should
one who does not care for his own, care for others? Why should one
who sees no meaning in life defend the people to whom he happens to
belong? 12

Thus, for Idris, development is the pursuit of meaning in an
individual's life as well as the pursuit of material benefits-fo r
him, the two go hand in hand. This approach to development, he
argues, will free Muslim societies from being an annex of western
civilization where they have to borrow everything they have
including 'the worms in their intestines' and allow them to flourish with their own identity and culture intact.
Khurshid Ahmad's analysis is much more conceptual. 13 He
argues that the philosophic foundation of the Islamic approach to
development is based on four fundamental concepts: tawhid (the
unity of God); rububiyyah (divine arrangements for nourishmen t,
sustenance and directing things towards their perfection); khalifah
(man's role as the trustee of God on earth); and ta~kiyah ('purification plus growth') . Tawhid and khalijah, as we have seen in
previous chapters, are two of the fundamental concepts of Islam
and define the basic relationship between God and man, man and
man, as well as man's relationship tQ nature and his terrestrial
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environment. Rububiyyah is 'the divine model for the useful
development of resources and their mutual support and sharing'.
Tazkiyah is the concept that relates to the growth and developmen t of man in all its relationships: the ultimate goal ofta<.k!Jah is
to purify and mould an individual, that holistic aggregate of
individuals which form a society, and the envelope of material
things and products that constantly interact with the individual
and collective elements of society.
Ahmad's definition of tazkiyah focuses on individuals and relationships. Tazkiyah in all its dimensions, he writes, 'is concerned
with growth and expansion towards perfection through purification of attitudes and relationships'. In an earlier essay, 14 he isolated six 'instruments' of tazkiyah: dhikr or remembrance of God;
ibadah or acts of servitude to God; tawbah or seeking the forgiveness of God; sabr or the spirit of perseverance; hasabah or criticism
and self-criticism; and dua or supplication. All these instruments
ofta<.kiyah essentially operate on the individual leading to his/her
fa/ah-prosperity in this world and the hereafter. Apart from
simply stating that 'the mission of all prophets of God was to
perform the ta<.kiyah of man in all his relationships-with God,
with man, with the natural environment, and with society and
state', Ahmad does not elucidate the role ta<.kiyah plays in man's
relationship to material goods and products. Nevertheless, his
understanding of ta<.kiyah leads him to identify five essential features of development within an Islamic framework which he
compares and contrasts with the contemporary understanding of
the concept:
(a) The Islamic concept of development has a comprehensive
character and includes moral, spiritual and material aspects.
Development becomes a goal- and value-orientated activity, devoted
to optimisation of human well-being in all these dimensions. The
moral and the material, the economic and the social, the spiritual and
the physical are inseparable. It is not merely welfare in this world that
is the objective. The welfare that Islam seeks extends to the life (in the)
hereafter and there is no conflict between the two. This dimension is
missing in the contemporary concept of development.
(b) The focus for development effort and the heart of the development process is man. Development, therefore, means development of
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man and his physical and socio-cultural environment. According to
the contemporary concept it is the physical environment-natural and
institutional-that provides the real area for developmental activities.
Islam insists that the area of operation relates to man, within and
without. As such human attitudes, incentives, tastes and aspirations
are as much policy variables as physical resources, capital, labour,
education, skill, organisation, etc. Thus, on the one hand, Islam shifts
the focus of effort from the physical environment to man in his social
setting and on the other enlarges the scope of development policy, with
the consequent enlargement of the number of targets and instrument
variables in any model of the economy. Another consequence of this
shift in emphasis would be that maximum participation of the people
at all levels of decision-making and plan-implementation would be
stipulated.
(c) Economic development is a multi-dimensional activity, more so
in an Islamic framework. As effort would have to be made simultaneously in a number ofdirections, the methodology ofisolating other key
factors and almost exclusive concentration on that would be theoretically untenable. Islam seeks to establish a balance between the different factors and forces.
(d) Economic development involves a number of changes, quantitative as well as qualitative. Involvement with the quantitative, justified
and necessary in its own right, has unfortunately led to the neglect of
the qualitative aspects of development in particular and of life in
general. Islam would try to rectify this imbalance.
Among the dynamic principles of social life Islam has particularly
emphasised two: First, the optimal utilisation of resources that God
has endowed to man and his physical environment, and secondly,
their equitable use and distribution and promotion of all human relationships on the basis of Right and Justice. Islam commands the value
of shukr (thankfulness to God by availing of His blessings) and adl
Uustice) and condemns the disvalues ofkufr {denial of God and His
blessings) and zulm (injustice). 15

These essential features of development in an Islamic
framework lead Ahmad to define six goals of development policy
in an Islamic society: human resources development, expansion
of useful production, improvement of the quality of life, balanced
development in different regions within a country, evolution of
indigenous technology and reduction of national dependency on
the outside world and greater integration within the Muslim
world.
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Ahma d's apprec iation of taz/ciyah is rather limiting. He has
confin ed tazkiyah to the role of personal piety and individual salvation : in his schem e, development is achieved through personal
salvati on rather than societal transformation. The focus of tazkiyah is not just man; Islam does not only insist that 'the area of
operat ion is man' but it also seeks to build a society which
enable s its variou s elements and components to practice tazkiyalz
in a positiv e atmosp here. Ahmad believes that if people's
attitud es, charac ter and person ality-t he main concern of his
goal of human resour ce develo pment -are correct, then they will,
almos t by magic , produc e a righteous and just society. It is his
over-e mphas is on individ ual salvation, the zealous evangelical
appro ach to Islam, that stops Ahmad from seeing the social
dimen sions of tazkiyah.
Howev er, becaus e Ahma d's analysis is based on pure Islamic
concep ts, he offers the best elucidation of 'the Islamic concept of
develo pment ' and the goals of a 'development plan for a Muslim
society '. Most enlightened Western scholars and concerned
groups will apprec iate his emphasis that for Muslim societies
develo pment must mean meeting the basic needs of the ummalz
and shakin g off their dependence on the non-Muslim world.
The troubl e is that there is no such thing as an 'Islamic' concept of 'develo pment '. Development cannot be 'lslamized' any
more than alcoho l can be declared an Islamic beverage.
Devel opmen t per se is a Western concept: it cannot be applied to
Musli m societies, no matter how the coy academic redefines it to
placat e his own susceptibilities, without placing them in a linear
teleology vis-a-vis the industrialized countries of the occident. 16 It
repres ents an ethnoc entric view of the world, with the developed
countr ies on top of the development pyramid, down through
less-de velope d and underdeveloped to undeveloped to the lowest
possib le level. A typical basis for characterization would involve
( l) per capita income, (2) ability to produce capital goods, (3)
per outpu t energy consumption, (4) literacy rates, (5) productivity, (6) genera l consumption, and (7) defence capabi lities-t he
very criteri a which form the basis of Ahmad's 'Goals of Development Policy'.
In a classical study, Lucian Pye defined development as being
a multi- dimen sional process of social change. 17 The idea of social
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change, of movement of a society from one state of organization,
one system of ideas, beliefs and traditions and one stock of
equipment to another, is central to the concept of development.
Thus to ask or motivate Islamic societies to develop is to ask them
to leave their system of ideas, beliefs and traditions for another
system that is perceived to have a higher status of development.
Of course, Khurshid Ahmad or any other Muslim scholar would
not even contemplate that Islamic societies should modify let
alone abandon their cherished system of beliefs and ideas and
fourteen centuries of tradition. But concepts have a particular
way of working their way through a society. It is the end result of
development that counts and not the anodyne assurances and
good intentions of devel~pment economists. Development will
always be wholly identified with Western capitalists, economics
and profit-motivated technology; and any attempt to rescue it
from the clutches of the framework originally devised by Ros tow
and Lerner, broaden its scope and get cultures, people and environment involved in the whole process is, as is evident from three
decades of history, doomed to failure. It is self-defeating to devise
Islamic strategies for development as the concept, even if it is
hedged with an Islamic vocabulary, ensures that the decisionmakers see it only in terms of the classical industrializatio n
strategies which 'developed' the West.
Thus, as far as Muslim societies are concerned, development is
a dead concept. Muslim societies have no need to 'develop'; they
do, however, need to operationalize tazkiyah in all its multidimensional facets.

Growth Through Tazkiyah
The literal meaning of tazkiyah is purification. It is a process of
purification that all Muslim individuals and societies have to
apply if they seek to be in a constant state of Islam. However,
tazkiyah is not a static state of purification: it is a dynamic concept
that seeks to motivate individuals and societies to grow by a
constant process of purification. The Islamic institution of zakah,
purification of one's earnings by giving a fixed proportion of it to
the less fortunate members of society or by using it to promote
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works of public benefit, which is regarded as the third pillar of
Islam and is a religious duty encumbent on every Muslim, is
etymologically derived from tazkiyah. The idea is that the very act
of purifying one's earnings increases one's wealth. In the Qur'an,
tazkiyah has been given the connotations of growth:
He is successful who grows,
And remembers the name of his Lord, so pray.
(87:14-15)

And again:
He is indeed successful who causes it to grow
And he is indeed a failure who corrupts it.
(91:9-10)

The idea of growth through purification is particularly unique
to Islam. The process of purification acts as a rein on unchecked
growth which could indeed make it impossible for societies and
individuals to practise the instruments of ta<:,kiyah so clearly
described by Khurshid Ahmad. On the other band, static or
declining societies which could not even meet their basic needs
would be unable to practise ta;:,kiyah in its totality. Ta;:.kiyah, therefore, demands that individuals and societies should grow within
particular limits which provide them with time, ability and the
environment for self-reflection and introspection, criticism and
self-criticism, promotion of values and cultural authenticity-the
societal elements that give a living form to the process of purification.
Tazkiyah, then, is that quality in an Islamic society which
ensures that it maintains critical variables within limits acceptable to its social and cultural values and organizational and
institutional structures. It is a steady, selective growth that
requires Muslim societies to maintain their fundamental, internal
balances while undergoing various processes of change. It
requires Muslim societies to grow as far as it is necessary to meet
their basic requirements but it also demands a pace of change
that makes it possible for people to match genuine needs with
available resources and potentials and find acceptable means for
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the realization and implementation of feasible alternatives. Tazkiyah applies growth with the consensus of the people (otherwise
it will be 'corrupt') allowing no change without full backing from
the entire society and with firm conviction of its necessity. It
requires perservation of the natural and cultural heritage of Muslim societies as a living, dynamic environment from which they
can draw their sustenance and aesthetic pleasure: this is purification in total action.
Essentially, the concept of growth promoted by tazkiyah is very
similar to patterns of growth we find in eco-systems. A tree, for
example, conforms well to the dictates of tazkiyah. Muslim
societies could well see themselves as trees, and various societal
activities-scientific, technological, economic, educational, managerial, organizational-as so many branches of a single tree,
which grows and sends forth leaves and fruits in conformity with
the nature of the tree itself. However, branches of a tree do not
continue to grow indefinitely; and so a particular activity of the
society should not be pursued beyond a certain limit or at the
expense ofother activities. If a branch of a tree grew indefinitely,
it would certainly end up destroying th~ whole tree. Similarly,
indefinite technological growth would eventually destroy the society which is the basis of its nourishment. If organizations continue to grow they would develop inertia which would suffocate
them. And so on. However, if a society cannot meet its basic
needs, it must pursue economic growth vigorously just as a sapling needs to grow to become a tree. However, once a sustainable
stage is reached, further economic growth can lead to selfdestruction. Brakes must now be applied.
Growth through tazkiyah demands that preservation of moral
and environmental integrity, cultural strength and the practice of
such vital Islamic concepts as ijma (consensus of the people),
shura (cooperation for the good) and istislah (public interest) must
be the comer-stones of science, technology and economic policy.
The practice of tazkiyah on a national level dictates that growth
policies must have four basic components: self-reliance, selfsufficiency, social justice and cultural authenticity. It is not possible for a society to 'purify' its wealth unless it is equitably distributed within the various segments of society. Neither it is possible
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for a society to operationalize one of the main instruments of
tazkiyah, mahasbah (criticism and self-criticism), if it is economically or technologically dependent on outside powers. Similarly,
the whole practice of tazkiyah makes no sense unless a society is
true to its cultural and traditional roots.
In the Muslim world, self-reliance and self-sufficiency make
particular sense at the level oftheummah. Muslim countries suffer
from what is known in development circles as a 'small country
problem'; that is, they are so small that it is not viable for them to
be self-sufficient and self-reliant on their own; Tunisia, Mali and
Mauritania are good examples. Other countries lack certain basic
resources such as manpower and technological skills but possess
excess capital; Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Algeria are the obvious
examples here. Still others have excess manpower and a certain
amount of technological capability-Pakistan , Turkey and Egypt
lead to ummah here. Thus Muslim countries can work together to overcome their deficiencies and cooperatively to become
self-sufficient and self reliant. Essentially, self-reliance and
self-sufficiency require making do with what one has and developing one's own skills and efforts, including humble, less pretentious styles of science and technology. Social justice and equal
distribution of wealth necessitate a struggle against political
despotism and tyranny, illiteracy and run-away industrialization.
Cultural authenticity requires emphasis on indigenous growth
based on rural areas and the protection of traditional cultures
from the onslaught of Western patterns of consumption and those
consumer goods that represent the omnipotence of technology.
All this means that the prime goal of growth through tazk!Yah is
meeting the basic needs of Muslim societies. Essentially there are
five such needs which are intrinsically linked to the practice of
tazkiyah in Muslim countries:
( l) Physical and mental health: the former is that need of the
individual which keeps his body functioning normally, and free
from any discomfort, illness and disease; the latter permits the
individual an open perception ofreality, an open interaction with
other people and produces an optimum benefit from group and
individual activity.
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we_ll-bei_ng-wa~:::

(2) Shelter and housing: both for physical
safety, protection-and emotional sat1sfact1on-p riv
maintenance of family bonds.
a
.
at
(3) Recreation and community involvement: tazk"ryah aims
"t'/
level of recreation that provides maximum possible opportll~ 1 tY
for physical and intellectual growth for the individual and socie t
as well as a community spirit and involvement that ensures tbad
the individual has a sense of responsibility to the community ao
its members.
1
(4) Security, dignity and freedom: the security of the individ~~t
from external threat; equality of all before the law; equal resP. .
and dignity and protection of all cultural and ethnic minoriues,
and freedom of expression, communication and peaceful asserobly.
(5) Education and training: growth through tazkiyah aims at providing facilities and resources necessary for the provision of esseof
tial community and individual skills and for the full flowering 0
the individual and community talents. Here, four particular types
of skills are needed:
(a) Social and political skills-that quantity and qualitY of
information and skills necessary for the members of a society to
understand the political and social process, imperatives and pressures on groups and individuals in a contemporary society, and to
develop alternatives and choose from among them for themselves,
among themselves for their community and country.
(b) Cultural and communication information and skills-that
quantity and quality of common history, rituals, symbols and
values which are essential for an individual's self-identity made
equally available to a people, and the skills to appreciate it for
oneself and one's groups, and to re-express and re-create it, aod
to communicate with a sense of dignity and respect on all questions of cultural, political, social and economic import.
(c) Cultural heritage and skills-the level and quality of knowledge of one's heritage, and the level and quality of skills necessary for learning, transformation and re-creation of culture.
(d) Production and service skills-the level and quality of skills
for production and services available and disseminated in a soci-
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ety that gives everyone a socially useful and creative task and
role, backed by the necessary skills.
Growth through ta;:.kiyah aims to create an infrastructure to
meet the above basic needs. However, once such an infrastructure is created, tazkiyah is then concerned with maintaining a
dynamic equilibrium between infrastructure and the society.
Essentially, the creation of a suitable infrastructure to meet the
dictates of tazkiyah can be resolved into four basic components:
(I) Sustaining the society in dynamic equilibrium: pursuing
policies of conservation, fuller utilization of resources, recycling of
'waste', controlling and avoiding pollution, and providing
facilities and regulations for health and safety.
(2) Support system: providing social, cultural, educational and
information al support systems that are adequate for the achievemen t of the goals of ta;:.kiyah, generate a community feeling and a
sense of dignity and protect and stimulate cultural creativity and
responsibili ty.
(3) The political environment: growth through tazk!Jah aims at
creating political stability, increasing quantity and quality of participation in decision-making and the degree of accountability of
political office-bearers, improving efficiency of administration of
public programme s, and improving planning and allocations of
social capital and resources.
(4) The economic environment: growth through tazkiyah is based
on technological activity that can be easily controlled and provides employmen t and does not present an environmental and
cultural threat: it aims at equality in the distribution of resources,
optimum use of natural and human resources, adequacy in the
quantity and quality of goods and services without undue waste,
including administrat ion and working conditions and the distribution system; improvements in the level and quality of
accountabil ity of the economic system to the community and
political authority for its planning, efficiency, administration and
allocation of resources.
Both these objectives of tazkryah-orientated growth-mee ting
basic needs and creating an adequate infrastructu re-are best
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sought in a framework of economic and technical cooperation
within the Muslim world. The pursuit oftazkiyah, unlike the pursuit of development, dictates that the Muslim world looks for its
strength within its own circumference. The choice between
'development' and the operationalization of tazkiyah is a choice
between human, cultural, environmental and economic survival,
and external dependency and decay. Only through working
together under the guidance of the action-orientated ethics at tazkiyah can Muslim societies fight conceptual slavery and avert the
associated suffering and successfully make the transition to a
rewarding future of selective growth.
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Can the Hajj Survive the Future?

The most destructive manifestation of 'development' in the Muslim world is undoubtedly the environment of the hajj. Just fifteen
years of development have changed the holy areas beyond recognition and eradicated fourteen centuries of history from the noble
and blessed cities of Makkah and Medina. Indeed, the situation
is so critical that if the present pace and policies of development
are continued, there is a real possibility that the performance of
hajj will become not a spiritual exercise but a deathly struggle
with pollution and traffic congestion, deafening noise and alienated environment where the pilgrims will need all their wits to
survive.
The pilgrimage to Makkah is the zenith of a Muslim's spiritual
experience. It is a living, dynamic, operational form of the command of God: 'Perform the hajj and umra for Allah'. As such, the
hajj is performed not because the believers in Islam seek inspiration, but because they are inspired. It is an expression and not a
search for belief.
The hajj is the supreme expression of the belief in one God, the
Beneficent, the Merciful, the First and the Last. It is a practical
demonstration of the beliefs that He has honoured the ancient
Ka'abah by calling it 'His own House' and by fixing it as the goal
and destination of His servants, thus rendering sacred the territory surrounding the House, that He has designated the locality
called Arafat to be the channel for the outpouring of His mercy.
And that, to enhance further the sacred nature of this territory,
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He forbade the hunting of game or felling of trees within its
borders. For the believers, this territory is a Divine Audience
Hall: a place to come from far and near to seek His Divine presence-in all humility, covered with the dust of travel, bowing low
before the Creator of all that is in the heavens and the earth. It is
in this territory that they seek refuge from the material world,
abandoning all bodily desires, abstaining from pleasure and luxury, giving themselves entirely to God during both the active life
of the day and the hours of rest and quietness. Standing before
His majesty and power, seeking forgiveness and knowing full well
that God is too pure to be contained in a building, or limited to
one place or territory. And all this symbolizes the expression of
their faith and personifies their complete submission to the
Commands of God. 1
Apart from the expression of the faith of the believers, the hajj
is also an expression of the universal brotherhood oflslam. 2 Here,
in the Divine Audience-Hall, men and women of all races, colour,
languages and countries of origin stand in complete unity and
equality. All social categories, financial status, worldly power and
authority evaporate. There is nothing: only His divine presence
and His worshippers, all assimilating their beings with the will of
God; all wearing the most simple of garments: the ihram. The
ihram consists of two unsewn sheets of cloth, a loin cloth and a
shoulder cover with which the pilgrims cover themselves. It is the
physical e>.pression of the unity of Muslims and equality of all
before God. In their simple white ihrams, the pilgrims move as one
from Makkah to Muna to Arafat to Muzdalifah and back to
Muna and Makkah. Submerging their worldly identities, the pilgrims move as one creation from one holy area to another,
acknowledging the command of God in unison:
Here I am 0 Lord, in answer to your call!
What is thy call, here I am!
What is thy call, here I am!
What is thy call, here I am!
Thou art without companion!
What is thy call, here I am!
Praise and blessing are thine, and Dominion!
Thou art without Companion!
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The hajj is also an expression of the simplicity of Islam. Conventionally translated as pilgrimage, hajj, like most Qur'anic
words, is far richer and signifies much more. It means 'to direct
oneself towards one God', to endeavour to overcome one's ego
and earthly desires; and this effort, indeed it is a great Effort,
leads to the point where oneself is forgot entirely and annihilated
and becomes one with the will of God. It is this one, allencompassing goal that manifests the spiritual simplicity of
Islam. The pilgrims repeat again and again: '0 Lord! I seek Thy
protection against every doubt, against all forms of polytheism,
against all division, against all hypocrisy, against all unworthy
behaviour, against all misfortune .. .' Their spiritual desires are
simple: to seek refuge from all doubt. The ihram gives a physical
form to their spiritual simplicity. And in this complete state of
simplicity, the pilgrims acquire the rahmah (bounty) of their
Creator. At Arafat, during the ritual of wquf (standing), the pilgrims in all their humility and simplicity ask for forgiveness.
Already, they have experienced a brotherhood, universality, and
spiritual enlightenment the like of which they have never known
before. Here in the valley of Arafat, the Magnificent, the Beneficent, the Merciful, will send down his forgiveness on those whom
He will-and they feel His presence. Universality and brotherhood oflslam reaches its zenith-but the overriding experience is
personal. It is I, and my Creator; and the noblest hours of my life.
I am as pure and simple as the day I was born.
This is why the hajj signifies a new birth; and, its natural
corollary, the death of the old self. And this is why the classical
Muslim scholars have often referred to the hajj as 'the completion
of religion'. It was during the hajj that Prophet Mohammad gave
his Farewell Sermon containing that simple truth that Islam is
universal and all mankind is equal before God. And it was also in
this connection that the Qur'anic verse, 'this day have I perfected
for you your religion .. .' (5:3) was revealed. The hajj, therefore,
is the seal of a Muslim's spiritual quest; it is the last of four
fundamental and essential elements of Islam. Historically, it was
the final commandment to be laid down as the religious duty of
the believer: the Prophet began his mission by declaring the
Oneness of God and instituting the daily prayers; fasting and
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~akah

followed in turn with the hajj coming at the end. From a
purely devotional perspective, the daily prayers constitute an
ascension towards God, while the hajj is a rite which is carried
out within the territory declared by God to be sacred and on the
very threshold of the House which God Himself has declared to
be His House. As such, the hajj is a veritable Resurrection, a
resurrection on this earth. The Day of Arafat has often been
compared to the Day of Resurrection: 'Whose is the Kingdom
today? It is God's, the One, the Ruler of all!' (40:16).
Such sublime experience of Divine Presence, universality and
simplicity cannot be an everyday occurrence. Moreover, it is an
occurrence that a Muslim cannot be without. It is therefore an
obligation on all Muslims to perform hajj at least once in their
lifetime if their circumstances permit. This obligation is so important that if a Muslim dies before accomplishing it, then this duty
becomes incumbent on his heirs, who take his place. Because of
its spiritual importance, it is an obligation that requires tremendous preparation on the part of the believers who come to Makkah
for a rebirth; the desire to perform the hajj in its complete, pristine form-just as the Prophet himself performed this vital
spiritual ritual.

The Ideal Hajj

The pilgrims come to Makkah with certain desires and expectations. They expect to perform the hajj according to the Sunnah.
They desire spiritual enlightenment for which they abandon
worldly luxuries and pleasures and are willing, indeed all too
willing, to exert themselves physically to annihilate their egos and
become one with the will of God. They expect the environment of
hajj to be pure and simple and soaking with the rich history of
Islam. Their goal is Makkah, the 'mother of cities' (Um-ul Quarra)
within which lies the House of God (Bait Allah). Makkah! The
City of Allah upon earth. The Birthplace of Prophet Mohammad.
Makkah, the enlightened; the 'Barren Valley'. For devout Muslims, Makkah is not just a geographical location. Its sacred territory, its living, thriving history, its spiritual dynamic make it
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one of the Gardens of Paradise. It is a sanctuary; a frame of mind;
a profound experience. Pilgrims, therefore, expect Makkah to be
Beautiful; and Timeless.
The ideal hajj, for a pilgrim, is the one that is performed
according to the Sunnah in the beautiful and timeless city of
Makkah in the barren and simple environment that is the sacred
territory.
The Beloved Prophet only performed one pilgrimage and two
umrahs: the Farewell Pilgrimage was in fact the only one performed by the Prophet and it laid down the procedure to be
followed during the ritual. On the 25th Dhul al Qidah of the tenth
year of the hijra, the Prophet set off towards Makkah. He was
accompanied by all his wives and an estimated 90,000 to 114,000
Muslims. The entourage reached Dhu al Hulayfah at the end of
the day and spent the night there. On the following morning the
Prophet went into ihram and the Muslims followed his example.
When the caravan reached the town of Sarif, halfway between
Makkah and Medina, the Prophet said to his companions: 'those
of you who do not have any sacrificial animals with you may
perform the lesser pilgrimage. But those who do, must perform
the complete ritual.' On the 4th Dhu al Hi.ijah, the procession
reached Makkah. According to the Egyptian scholar, Muhammad Husayn Haykal,
upon arrival, the Prophet, followed by the Muslims, hastened to the
Ka'abah. There, the Prophet went to the Black Stone and kissed it.
Then he circumambulated the holy sanctuary seven times, the first
three of which he did at a trotting pace, just as he had done in the
lesser pilgrimage. He then proceeded to the Sanctuary of Ibrahim
where he performed a prayer. Returning back to the Black Stone he
kissed it once more and then left the temple area for the Mount of al
Safa, and from there performed the Say between that mount and the
mount of Marwah. 3

On 8th Dhu al Hijjah the Prophet went to Mina and spent the
day and night in the valley. The following day, at sunrise, he
moved to the plains of Arafat. He asked some of his companions
to put up a tent for him at a spot called Namirah. When the sun
passed the zenith, the Prophet had his camel saddled and rode on
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it until he reached the valley ofUranah. And it was here that the
Beloved Prophet delivered his Farewell Sermon. Haykal continues:
The Prophet left Arafat and spent his night at Muzdalifah. In the
morning, he visited first the santuary of al Mashar, and then Mina on
the road to which he threw pebbles against the symbol of Satan. When
he reached his tent, he sacrificed sixty-three camels, one for each year
of his life. Ali sacrificed the rest of the animals which the Prophet has
brought with him from Madinah. The Prophet then shaved his head
and declared his pilgrimage completed. 4

Most pilgrims would like to perform the pilgrimage strictly
according to the Sunnah. Moreover, they would like to perform
the hajj in an environmental atmosphere that is similar to the one
that existed during the Farewell Pilgrimage. This desire of most
pilgrims is the result of their devotion to the last Messenger of
Allah and their perception as acquired through the traditional
works of Islamic theology and history. But can the desire of pilgrims to perform the Ideal Hajj be accommodated with contemporary reality? And, indeed, with future trends?
Ideals and Reality: the Inverted Cone Model
It is obvious that some aspects of the perceived Ideal Hajj are not
easy to perform today. It is practically impossible for some pilgrims to kiss the Black Stone once, let alone twice, during the
performance of tawaf and Sa'y. And if every pilgrim sacrificed one
camel for each year of his/her life, the beast would be extinct
within a few years. Moreover, if one were to be strict about the
Sunnah one would have to ride a camel during the entire performance of the hajj. But the hajj today does not only ask the pilgrims to sacrifice the minor aspects of their vision: unfortunately,
it destroys their vision completely.
This destruction of the Ideal Hajj is brought about by an acute
imbalance in the environment of hajj caused by, among other
factors, an unhindered invasion of inappropriate technology in its
rapidly changing structure. We can best understand the
dichotomy between an idealized vision and present-day reality in
terms of a model.
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The journey towards the spiritual realization of hajj, the
assimilation with the will of God, leads through the physical
process of hajj. All rites of hajj require a certain amount of physical exertion: the tawef requires going round and round the ka'aba
seven times: the Sa'y requires running between the hills of Safa
and Marwah seven times; the wqef requires standing in the plains
of Arafat under the burning sun; and the nafrah, the mass exodus
of pilgrims from Arafat to Muzdalifah, requires the pilgrims to
run the distance. The pilgrims expect to suffer these physical
discomforts of hajj-for these are the rites that the Beloved
Prophet himself performed. However, man's physical capabilities
are limited and the natural boundaries of physical exhaustion are
easily reached. If 'noise'-that is, discomfort-that does not
belong to the natural environment of hajj is introduced into the
system, it will quickly take the physical discomfort of the pilgrims
beyond the God-given limits. The hajj now becomes much more
of a physical experience than a spiritual one. If the physical
discomfort is further increased, the spiritual experience of hajj
diminishes proportionally. There is a hypothetical point at which
the spiritual aspect of hajj is altogether removed by the overpowering physical discomfort. When this point is reached, the hajj is
reduced to a set of mechanical actions-a tragedy of unparalleled
magnitude.
The relationship .between physical discomfort and spiritual
realization can be demonstrated if we imagine the entire process
of hajj as an inverted cone (Figure 6). 5 The upper lip of the cone,
extending towards infinity, represents the spiritual dimension of
hajj. The base of the cone (in fact, the inverted apex) signifies the
physical dimension of hajj. In an Ideal Hajj, that is a hajj performed according to the Sunnah within the structure and environment at the time of the Beloved Prophet, the physical experience of the pilgrim will be significant compared to his spiritual
experience. In the present-day hajj the pilgrim spends most of his
time fighting the physical discomforts which have taken a formidable form. He has little time left for reflection, prayer and
meditation (the dotted cone) .
In this model we also have a third type of hajj experience:
the technological hajj, which deprives the pilgrims of all physical
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exertions and hence reduces their spiritual enrichment to
nothing. This is the non-experience hajj (the base line of the
cone).
Most of the changes in the environment of hajj are recent. Up
to a few decades ago the hajj environment was similar to the one
in which the Beloved Prophet performed his Farewell Pilgrimage.
It was as though time had left Makkah and the holy areas
untouched; and the vast majority of pilgrims performed their rites
as pilgrims had always done: on foot or on beasts of burden. The
physical discomforts were all due to the natural causes: the heat
and the harshness of the environment. The spiritual realization of
the pilgrims was enhanced by the knowledge that they are walking on the very mud and rock where the Prophet himself walked.
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The spiritual dimension far, far outweighed the natural physical
discomfort.
However, within the last few decades the environ ment of the
hajj has been changed beyond recognition. 6 Makkah has been
transformed to a modem city: its traditional charact er has been
displaced with all the main characteristics of the contem porary
Western city. Dual carriageways, concrete tower blocks with the
accompanying pollution and the problems of dislocation are all
there. Other holy areas such as Muna and Medina have also
experienced similar transformations. It was inevitable that time
and modem civilization would make its mark on the holy environment.
Moreover, to cope with the pressures of increasing number s of
pilgrims, a whole host of technological solutions have been tried.
Bridges have been built, tunnels have been dug, high-m ast lighting has been introduced, and extensive provisions have been provided for pilgrims to drive everywhere. From the momen t he
arrives at the ultra-modem King Abdul Aziz Airport in J eddah,
the pilgrim moves on to the conveyor belt of modern technology
that carries him to all the ritual points and brings him back. As is
the way with modern technology, each solution has generat ed a
whole host of new problems. Instead of reducing the physical
exertion of the pilgrims, these solutions have aggrava ted the
physical discomfort to such a level that it now becomes the predominant experience for many pilgrims.
This situation arises because elements alien to the environ ment
of the hajj interfere with the pilgrims' quest for assimilation with
the will of God. We have already argued that physical discomfort
natural to the environment acts as a catalyst in the spiritua l
realization of the pilgrims. However, anything that is alien to the
environment and that interferes with the spiritua l develop ment of
pilgrims is 'noise'. In modem-day hajj, a whole range of noise is
generated that constantly detracts the pilgrims from their primary goal. Elsewhere, I have described how noise debases the hajj
environment:
The dominant theme during hajj, as noted, is the assimilation of the
pilgrim with the will of God. This assimilation results, in part, from
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prayer, inner reflection and meditation. The major requirement for
prayer and reflection is peace: peace within and peace without, peace
with Allah and peace with one's soul, peace with one another and
peace with the environment, peace with birds, animals and even with
insects. This is why all form of aggression is forbidden during hajj.
The state of ihram is a state of peace. However, it is difficult, nay quite
impossible, to be in a constant state of peace amidst the automative
nightmare: the perpetual noise of motor vehicles, helicopters and
aeroplanes; the ear-piercing shrieks of horns and sirens; the continuous chants of competing loudspeakers; the horrific music of the transistors and the pungent smell and suffocating effect of the exhaust fumes.
One of the aims of Hajj is to acquaint the pilgrims with the historical and the spiritual environment of the Prophet-peace be upon
him-so that they may derive inspiration and strengthen their faith.
Walking on the pathways used by the Prophet can be phenomenally
uplifting. Driving through formidable traffic jams, or plodding on concrete roads, dodging cars and human waste and debris generates only
fatigue. In present-day Muna what is experienced is not the environment of the Prophet, but the surroundings of Manhattan; and there
are no spiritual gains to be made by experiencing the urban dystopia.
Cleanliness is part of the faith says the tradition. It is certainly a
requirement for any part of spiritual experience. Yet the environment
o( the hajj is indescribably wretched and insanitary. This is partly due
to the lack of adequate toilets (in number and in design); partly due to
urban pressure on its environs; and partly due to the unhygienic habits
of some pilgrims. The end result is that many pilgrims spend much of
their time during hajj avoiding filth and debris rather than in prayer
and supplication. 7

It is clear that while the Ideal Hajj cannot be realized in its
totality in today's circumstances, the present-day hajj, with all
the problems that the introduction of inappropriate technology
has generated, is also untenable. We cannot go back in time.
Neither can we stand still: change is now the only constant. But
more: it is not just that things are changing, but the rate of
change is itself changing. Managing the hajj environment under
these circumstances requires a formidable dimension of research
and effort.
Given this all-too-dominant rate of change, the interconnected
and complex nature of contemporary problems of hajj and the
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desire of pilgrims to perform the Ideal Hajj, what can we expect
for the future? Can we plan for a hajj environment that fulfils
some aspects of pilgrims' desires and the dictates of contemporary reality?
Two Scenarios
We can envisage one possible scenario based on the present
trend. This scenario takes the present development to its absurd,
but logical conclusion. The holy city of Makkah continues to see
development until every segment of the city is transformed: twothirds of the city consists of roads saturated with traffic, the
remaining part has tower blocks, each one higher than the next.
The same developments happen in Muna. The mountains surrounding Makkah and Muna are flattened and given over to
highways. To cope with the increasing traffic congestion during
hajj, a whole complex of flyovers and spaghetti junctions are
built. Consumer shops, fast-food dispensers and petrol pumps
occupy every inch of available space. Exhaust fumes in the air
make it very difficult to breathe. Lead from the polluted air
ensures that even the hardy date palm cannot grow. Makkah and
its environment is now transformed into a perpendicular metropolis; it is a city like any other American city: say, like Columbus, Ohio.
An alternative scenario is presented by the work of the Hajj
Research Centre (HRC) of Umm al-Quarra University, Makkah. 8 Several years of research has convinced the HRC that the
automobile is the prime cause of the destruction of the hajj environment. The Center has argued to ban the car from the hajj
environment and to persuade the pilgrims to walk on specially
constructed pedestrian routes. Furthermore, high technology
should also be banned and only low-impact, 'soft' technological
solutions to the problems of hajj should be sought. Traditional
architecture should be rediscovered and conservation should
become the norm. What would the future hajj environment look
like if these policies were followed?
Within a few decades the entire environment of Makkah will be
transformed. The old city will return to its former glory. The
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mashrabias will return; .the traditional housing will become the
dominant mode of living in the city. A whole host of pedestrian
walkways, surrounded by lush trees and shaded areas, will connect Makkah to Muna, Arafat and Muzdalifah. Pilgrims will
walk everywhere, performing the rituals at their own pace, resting in the shaded areas and soaking in the historic environment.
Makkah will regain some of its uniqueness and beauty.
Both of these scenarios are equally possible. If the present
trends continue, Makkah and the environment of the hajj will
resemble an American city within the next ten years. If the Hajj
Research Center succeeds in pushing its policies through, some of
the richness and beauty of the natural environment of the hajj can
be restored by the end of the century. However, while the Hajj
Research Center scenario is infintely more acceptable than the
logical outcome of the present trends, it lacks a futuristic base. To
some extent the scenario contains elements of regression rather
than moving forward. The HRC's approach is focused on returning to a static past rather than moving .to a dynamic future based
on alternative development solutions that bring out both the
uniqueness of the hajj environment and the specific Islami~
character of the solution.
On what bases can we study the future of the hajj? How can we
plan to secure the unique character of the 'Barren Valley' and
ensure that the solutions to the contemporary problems of hajj do
not generate noise and are flexible enough to accommodate
changing needs? The solutions to the problems of hajj have to be
sought within the framework of two criteria: the determinants
such as demographic trends and evolution of technology that will
&hape the future; and the physical and spiritual limits of the hajj
environment. We will examine each of these criteria separately.

The Limits

of Hajj

The spiritual limits of the hajj are sacred: they cannot be transgressed. Any solution to contemporary problems of hajj must
preserve the sanctity of these limits.
Earlier, we argued that the hajj is an expression of the ultimate
spiritual quest of the Muslim: the assimilation of the self with the
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will of God. Only an environment that is ecologically balance d
can facilitate this sublime desire of pilgrims. The first spiritual
limit to the hajj environment is, therefore, ecological harmony.
Ecological harmony dictates that the environm ent is in a symbiotic mutually enhancing relationship with nature. The basic value~ are to conserve, not to waste; to enhance the art of life rather
th~n entropic decay; and to nurture the attitude that the
environment that has produced the problems also contains the
seeds of solution. The Makkan environment has a delicate ecological balance. For example, the spring of Zamzam , a place of
religious attachme nt from which the pilgrims quench their thirst
after performing the tawaf and the S'ay, receives its water from
Precambrian basement rocks through three sets of fractures
which are extending from Ka'aba in the direction of Safa and
Marwah, intersecting at the well. Almost any ecological violence
suffered by the mountains and plains in Makkah can move these
faults and close the spring. Alternatively, new faults and fracture s
may be created causing leakage of sewage systems and other
underground water into the Zamzam spring. Preservi ng the delicate ecological harmony of the natural environm ent of hajj is therefore paramount: it is a spiritual necessity.
The hajj is also an expression of the universalism oflslam . This
is the second spiritual limit of hajj. Preserving universalism means
that any Muslim, rich or poor, from whateve r backgro und, cannot be stopped from performing the hajj if he fulfils the basic
criteria. Solutions to the problems of increasing pilgrims have to
be based on policies of equal opportunities for all: local as well as
foreign pilgrims. It also means that the environm ent of hajj is
equally accessible to all pilgrims: segments of the holy areas cannot be cordoned off for the privileged few: the rich and the powerful. And, preserving universalism also means acknowl edging
diversit y-the pilgrims come from every corner of the globe, from
every social background, communicating in hundred s of different
languages. Solutions to the problems of hajj must take into
account this rich diversity: in commun ity informa tion, the
language differences; in designing toilets, the sanitary behavio ur;
and in performing of rituals, their individu al preferences and
peculiarities.
The third spiritual limit concerns the fact that the hajj is also
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an expression of the simplicity of Islam. Simplidty must be the
essence of all technological solutions to the problems of hajj. 9
Simplicity must be the theme of the total hajj environment. Such
an environment would value simplicity as economy of means
towards the generosity of ends. It would stress avoidance of
arrogance and extravagance and encourage graciousness and
sensitivity. It would be an environment that creates a sense of
place that though being of this realm is continuously indicative of
responsibility towards the hereafter through highlighting our
du ties to God and fellow man. The built form celebrates the rituals
of man's subservience to God and supports the social acts of
service to fellow man.
The special role and functions of the holy city of Makkah prod uce the fourth spiritual limit: Makkah is umm al-Qurra, mother of
cities. 10 It is the spiritual focus of the Muslim world. Makkah,
more than any other city in the world, possesses an intense sense of
history: it was there that Prophet Ibrahim and his son Ishmael
erected the first House for the worship of One God, the Ka'aba.
It is the city of birth of Mohammad, the last Messenger of Allah.
It was here that Divine Revelation began and was finalized.
Makkah is the holiest sanctuary of Islam-one of the Gardens of
Paradise. It is therefore like no other city on earth-and should
resemble none. Makkah exists in the fourth dimension: time. This
quality of timelessness is sacred: Makkah is the Beginning, the
Present and Forever. The other sacred quality of Makkah is
beauty: it is the city of God on earth and the Prophet in glorifying
God tells us that He is Beautiful and loves beauty. Beauty is an
intrinsic dimension of Truth. But the beauty ofMakkah is not an
ordinary beauty. It is hidden, elusive, transcendental-a beauty
beyond our sense, not bound on fashion-dependent normative
tastes. It is a beauty generated by the natural environment, by
great architecture and philosophical integrity, by technological
insight that compliments the creation of Allah. It is a beauty
generated by ecological harmony and simplicity. The qualities of
timelessness and beauty make sense of the words of the Prophet:
'it is not man but God who has made Makkah sacred'. And: 'what
a splendid city thou art. If I had not been driven out of thee by
my tribe, I would dwell in no other place but thee.'
These four limits form a spiritual cordon that maps out the
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boundaries within which the solutions to contem porary and
future problems ofhaii have to be found. In additio n to these four
limits, there is one characteristic ofhaij that puts a physical limit
on our search for solutions.
The basic unit of hajj is the pilgrim: a devout Muslim with
natural limits, some desires and some expectations. We have
already stated that the desire of most pilgrims is to perform the
Ideal Hajj: a hajj based on their interpretation of the Sunnah in
an environment that reflects authenticity and the feeling of the
time of the Beloved Prophet . But what are the main expectations
of a pilgrim? At the very least the pilgrim expects that his basic
needs will be fulfilled and that he will be able to perform the hajj
with some dignity. Bodo Rasch has described the basic expectations of a pilgrim as follows:
(he needs) good, clean food, fresh water for drinking and his ritual
ablution, a shaded place for sleeping, a warm blanket for the cool
hours of the night, as well as privacy for his personal needs. He needs
shade where he spends the longer periods of his time because the
majority of pilgrims are not used to the burning sun of Makkah . He
needs paths on which he can go barefoot to the various Holy Places,
should he have lost his sandals in the crush. He needs resting places,
and water again and again so that he does not get dehydra ted and
suffer a heatstroke. If he is old, handicapped or weak, he needs .. . to
be driven or carried and should he fall ill or meet with an accident, he
needs medical help and care, he needs reliable information about all
questions of religion and orientation. He needs a person he can turn to
with all questions during the hajj, one who recognizes him, one who
cares. He requires a bed in Makkah and Muna, although he only
needs shade from the sun and a makeshift camp in Arafat, and the
bare essentials to sleep in Muzdalifah ... the pilgrim has a right to get
a healthy and high quality animal for slaughter, if he buys it in the
holy region . . . 11 .

These then are the bare essentials that a pilgrim expects. The
fulfillment of the basic needs of the pilgrim is one aspect of the
physical limit of hajj. This physical limit has a second compon ent
which relates to the sheer physical batterin g a pilgrim can take. If
the pilgrims are too densely packed at various ritual points they
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will either be unable to move or be injured. In principle, a density
of four to six pilgrims per square metre cannot be exceeded,
especially at tawaf, S'tV and the Jamarat area.
Pilgrim density is directly related to their movement. If they
are too tightly packed they will be unable to move and cause
congestion as well as injury to themselves and others. Optimum
pilgrim density will also allow the pilgrims to move at their
natural pace and conserve their energy as and when they need to.
Moreover, it integrates well with the physical limits of the tawof
and Say areas: in principle, it is difficult for more than 50,000
pilgrims to perform tawaf and more than 80,000 to perform Sa) at
the same time. But if the pilgrims move at their natural pace, at
optimum density, they move in and out of tawof and Sa) areas
without exceeding these physical limits. We can best understand
the movement of pilgrims by the use of an analogy.
Consider the totality of pilgrims to be a mighty river. Each
pilgrim is like a drop of water, flowing, meandering, moving
towards its natural goal. But the flow of water in a river can be
gentle and streamlined-what is sometimes called lamina flow;
or it can be fast with rapids-turbulent flow. When the river
flows on an even sandy bed, lamina flow dominates; when it flows
on an uneven, rocky surface with boulders in its path, rapids are
produced and turbulence results. If there is a sharp and violent
break in the river bed, waterfalls are generated. Similarly, if the
pilgrims are allowed to move at their natural pace with optimum
density, lamina flow will result. They will move from one holy
area and from one ritual point to another like a gently flowing
river. However, if boulders are placed in their path in the form of
vehicles, or if the river bed is changed violently by the introduction of bridges or tunnels, or if their natural flow is speeded up or
slowed down by allowing the use of the car and by traffic congestion, turbulence will be produced, rapids will be generated and
even waterfalls could emerge.
The river analog is a powerful model for studying the movemen t of pilgrims. That pilgrims behave like a river can be easily
demonstrated by time-lapse photograpy of the tawaf area or by
slow-motion.films of the pilgrim movement at thejamarat. It also
gives us an insight into how the physical limits ofa pilgrim and of
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the ha.ii environment can be used to find a solution to a particular
problem of modem hajj: the movement of the pilgrims.
The spiritual and physical limits of hajj, then, perform two
functions. They map out the boundary within which solutions
have to be found and they act as signposts and indicators for
solution. They enable us to preserve the authentic character of
the ha.ii environment and move forward to meet the challenge of
the future.

Future Determinants of Hajj
The future challenge to the ha.ii environment would come largely
from two directions: demographic and technological changes.
There are approximately 1000 million Muslims in the world
today 12 and this figure is doubling every twenty-five years. 13
There is no reason for us to believe that this rate of growth will
not continue. In the last few years the ha.ii has been performed
regularly by over 2 million Muslims. There will be a natural
increase of about 50,000 pilgrims every year for the foreseeable
future. Up to now, pilgrims from behind the Iron Curtain have
been in hundreds. This will change considerably: by 1986, the
Russian race will be a minority in their own country and will
have to concede certain ground to the Muslims who dominate the
southern part of Russia. 14 Similarly, other Communist countries
with large Muslim populations, such as China and Yugoslavia,
will find that their Muslims will not only grow in numbers but
also in articulation. We can thus expect a substantial increase in
pilgrims from the Communist bloc. All this means that by the
year 2000, an average of 3 million Muslims will be performing
ha.ii every year.
It is not always wise to conceive of the future as a mere extension of the present: trends, no matter how powerful, do not
always continue in linear fashion. But we have seen a tenfold rise
in pilgrims since the Second World War. And, given the present
growth rates, we can reasonably ancitipate a 3 million hajj by the
turn of the century. Unless, of course, an unexpected phenomenon makes an appearance.
However, the problems associated with the accommodation,
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food and water needs, toilet requirements, transportation
facilities and the impact of such large masses of people on the hajj
environment are not as formidable as they seem at first sight.
Accompanying the demographic changes will be a number of
profound changes in all intellectual, scientific and technological
fields that will enable us to meet the challenge of the future hajj.
Conventionally, the problems of hajj have been tackled by two
means: various problems of ha.ii are isolated into individual components and then these specific components are tackled with the
help of imported technology. This approach bas two fundamental
drawbacks. Isolationist and reductionist methodology does not
look at the hajj in its totality, as a complete, dynamic system.
Problems of accomodation are solved in one way and the developments and construction in Makkah are allowed to continue
in another way. The problem of pilgrim movement is seen as a
problem for the discipline of transportation engineering and not
as a systems problem that must be tackled within an holistic
framework. Masterplans have concentrated on buildings and
roads as though the spiritual significance of the hajj environment
was irrelevant. While solutions to individual problems were
indeed found, they could not be integrated with the entire system
of problems or with spiritual, cultural and religious concertls.
The whole exercise is like the random walk of a disorientated man
who continues to walk but gets nowbere. 15
We are realizing that reductive methodologies have an inherent weakness: they cannot solve problems with several interacting
factors, especially if some of these factors-like culture, transcendental concerns-cannot be quantified. We have now discovered
that the obsession of our tools and methods with quantified detail
without context, with finer and finer measurements of smaller
and smaller problems, leaves us, to use an often-quoted phrase,
'knowing more and more about less and less'. We are now returning to holistic thinking and synthesis.
The second drawback bas been the technology we have
imported. First of all, along with the imported technology, a
whole set of values and cultural assumptions have been introduced in the hajj environment. It is these alien values and cultural assumptions that have generated the noise we have ident-
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ified earlier. Technology is a human activity: there is nothing
neutral or value-free about it. It develops in a society according to
its needs and requirements, social pressures and political
priorities. It solves the problems that it is designed to solve. For
example, the contemporary building technology with steel, glass
and concrete as its raw materials has developed out of social and
material concerns of Europe and America. 16 They have evolved to
build a typical, standardized Western city. It is unrealistic to
expect modem building technologies to produce something else.
One would need a totally different kind of building technology,
based on different social assumptions and using different materials, to produce a different kind ofcity. Technologies developed to
build airports cannot be used in a conservation area for it will end
up resembling an airport. The evidence, and the supporting literature, for the social and cultural bias of technology is now so
strong that we can ignore it only at our peril. 17
Moreover, the technology we have imported to tackle the problems of the hajj environment, even when perceived to be the
latest, have normally been out of date. The contemporary rate of
change is such that by the time a particular technology has
developed it is already out of date: both the problems and the
ways of looking at them have changed. The only way to keep up
with technology is to plan into the future.
We have been importing, to use the analogy developed by
Alvin Toffier, the second-wave technology. This technology is
characterized by its excessive use of non-renewable energy
sources. These technologies are directly linked to the massproduction system of Western civilization. In this civilization,
energy-intensive technologies have played a useful role; and the
second-order determinants have taken many decades to come to
the fore. In traditional societies, a heavy dose of such technologies
produces almost immediate side-effects. And in an environment
that is characterized by sensitivity, spiritual concerns and cultural authenticity, such technologies can cause havoc. This is
what is happening in the environment of hajj.
There is considerable evidence for Tofiler's assertion that we
are on the verge ofa great synthesis-the Third Wave; 'in a great
historical confluence, many raging rivers of change are running
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together to form an oceanic Third Wave of change that is gaining
mornen tum with every passing hour'. 18 The Third Wave civilization will have many unique characteristics, but what concerns us
here is its technological base. Tofiler writes:
Third Wave civilization will rely on a far more diversified technological base as well, springing from biology, genetics, electronics, material
science, as well as on outer space and under-the-sea operations. While
some new technologies will require high energy inputs, much Third
Wave technology will be designed to use less, not more, energy. Nor
will Third Wave technologies be as massive and ecologically dangerous as those of the past. Many will be small in scale, simple to operate,
with the waste of one industry predesigned for recycling into primary
materials for another.
For Third Wave civilization, the most basic raw material of
all-and one that can never be exhausted-is information, including
imagination. Through imagination and information, substitutes will
be found for many of today's exhaustible resources.. . 19

With information as the most important raw material, the
Third Wave civilization, Tofiler argues, will restructure education, scientific research and priorities and modes of communication. Toffier describes the future earth as an 'electronic cottage'
where the micro-computer provides access to information and
distributes technological power to ordinary people.
Whatever our reservations about Tofiler's vision, Third Wave
technologies will be a major determinant in shaping the future
environment of hajj. Such technologies will enable us to meet the
problems produced by an increasing number of pilgrims within
the spiritual and physical limits of hajj. However, Third Wave
technologies tailor-made for the environment of hajj will not
emerge from within the Western social and cultural milieu. While
we may be able to borrow certain Third Wave technologies which
can be proved by assessment to be appropriate, in the long-term
future we will have to create and develop a Third Wave technological base for the environment of hajj. This is the only viable,
sane and futuristic solution to the complex, interconnected hajj

problematique.
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Third Wave Solutions
The future solutions to the problems of hajj begin with an
acknowledgement that we cannot go back to the time of the Beloved
Prophet and create conditions and an environment in which he
performed the Farewell Pilgrimage. Certain aspects of the Sunnah have to be seen in a spiritual rather than pragmatic sense.
While we cannot go back in time, we can, nevertheless, preserve
for future generations and for spiritual reasons, the cultural property, historic sites and natural environment of the holy areas in a
living, dynamic form. Moreover, we cannot allow ourselves to
become a victim of our present: we cannot permit Second Wave
technologies, which are rapidly bei;:oming obsolete, to destroy our
traditions and history and the natural environment of Makkah.
This will cut the environment of hajj from its spiritual and historic roots. A future that is deprived of a sense of history is no
future at all.
A futuristic technological base for the hajj environment has to
be developed within the boundaries set by the physical and
spiritual limits of hajj. In this framework the individual pilgrim
becomes the basic unit of energy; and any hardware developed
must relate in a direct, simple and human level to this basic unit.
It has to enhance the ecological balance of the environment and
complement the natural creation of God. It should promote universalism by acknowledging the diversity of the pilgrims; it should
promote simple, yet elegant, innovations that can easily be
understood and used by pilgrims. The building technology
evolved for this technological base should use local materials that
blend in with the natural environment. The Third Wave technological base for the environment of hajj should, above all, promote peace: there should be no conflict or unrest.
In the development of this technological base we have to anticipate the new Third Wave technologies which are likely to
emerge in the developed countries. Some of these may be synthesized with the technologies developed locally. Such a process
of synthesis would require:
( l) An awareness of the trends in technologies that are appropriate and relevant to the environment of hajj.
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(2) An awaren ess of the value systems inherent in these tech·
nologie s.
(3) An assessm ent to ensure that the technologies selected do not
transce nd the limits of hajj by examining the likely secondary and
tertiary conseq uences of their application.
(4) Contin uous monito ring if these technologies are introduced
in the hajj environ ment.
Some contem porary technologies identified by Tofiler as Third
Wave technol ogies may be examined in this way. For example,
micro- compu ters are considered by Toiler to be one of the main
Third Wave technologies of the future. The information needs of
the pilgrim s are extensive: pilgtjms need information on religious
matter s, directio ns, meeting basic needs and a host of other
issues. Can an informa tion system be developed which can meet
the inform ation needs of the pilgrims, communicate the information in their own languag es and even communicate information
to unlette red pilgrim s, extremely simple to use and physically
accessi ble to all pilgrims? Will such a system transcend the
spiritu al and physica l limits of hajj? Can it be integrated with the
natura l environ ment? What will be the system's secondary and
tertiary conseq uences? Such questions as well as modem microproces sor technol ogies need urgent attention.
.
In today's hajj the sacrifice meat is almost totally wasted. It is
either left to rot or is buried in large holes or finds its way to
inciner ators, thus debasin g a holy and sacred institution. Convention al factorie s are designed to mass-produce and operate the
whole of the year. Can a Third Wave factory be designed to
operat e only during the hajj season, use little energy, waste little
of the carcass , employ a few components and store the meat and
end produc ts until it can be distributed to the needy? Can the
simple , age-old tent, so useful in Muna, Muzdalifa and Arafat, be
improv ed? Can a special hajj tent be devised which can better
protec t the pilgrim s from the heat of the mid-day sun and cold of
the desert night, that is easy to assemble and reassemble and is so
light that it can easily be carried by an individual pilgrim using
the pedest rian walkway? These and countless similar questions
are awaitin g serious investigation and study in a Third Wave
framew ork.
- ·-- -
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The hajj is the microcosm of the Muslim world. Makkah, and
the environment where the hajj is performed, is the prime focus of
the global Muslim community, the ummah. Thus the problems of
Makkah and the hajj are the central Muslim problems of our
time. Their solution is a matter of concern for every Muslim; it is
a matter of integrity and cultural survival. Under such circumstances, hasty and expedient solutions could spell disaster. The
future of hajj is intrinsically linked to the future of the Muslim

ummah.
Under these circumstances we must seek long-term, futuristic
solutions to the problems of hajj and the holy areas. Such solutions will have to look at the hajj as a holistic system, every
component of which is intricately connected to every other. They
will have to be sought within the spiritual and physical limits of
hajj, taking the individual pilgrim as the unit of operation.
Finally, they have to be implemented by conceiving and developing a Third Wave technological base for the environment of hajj.
Only such Third Wave solutions can meet the ever complex
needs to today's hajj and the challenges of the future.
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The Future of Islamic Studies

Our efforts to save the future have also to be focused, along with
rewriting of the Seerah, dethroning the concept of development
and rescuing the hajj environment, on discovering new and
innovative approaches to the teaching of and research on Islamic
studies. Up to now, Islamic studies has been approached as
though it was an independent discipline with no connection with
any other discipline, or worse, it was a sub-discipline of 'religious
studies' or 'comparative religion'. From a futuristic perspective,
this approach is untenable. There is now an urgent need to place
Islamic studies within a conceptual framework and approach the
subject from the much wider perspective of the world-view of
Islam.
Muhammad Iqbal, the most outstanding Muslim philosopher
of the twentieth century, argued that Islamic studies had four
basic objectives. In a letter written in June 1925 to the Secretary
of'All India Muhammadan Educational Conference', which was
then developing a curriculum for the Islamic Studies course at
the Aligarh Muslim University, he wrote that the purpose of
Islamic Studies is 'to educate and train well-qualified
theologians'; 'to produce scholars who may, by their researches in
the various branches of Muslim literature and thought, be able to
trace genetically the continuity of intellectual life between Muslim culture and modern knowledge'; 'to tum out Muslim scholars
well-versed in the.various aspects of Muslim history, art, general
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culture and civilization'; and 'to produce scholars who may be
fitted to carry on researches in the legal literature of Islam'. 1
Iqbal had obviously given the matter some thought, and he
elaborates each objective.
The training of well-qualified theologians, he argues, is necessary to satisfy the spiritual needs of the community. 'But the
spiritual needs of a community change with the expansion of that
community's outlook on life. The change in the position of the
individual, his intellectual liberation and infinite advance in
natural sciences have entirely changed the substance of modern
life so that the kind of scholasticism or theological thought which
satisfied a Muslim in the Middle Ages would not satisfy him
today.' 2 Therefore Iqbal was looking for a new and more innovative way of teaching Islam. He dismissed the syllabus suggested
by the Conference: 'it is perfectly useless to institute a school of
Muslim Theology on older lines unless it is your objective to
satisfy the more conservative portion of our community,' 3 he
wrote. What is needed, he argued, 'is intellectual activity in fresh
channels and the building of a new theology and kalam.' 4 Iqbal
was too far ahead of his time. In the event, the 'conservative'
forces had their way.
However, the move to reform the syllabus of Islamic studies at
the Aligarh Muslim University was not without significance. It
was the academic expression of a growing concern amongst
Indian Muslim scholars that Islamic studies needed a fresh
breath of life. In the same letter, Iqbal suggests that students of
Islam should be persuaded to study science and mathematics,
economics and sociology, while students ofnatural sciences should
attend such courses as 'Science in the Muslim World'. He and
other intellectuals of his time were firm, on the one hand, that
Islamic studies should not be the sole preserve of 'Muslim
theologians' and, on the other, that Muslim students of natural
and social sciences should be exposed to Islamic studies.
The idea that modern Muslim universities should have
departments, schools or institutes of Islamic studies has its roots
in the revivalist movements of India and in the thoughts of such
reformers as Iqbal. 5 Indian universities such as Aligarh, Osmania
and Allahabad established departments of Islamic and Arabic
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Studies which awarded graduate and postgraduate degrees early
in the twentieth century. Thus 'Islamic Studies' as a discipline
received its first, to use Mohamed Mackeen's words, 'academic,
though somewhat inarticulate , formulation as a university grouping' in India. 6 This 'formulation ' has had considerable impact on
the evolution of the discipline.

Islamic Studies in the Muslim World
In the 1950s when some Muslim countries obtained their independence, old universities were expanded and a number of new
ones were established . Islamic studies received a new impetus:
the departmen ts were broadened and somewhat 'modernised'.
Along with the traditional subjects ofta/sir Jiqh, Arabic, etc., new
courses such as 'Islam in the Modem World' and 'Contemporary
Revivalist Movements ' began to be taught. A great deal of
emphasis was beginning to be laid on the traditionaJ/modem
dichotomy , and issues such as birth control, 'Islam and science',
Islam and modern ideologies, came into the syllabus. The universities of Cairo, Dacca, Karachi and the Punjab and the 'Universited Islam' in Djakarta all updated their Islamic Studies
courses in this way. The new universities of Malaya, lbadan and
King Saud in Riyadh adopted the more up-to-date version of the
discipline.
However, not all universities acquired separate departments for
Islamic Studies. In some universities like those of Alexandria,
Damascus, Rabat and Baghdad, Islamic Studies was integrated
within the department s of faculties of Art or Humanities and
disciplines such as literature, languages, history, law and so on,
had various courses dealing with Islamic aspects. For example,
the Departmen t of Law would offer a course of Islamic law.
In certain other universities, like those of Ankara and Tehran,
'Islamic studies were incorporated within the university structure
under a more specific classification as faculties or department of
theology based on the Western models of the faculties of divinity
and theology'. 7 Thus the Istanbul University established a School
of Divinity in 1949 'to study religious principles in the light of
scholarly principles'.8
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Only at the University of Cairo did Islam ic studi es
have_a
unique status: the discipline had a whole facul ty to itself.
The D_ar
al-'Uliim was name d after an instit ute found ed in 1871 for
studi~s
on religion, language, litera ture and engin eerin g. In
1946 thi~
institute was broug ht withi n the unive rsity and given the
sta~us ~
a faculty which ran courses on a whole range of Islam
ic topic s.
While the discipline of Islam ic studi es was going throu
gh the~e
changes, the old-established Islam ic unive rsitie s of al-Az
har 1•0
Cairo, Qaraw iyyin in Fez, and Zaytu nah in Tuni s,
with their
roots going back to over a thous and years of histo ry and
tradit ion,
continued to teach Islam in the tradit ional mann
er. Only
al-Azharwent throu gh a radic al chang e. In 1961 it was tran
sform~
into a 'mod em university' with const ituen t colleges for
Isla~tc
Studies, Arabi c Studi es, mana geme nt and admi
nistra uon,
engineering and indus try, agric ulture and medi cine. 10
Howeve~,
the traditional al-Az har becam e the proto type of the
Islam ic
University of Medi na which was found ed in 1960.
The emergence of the more mode rn cours es of Islam ic
studi es,
however, has not radically chang ed the conte nts of the
discip line.
Both in the tradit ional instit ution s of Islam ic learn ing
such as
al-Azhar, Deob and and Medi na unive rsitie s, and the
mode rn
universities, Islam ic studie s are essentially theol ogica l
studi es of
defined purpo se and conte nt. The objective, as Iqbal point
ed o~t,
is still to produ ce well-trained schol ars of Islam . The
sylla bus 10
both types of institutions is based on the classi cal Musl
im tradition which has evolved throu gh centu ries of grow th and
refor m. l_t
consists of the Qur'a n and Hadr th which occup y a centr
al position, while Shari ah, scholastic theology and Arab ic
gram mar,
rhetoric and logic play a suppo rting role. 11 Mode rn unive
rsitie s
would, of course, add courses which would touch on conte
mpor ary issues and controversies.
There are stron g reasons why the classical appro ach to
Islam ic
studies is conce ntrate d on this framework. Mack een, for
exam ple,
argue s that this framework
owes its origin and structure to the political, social and intelle
ctual
patterns in the expansion of Islam and, above every
thing, to
orthodoxy, the master criterion of Muslim thought and practi
ce. But
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this ~ange of studies is not totally different from that which obtained in
:edie:al Europe, where the trivium-nam ely, grammar, logic and
r etoric-form ed the basis of a system in which Biblical studies,
.
th eology and law figured prommendy.
·
scholasti cism,
The grammar
~as .Latin, the universal language of the all-powerful Church. Logic
urnished the weapon for argument as well as a convenient method of
escape to erudite obscurities. Rhetoric provided the foundation necessary for disputation and oratory in an era of the spoken word. A fact
wh~ch is not often realised even by the Muslims themselves is that the
ma_ior disciplines like scholastic theology and law were the ultimate
0.u~c.omc of a genuine urge to pin down with precision the terms ofa
CIVihzation and were not in themselves wanting in intellectual content
and. value. There were centuries of hard thinking and application
?ehind them. Scholastic theology ('ilm al-kaliim), for example, is an
independen t scientific discipline based on rational concepts and the
· ·fi1c tools, namely, logic and physics. 12
use 0 f sc1enu

While the critics of the classical methods of teaching Islamic
Studies are right in pointing out that this curriculum is somewhat
?ut of touch with contemporary reality, the refonns they have
introduced have been hardly innovative. Modern .universities
may not teach rhetoric and logic, but they retain the bulk of the
~lassical syllabus. Moreover, the new courses that have been
introduced do not form an integrated part of the whole syllabus,
but are always an appendage to the classical syllabus. Mackeen
himself has nothing to add to the classical contents. He suggests
that Islamic studies should 'spread over' to the following fields:
religion, philosophy and ethics, ~iifism and music, literature, art,
archaeolog y and history. While these subjects may expose the
students of Islamic studies to topics that are outside the classical
syllabus, the discipline itself benefits little. Adding such subjects
to the periphery of Islamic studies would hardly give the discipline an integrated, coherent and contemporary structure. The
modernist criticism of the syllabus and contents of classical
Islamic studies is devoid of philosophical content and systematic
analysis of contemporary reality.
Both the classical and modern approaches to Islamic studies
concentrat e on Islam as a religion and culture. Whether it is
memorizin g the Qur'an or Hadith, mastering the opinions of the
classical jurists or learning Islamic history, the emphasis is on
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rote learning and collecting facts. Islamic studies essentially
amounts to a vast storehouse of facts and opinions which the
student accumulates during the course of his or her study. No
wonder then that the contemporary ulama and scholars of Islam
are noted for a conspicuous absence of the ability to analyse,
argue and appreciate contemporary issues.
Islamic Studies in the West
In the West, Islamic studies followed a somewhat different
course. The roots of Islamic studies in the West lie deep in the
colonial history. Marshall Hodgson argues that Western scholarship came to Islamic studies through three paths.
First, there were those who studied the Ottoman empire, which played
so major a role in modern Europe. They came to it usually in the first
instance from the viewpoint of the European diplomatic history. Such
scholars tended to see the whole of Islamdom from the political perspective of Istanbul, the Ottoman capital. Second, there were those,
normally British, who entered Islamic studies in India so as to master
Persian as good civil servants, or at least they were inspired by Indian
interests. For them, the imperial transition of Delhi tended to be culmination of lslamicate history. Third, there were the Semitists, often
interested primarily in Hebrew studies, who were lured into Arabic.
For them, headquarters tended to be Cairo, the most vital of Arabicusing cities in the nineteenth century, though some turned to Syria or
the Maghrib. They were commonly philologians rather than historians and they learned to see Islamicate culture through the eyes of
the late Egyptian and Syrian writers most in vogue in Cairo. 13

Hodgson considers other Western paths to Islamic studies-the
Spanish and some Frenchmen who were interested in studying
Muslim Spain and the Russians who were preoccupied with
studying northern Muslims-as less important.
Whatever the path, the objectives of Islamic studies in the
West were simple and direct: to understand the Muslim mind
and culture so as to facilitate colonization and to meet the
demands of the growing colonial civil service. These objectives
ensured that Islamic studies in the West was a problem-oriented
discipline-how could Islam be shown to be inferior? how could
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Muslims be persuaded to accept their fate as subject people? how
could they be made intellectually and hence physically insular?
etc.-that was pursued within the framework of Western values
and cultural systems. It was this framework that produced orientalism, the approach and methodology of studying Islam that has
been analysed so penetratingly by, among others, Edward Said. 14
The major function of the centres of Islamic studies at Cambridge, Oxford, Leiden, Sorbonne and Berlin Universities was to
produce civil servants trained in the art of colonial administration, to arm Christian missionaries with arguments for conversion, and to produce a body of scholarship that justified European domination of Muslim lands.
The colonial legacy is evident in most current Islamic studies
courses in Western universities. They are taught with a blend of
zealous philanthropy and latent self-interest. The links with
fore~gn policy are never far away. However, Islamic studies in the
West do have a distinct advantage: because Islam is studied as a
'problem', albeit from the perspective of Western values and culture, there is a strong emphasis on analysis. Best works oforiental
scholars, for example, Hodgson's The Venture of Islam and D. M.
Dunlop's Arab Civilization to A.D. 1500,15 are works of analysis.
Moreover, with the partial shift in the global p6wer structure
and the newly acquired economic wealth of certain Muslim countries, Islamic studies has received a more sympathetic attention.
What that actually means is that in their analysis orientalist
scholars now tend to treat the values and culture oflslam on their
own terms. Islamic studies courses now include works by Muslim
scholars and Islam is studied as a civilization.
Perhaps no one has done more in presenting Islam as a civilization than Hodgson. His work entitled The Venture of Islam, a systematic and penetrating three-volume study of the civilization of
Islam from its beginning to the twentieth century, is now used as
a standard text in most Islamic studies courses in Western universities. Hodgson has even developed his own terminology of
analysis: 'lslamdom' and 'lslamicate' are two of many important
terms in his work. 'Islamdom', by analogy with Christendom, is
used to describe the society in which Muslims and their faith are
predominant-it does not refer to an area as such but to 'a corn-
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plex of social relations' which are territorially reasonably well
defined. While 'lslamdom' does not describe a civilization or a
specific culture, 'lslamicate' is used to describe just such a culture, historically distinct from Islamdom, the society which has
been shaped both by Muslims and non-Muslims. Using such
distinctions, Hodgson wants Islam to be studied and taught from
the perspective of 'exceptionalizing' historians. That is to say he
wants to highlight, emphasize and analyse what is unique in
'lslamdom' and 'lslamicate' system. Only by concentrating on
what is exceptional in the totality of experience that is Islam,
Hodgson maintains, can we increase our understanding of
'lslamdom' and provide an objective framework for Islamic
studies. In Hodgson's own words:
for an 'exceptionalising' historian ... it is Islamdom as a morally,
humanly relevant complex of traditions, unique and irreversible, that
can form his canvas. Whether it 'led to' anything evident in modern
times must be less important than the quality ofits excellence as a vital
human response and an irreplaceable human endeavour. In this
capacity, it would challenge our human respect and recognition even if
it had played a far less great role than, in fact, it did play in articulating the human culture nexus in time and space and in producing the
world as we find it now. 16

The notion that Islam should be studied and taught from the
perspective of an 'exceptionalizing' historian is a powerful one.
Hodgson is concerned primarily with the exceptional character of
Islamic society, culture and civilization. But what is really unique
and exceptional about Islam is not just the society and civilization that it has produced, which have reached the zenith of
human achievements and declined, but its world-view. And it is
this world-view that should be the prime focus of Islamic studies,
both in the Muslim world and the West.

Islamic Studies: A Futuristic Perspective
Despite the fact that Muslim scholars unanimously agree that
Islam is not just a religion, but a complete way oflife as well as a
sophisticated culture and civilization, Islam, as we have seen, is
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never actually studied or taught in its totality. In Muslim universities, Islamic studies seldom transcends the boundaries of religion and culture. In the Western academia, as indeed in the occident civilization itself, there is a pathological obsession for treating 'religion', 'philosophy' and 'science' as three different realms
of the mind, each with its own methods, laws and truths. In such
a milieu, Islamic studies, whether studied within the perspective
of an exceptionalizing historian or simply as an exotic discipline,
can never really acquire a status greater than that of religious
studies. Yet, there are obvious insights to be had if the method of
Islamic studies was tackled with the methods of'philosophy' and
'science'.
Let us make the naive assumption that the purpose of Islamic
studies in the West is to increase the understanding of Islam, its
people, culture, society and civilization in the developed world.
Taking our cue from Iqbal, the objective oflslamic studies in the
Muslim world is to produce well-versed scholars who can tackle,
and perhaps solve, some of the formidable problems that face the
Muslim societies. Can one suggest a new, radically different
approach to Islamic studies that takes full account of contemporary technological and political realities and serves both objectives? What factors and trends should such an approach take into
consideration?
To a very large extent, universities in the West and the Muslim
world have, up to now, sheltered themselves from the vast complex web of social and cultural problems in the real world outside.
However, it is no longer possible to ignore these problems simply
because they have acquired a momentum of their own and now
threaten to engulf the entire planet. We all recognize these problems and we all know that somehow they are interlinked and
cannot be separated from each other. Each one of them-nuclear
warfare, demographic trends, depletion of resources, energy
problems, global unemployment, environment problems-is
linked to every other problem and the whole set together forms
what the Club of Rome has called the worldproblematique. 17 In this
vast complex of problems, any single problem is itself complex.
One may think, for example, that the population problem is very
simple. A closer look, however, will reveal that the issues go much
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beyond birth control to age structure of a population, how fast it
is growing, the rate of material progress, the availability of food
and so on. All these problems are not just technical problems but
they also have important ethical components: and their ultimate
individual, social and societal solutions must be based on ethical
criteria.
Furthermore, these problems are changing and becoming more
and more complex day by day. What is more, the rate of change
itself is changing. Society, therefore, is constantly adjusting and
readjusting to change. Developments in microtechnology and
genetic engineering now threaten to introduce fundamental
changes in society. Cybernetics and artificial intelligence are
poised to introduce even more basic changes in our lives. And the
process continues.
With such a futuristic backdrop, we cannot afford to pretend
further that what we learn at university has no bearing on our
personal and societal environment and its future. We cannot now
easily assume that our problems can be solved in isolated linear
cause-effect sequences. We need to deal with the world in a more
profound manner, going much deeper, where all our actions
could have serious side-effects and produce a whole lot of interactions and non-linear effects. Thinking in terms of old-fashioned
logic and cause and effect is totally inadequte to our present
situation. Most young people, both in the West and the Muslim
world, realize that what they are being taught does not prepare
them for the complex decisions and ethical choices they have to
make in their daily lives. They require newer methods of dealing
with these problems but these methods do not fit any standard
syllabus or curriculum.
The future scholars oflslam face a formidable responsibility. If
they are to play an active role in raising the consciousness of the
ummah, in solving some of its most pressing problems, in helping it
to adjust to change, then they have to be trained by newer
methods that are radically different from the classical approach.
There are two sharp breaks from the conventional approach to
Islamic studies that we need to make. First, the picture oflslamic
studies as a rigid discipline and sub-disciplines in neat little boxes
marked 'the Qur'an', 'Hadrth', 'Islamic law', 'Islamic history',
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etc., must be abandoned. Let the author hasten to add that this
does not mean that the traditional content of Islamic studies
should be dropped; rather it should not be taught as isolated
components divorced from reality. Moreover, the traditional
emphasis is no longer necessary: for example, it is not necessary
to memorize all the authentic traditions and the opinions of the
classical jurists on which the students spend much time and
energy. For even in the poorer Muslim countries, scholars would
be able to obtain these, at the touch of a button, from their
personal micro-computers. The emphasis on memory and learning facts is now dangerously obsolete. The new emphasis has to
be on analysis, solving ethical and moral problems-in short,
thinking within Islamic paradigms. Islamic studies, therefore,
must touch all contemporary problems, no matter how irrelevant
and remote they may seem in the classical framework. The growing understanding of the linkages and interactions between
diverse fields of learning and approaches to discovery of new
knowledge that we have acquired suggests the need to adopt a
devoted and dynamic approach: in some sense a return to the
reality of the unity of all knowledge which was the foundation
stone of the classical theory oflslamic education. This then is our
link with tradition.
Islamic studies, therefore, must be taught and researched from
multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary perspectives. Multidisciplinary approach uses various disciplines to study a particular subject and attempts to create an overall comprehensive picture. For example, studying the Medina State of Prophet
Muhammad using the theories and tools of social anthropology,
political science and history of technology would yield much
greater insights than one would find in a standard book ofSirah. The
inter-disciplinary approach uses a number of disciplines to
explain particular events and situations and attempts to produce
a synthesized perspective. The Hijra, for example, could be
studied by examining the historical processes of social change, by
a sociological and psychological analysis of Makkan society and
of the specific reasons that persuaded Prophet Muhammad to
migrate to Medina. Once more the end result would be far more
penetrating than one is likely to find in the works of modem
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scholars. Only students trained in the multi- and interdisciplinary approach to Islamic studies can tackle and study the
complex, multi-dimensional contemporary and future problems
of Muslim societies.
If Islamic studies is to evolve as a multi- and inter-disciplinary
subject, then Islam cannot be taught as a religion or culture or
even a civilization. And this is the second sharp break with the
conventional approach. Islam must be presented as a worldview-only as a world-view does it solves the problems of its
adherents and only as a world-view does it provide a unique,
'exceptionalising' perspective on the political, economic, scientific, technological, social, cultural and spiritual problems of
man. And as a world-view it is open to examination by tools and
methods of any discipline that can increase our understanding of
the problems of mankind. Moreover, as a world-view it is as
relevant for Muslims as it is for the West which is crying out for
alternative ways and means for solving its problems of alienation.
The basic components of world-views are concepts. It is concepts that shape society, culture and civilizations. The framework
of concepts on which the world-view of Islam depends provides
the civilization of Islam with its bearings as well as its methods
for solving ethical, moral, social and practical problems. It is
these concepts that provide the Islamic society with policy
guidelines and make sense of its actions. The successes and failures of particular Muslim societies in a given space-time location
have depended on their abilities to operationalize and understand
these concepts anew in the face of historical events, new social
situations and new discoveries and innovations. It is these concepts that make Islam both universal and eternal.
Islamic studies then should essentially expose the student to a
core of Qur'anic concepts-such as tawhid, risalah, din, akhirah,
ibadah, ilm, jihad, ijtihad, istihsan, shura, brotherhood, ummah,
muhasabah, hudud, hisbah, islah, hikmah, haya, tazkiyah, waqf-that
are studied from multi- and inter-disciplinary perspectives. The
world-view of Islam is presented as a country to be mapped.
Qur'anic concepts form the basic grid of the map, and the
Qur'an, the Sirah, Shariah and Islamic history, the tools ofunderstanding that are essential for mapping this country. Making a
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map of a country, like learning to deal with concepts, is essentially a process of becoming more self-conscious of one's environmen t. We may live in a country and know the mountains and
rivers and our way around it. But we may not be objectively
conscious of it in the way that one needs to if one is going to make
a map of it. We can find our way from one town to another and
know the green areas and the desert patches, but we cannot
sketch it out on paper with any accuracy, because we do not know
the country in that particular way. The student is asked to become
self-conscious of concepts he may ha\t'e taken for granted in multiand inter-disciplin ary frameworks. He learns to relate these concepts not just to history but to contemporary reality. He learns to
deal with concepts and think within the world-view oflslam. He
begins to shape Islamic perspectives on the issues of developmen t, food problems, technological adjustment and other contemporary problems.
As an example, consider the concepts din, mu'min, ummah,
khilafah, shura, ita'at, Shari'ah,Jihad and amwal which must form
the basis of any creditable Islamic political theory: 18 The student
first discovers what the Qur'an has to say about these concepts
and how Prophet Muhammad materialized them in the Medina
State. He then discovers what the imaginative and thinking men
of Islam have said about these concepts and how they were
operationaliz ed by other Islamic societies in history. He finally
studies how the tools and methodologies of contemporary political science and other disciplines can be used to gain a fresh
understandin g of these concepts and how they can form the basis
of a contemporary theory of Islam. Thus the student learns the
Qur'an by becoming familiar with its basic concepts, he learns
the Sirah by discovering the role these concepts played in the life
of the Prophet, and he learns Islamic history not as a collection of
dead and distant facts presented in a chronological fashion from
pre-Islamic Arabia to the twentieth century but in terms of how
these concepts were operationalized by previous Muslim
societies. Multi- and inter-disciplinary analysis provides him
with a contemporary insight into these concepts that he needs if
he is to tackle the problems of his society. He feels the whole force
of Islamic history as a living, dynamic reality. The process forced
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him to think and seek solutions from within the world-view of
Islam.
It is clear that such an approach to Islamic studies cannot be
divorced from research. The totalistic and dynamic approach of
conceptual and multi- and inter-disciplinary analysis demands
continuous research. In this framework learning is no longer a
one-way traffic between authoritarian teachers and the taught.
Teachers have to learn from learners. And research is the only
criterion for teaching. The ideal place for Islamic studies in a
university, therefore, is in an independent institute where
research and teaching go hand in hand.
Theories, models, analysis-the characteristics that give a living form to a discipline-are conspicuous by their absence in
contemporary Islamic studies. Concepts are the smallest units of
theories and models. As terms combine to form sentences so concepts combine to form theories. To acquire a concept is primarily
to learn, and to possess a concept is primarily to know. Moreover,
to learn and possess a concept is to be able to do something-to
develop a theory, devise a model, solve a problem. Both study
and research are therefore important for conceptual analysis. By
rooting Islamic studies firmly in multi- and inter-disciplinary
conceptual analysis we can provide the future scholars of Islam
with the essential mental furniture they need to serve the ummalz .
The challenges that await them cannot be underestimated. Conceptual analysis will give Islamic studies a meaning and provide
it with a framework for thinking that might otherwise get lost
under the weight of dead facts and meander indefinitely and
purposelessly among the vast marshes of theological disputes.
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The Emerging Intellectuals

Apart from the fact that numerous new ideas have emerged from
the political and cultural unrest that has become the characteristic feature of contemporary Muslim world, a whole new generation of young intellectuals have also recently appeared on the
scene. The new intellectuals are a breed apart from the modernist
scholars, who are mostly the product of the colonial period, and
the traditionalist ulama who, on the whole, appear to be left over
from a bygone age. What distinguishes the younger intellectuals.
from their older contemporaries is their approach to Islam and
their attitudes towards the West.
The traditional scholars have completely shunned the West.
They regard the Western culture and mores as antithetical to the
spirit of Islam. During the colonial period, they fought, physically
and intellectually, for keeping the values and culture of Islam
intact. But in the post-independence period, with the sole exception of Iran, the role of the ulama has been limited to making
declarations against the West, issuing trivialjatwas (religious rulings) which have no bearing on contemporary reality, and generally wallowing in a nostalgia for the glorious Muslim past. In
most countries, the ulamas have actually collaborated with the
ruling powers to perpetuate the systems of injustice. What
Ibraheem Sulaiman says of the ulamas in Nigeria is in fact true of
ulamas throughout the Muslim world:
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The ulama in Nigeria, being the symbol and conscience of a large
proportion of the Nigerian population, hold the key to the future of the
country. Are they up to this gigantic but noble task of inspiring this
teeming multitude to take control of their destiny and thereby create
the nation anew? Now given the propensity of the ulama to revel in
conflicts and squabbles and to fight, even to the point of violence, over
non-issues, and given their general inclination-with a few notable
exceptions-towards oppressors among rulers and business communities; their lack of concern for the poor and the dispossessed as
well a their aloofness from politics and social matters in general, one
fears that the ulama are not equipped to play their rightful role in
society. 1

Unlike theulama, modernist scholars do not shun the West. In
fact, they embrace the West in its totality, warts and all. While
the traditional scholars sit on the crest of contemporary times
perpetually looking back into history, modernist intellectuals
place no real value on Muslim tradition and history. Their basic
function has been that of a traffic warden: directing the traffic of
ideas, technology and cultural artifacts, without subtracting or
adding an iota to it, into Muslim societies (see Figure 15.1).
Intellectually, they have been responsible for the introduction of
poor replicas of Western educational systems, the imposition of
alienating high technology, rampant consumerism and vast destruction of cultural property in Muslim societies. The past three
decades of development in the Muslim world have been years of
modernism and its Muslim apologists. It is not surprising that
they have led to revolution in Iran and upheavals in Pakistan,
Egypt, Sudan and Turkey.
The modernist scholars fight for power and influence with
Marxist intellectuals. They too serve as the preservers of European values in Muslim societies, although they have borrowed
ideas not from the mainstream of the West, but from the Eastern
bloc and radical Western groups. Intellectuals who use Marxist
credit cards in Muslim establishments tend to be middle-class
academics, teaching social sciences and liberal arts, sometimes
specializing in Islamic studies and history of science; they tend on
the whole to be social activists rather than ideologues. In the
sixties and seventies they contributed some original insights into
Muslim societies, but for the last decade or so, they have been
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trapped in a vicious methodology which leads only to political
slogans and empty rhetoric. Moreover, Marxist intellectuals in
Muslim societies have served as imposers of Western values and
norms and conservers of exploitative structures because despite
all the apparent concern for values in Marxist ideology, its
methodology allows no room for the issues of and concerns of
transcendental values and morality. In fact, the main impact of
Marxist intellectuals in Muslim universities has been to strip the
body politic of Muslim societies from all moral concerns. And
where the Marxists have come into prominence, as for example in
Pakistan under Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, or acquired outright power,
as in Algeria, they have abused power and shown themselves to
be just as exploitative as modernist intellectuals. 2
The fact that a large segment of the young generations of Muslims are completely disenchanged with the ulama.s, modernist
scholars and Marxist intellectuals is hardly surprising. This disenchantment has produced a new type of intellectual: deeply
committed to Islam and appreciative of Muslim history and tradition, he is neither afraid of the West or Marx, nor does he regard
them as a panacea for all ills. He is ready to see good in other
systems of thought and action, and even ready ~o borrow those
ideas which he can synthesize within the world-view oflslam. But
his main concern is to develop a contemporary, integrated
Islamic system of thought and action that presents a genuine
alternative to the dominant system.
The new intellectual can be seen teaching and learning, arguing and discussing, at university campuses in Kuala Lumpur and
Islamabad, Tehran and Damascus, Cairo and Khartoum, Rabat
and Lagos, Aligarh and Ottawa, London and Chicago. Although
this group is predominantly young, it is not exclusively so. After
seeing what their thought and policies have done to Muslim
societies in the last thirty years, some modernist scholars have
shed their Western garments and begun to address themselves to
the questions frequently raised by the new intellectuals. Similarly, a few Marxist Muslims, disillusioned with the confines of
Marxist ideology and methodology, have joined the ranks of the
emerging intellectuals. Even some traditional scholars are beginning to take account of the new thinking.
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While most modernists and Marxist scholars find the discussion on Islamic economics, Islamic science and 'Islamization of
knowledge' quite bewildering, for the emerging intellectuals it is
the starting point for developing a truly contemporary Islamic
intellectual tradition and hence laying the foundations for a true
resurgence of Islam. Their style is uncompromisingly Islamic,
even aggressive, intellectually bold and without a trace of
apology.
Many of the ideas discussed in this book are at an embyronic
stage. While the establishment of an Islamic state has been the
cherished goal of Muslim groups throughout the Muslim world,
the political theory behind the concept oflslamic state has not yet
fully evolved. Various attempts at 'Islamization of knowledge',
while opening the whole area to new analysis and discussion,
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have achieved little so far. The discussion on the style and nature
of contemporary Islamic science started just over a decade ago:
enormous philosophical, sociological and practical work needs to
be done before we can see the result of Islamic science policies.
While work on Islamic economics has been going on for almost
thirty years, the basic problems of the field, as we saw in Chapter 9, are still to be tackled. Islamic banks have not evolved alternative and viable structures; and Islamic economics has still not
solved the problems of inflation and interest-free economies. An
Islamic theory of environment is clearly emerging; the next step is
to consolidate the ground and tum the emerging ideas into outline policies which can be promoted in Muslim countries. Most of
the theoretical loose ends in these areas of epistemology, statehood, science, technology, economics and the environment can be
solved if the Shariah can be developed as a problem-solving tool.
It is my belief that these problems will be solved, and the new
ideas given concrete and practical shape, by the emerging group
of young Muslim intellectuals. The thoughts and ideas of the
more senior members of this group (albeit not a coherent one)
have been quoted and mentioned throughout this book. Their
strength lies in their ability to perceive Islam not as a mere
religion but as a dynamic world-view, to synthesize the historical
and the modern, and to appreciate the concerns of the traditional
sectors of the Muslim population while possessing the intellectual
apparatus to communicate with the modernists. This is a sharp
departure from the isolated, fragmented and alienated intellectuals who have dominated the Muslim world since the colonial
period. As the new thinkers are products of an age where borrowed ideologies and ideas have clearly been shown to be bankrupt, their confidence in Islamic alternatives is deep rooted: they
are intellectually bold and have visions to match.
On the surface the contemporary Muslim world presents a
bewildering array of stigmas and problems. But from the unrest
and the accompanying social and political upheaval have
emerged a host of ideas which collectively present a practical
route to a Muslim civilization of the future. The unrest has also
produced a new kind of scholar and intellectual who is not afraid
to travel on that route. It is the fusion of new ideas and their
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practical implementation that will shape the destiny of the
ummah. And it is this fusion which makes the immediate future
such an exciting and challenging time to be a Muslim.
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Appendix

Islami c Council's Model of an Islamic
Constitution

There have been surprisingly few efforts to give the Shariah a contemporary form. Where this exercise has been attempted, as for example in
Pakistan, the emphasis has been on specific rules rather than general
principles , imposing certain elements of the Shariah while violating certain others (see Chapters 4 and 5). The end results, not surprisingly,
have produced confusion and belittled the Shariah.
The 'model' Islamic constitution devdoped by the Islamic Council,
with the efforts of an internation al group of Muslim scholars, concerns
itself primarily with integrating the essential principles of the Shariah
into a contempo rary constitution which any Muslim country can adopt
easily. It emphasize s the equality of all men and women before the
Creator, insists on strict observance of the Islamic code ofhuman rights
which regard 'human life, body, honour and freedom as sacred and
inviolable ', and reminds the Muslim countries of the world that they are
part of one Ummah, one civilization. The model builds a constitutional
structure around the Islamic concepts ofkhalifa (trusteeship ofman),adl
('justice tempered with mercy') and shura (consultation in governance,
policy formulatio n, decision making and exercise ofauthority). The general Shariah principle of 'promoting what is right and forbidding what is
wrong' is introduced through the historic Islamic institution of /iis6ah;
although the model constitutio n limits/iis6a/a to the investigation of complaints against the State and its organs and the protection of individual.
rights, it can be clearly extended to cover preservation of the environment and cultural property, industrial safeguards and protection of
workers' rights, and many other areas.
Within the framework of this modd, power cannot be acquired except
through the consensus , or ijma, of the people (and that means elections),
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the jud ici ary is completely
ind epe nde nt, and bas ic hu
ma n rig hts , inclu.ding the rights of the minori
ties, are gua ran tee d. Mor
eo~er, a Musbm
state is required to stand up
for the rights of oth er cou
ntr ies and o~pose
power blocs seeking the exploitation and
do
mi
nat
ion
of
we ake r nauons.
A study of the Islamic Counc
·
· · '
il's 'M od el Isl am ic
Co
nsu
tuu on , one of
the best examples of recent
efforts to con temporize the
Sh ari ah, clearly
demonstrates tha t the behavi
our of most Mu slim cou ntr
ies
is violently at
odds with the ideals and nor
ms of Islam.

Preamble
WHEREAS Islam is a com
plete code oflife sui tab le for
all people and all
times, and Allah's mandate
is universal and ete rna l and
app lie s to every
sphere of human conduct and
life;
WHEREAS every individual
has his own personal dignit
y;
WHEREAS all capabilities,
individual and collective,
and all pow er are
a trust to be discharged wit
hin the terms laid dow n by
the Sh ari ah, to
qualify for fulfilment of the
Divine promise of a life free
from wa nt and
oppression, and blessed wit
h harmony, plenitude, sec
uri
ty, hea lth and
fulfilment;

~CK~~W

LEDGING tha t the setting up of
a society bas ed on Isl am and
its P1:111c~ples r~uires the
complete application of the
Sh ari ah in t~e
consUtut1on and m the law
, and tha t every individua
l un der this ord er is
able to undertake and fulfil
his dut y to himsel( to his
cou ntr y and to all
humanity;
'
We, the people of ..............
................... , commit oursel
ves to make the
following the prime values
of our socio-political order:
(i) submission to Allah alo
ne

~?.) ~ree?om governed
by responsibility and discip
line
(111) Justice

tempered with mercy
(iv) equality strengthened
by brotherhood
(v) unity in diversity
(vi) shura as the method of
governance
We, the people of ...............
.................. , therefore, her
eby, by me ans of a
referendum' held for this
purpose on ........................
......... , ass ent to

1. Or by a resolution of a
parliament or oth er com pet
ent body.
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adopt this constitution, committing ourselves to the above principles and
to a covenant to do our utmost to faithfully discharge our duties in
accordance with them. And Allah is our witness.

Foundation

of Author#y and Basis of Socie~

Article I
(a) Sovereignty belongs to Allah alone, and the Shariah is paramount
(b) The Shariah-comprising the Qur'an and the Sunnah-is the
source of legislation and policy.
(c) Authority is a trust which the people exercise in accordance with the
Shariah.
Article 2
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .... ... is part of the Muslim world and the Muslim
people of . . . . .. . . .. .. .... ...... ........... are an integral part of the Muslim
Ummah.
Article 3
The State and society are based on the following principles:
(a) The supremacy of the Shariah and its rules in all walks of life;
(b) Shura as the method of governance;
( c) The belief that everything in the universe belongs to Allah and is a
blessing from Him to mankind, and that everyone is entitled to a just
share in this Divine bounty;
( d) The belief that all natural resources are a trust (amana/a) from Allah
and that man is individually and collectively custodian (mustakldaj)
of these resources. Man's economic effort and its reward are determined within the framework of this trust;
( e) Inviolability of the Islamic code of human rights and obligation to
support and defend the oppressed anywhere in the world;
( f) The paramount importance of inculcating an Islamic personality in
the individual and in society, through Islamic education, cultural
programmes, the media, and other means;
(g) Provision of opportunities for work to all able-bodied members of
society and guarantee of the provision of the necessities of life for the
disabled, the sick and the old;
(h) Provision of public services for all: health, education, cultural and
social;
(i) Unity of the Ummah and unceasing efforts for its realization;
U) Obligation to engage in da'wali islamia.
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Obligations and Rights
Article 4
(a) Human life, body, honour and freedom are sacred and inviolable.
No one shall be exposed to injury or death, except under the authority of the Shariah.
(b) As in life, so also after death, the sanctity of a person's body and
honour is inviolable.
Article 5
(a) No person shall be exposed to torture of body, mind or threat of
degradation or injury either to himself or to anyone related to him or
otherwise held dear by him; nor shall he be made to confess to the
commission ofa crime, or forced to act or consent to an act which is
injurious to his or another person's interests.
(b) Torture is a crime and shall be punishable irrespective of the passage of time.
Article 6
(a) Every person is entitled to the protection of his privacy.
(b) The right to privacy of home, correspondence and communicati on is
guaranteed and cannot be violated except through the judicial process.
Article 7
Every person has the right to food, housing, clothing, education and
medical care. The State is to take all necessary steps to provide the same
to the extent of resources available.
Article 8
Every person has the right to his thoughts, opinions and beliefs. He also
has the right to express them so long as he remains within the limits
prescribed by law. 2
Article 9
(a) All persons are equal before the law and are entitled to equal protection of the law.
(b) All persons of equal merit are entitled to equal opportunity, and to
equal wages for equal work. No person may be discriminate d
against or denied the opportunity to work by reason of religious
beliefs, colour, race, origin or language.
2. It is forbidden according to this constitution for any law to be contrary to the
Shariah. Thus, wherever reference is made to 'law' it means the Shariah, or that
which is permitted by the Shariah.
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Article JO
(a) Every person shall be treated in accordance with the law and only in
accordance with the law.
{b) All penal laws shall apply prospectively and shall not have retrospective effect.
Article JJ
(a) No act shall be considered a crime and no punishment awarded
therefor unless it is stipulated as such in the clear wording of the law.
(b) Every individual is responsible for his actions. Responsibility for a
crime cannot be vicariously extended "to other members of his family
or group, who are not otherwise directly or indirectly involved in the
commission of the crime in question.
( c) Every person is presumed to be innocent until finally adjudged
guilty by a court of law.
( d) No person shall be adjudged guilty except after a fair trial and after
reasonable opportunity for defence has been provided to him.
Article 12
(a) Every person has the right to protection against harassment or victimization by official agencies. No one is liable to account for himself
except for making a defence to charges made against him or where
he is found in a situation wherein a question regarding suspicion of
his involvement in a crime could be reasonably raised.
( b) No person shall be subjected to any form of harassment while he is
seeking to defend personal or public rights.
Article 13
(a) Every Muslim is entitled to found a family through marriage and to
bring up children in conformity with the Shariah.
(b) Every husband is obliged to maintain his wife and children according to his means.
( c) Motherhood is entitled to special respect, care and assistance on the
part of the family and the organs of State and society.
( d) Every child has the right to be maintained and properly brought up
by his parents.
( e) Child labour is forbidden.
Article 14
(a) Citizenship shall be determined by law.
(b) Every Muslim has a right to seek citizenship of the State. This may
be granted in accordance with law.
Article 15
Without any restriction unless imposed by law, every citizen has the
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right to freedom of movement to and from and within the country , and to
stay within the country. No citizen shall be expelled from the country or
prevented from returning to it.
Article 16
(a) There is no compulsion in religion.
(b) Non-Muslim minorities have the right to practise their religion.
(c) In matters of personal law the minorities shall be governed by their
own laws and traditions, except if they themselves opt to be governed by the Shariah. In cases of conflict between parties, the
Shariah shall apply.
Article 17
Every citizen over the age of ...... years has an obligation and a right to
participate in the public affairs of the State.
Article 18
(a) Citizens have a right to assemble and to form groups, organizations
and associations-political, cultural, scientific, social, and
other-a s long as their programmes and activities are consistent
with the provisions of the Shariah.
(b) The formation and activities of such groups, organizations and
associations shall be regulated by law.
Article 19
The State shall grant asylum to persons who seek it, in accordance with
the law. The State shall extend security, protection and hospitality
wherever necessary to those given asylum and the facility of safe passage
if requested.

Majlis al Shura
Article 20
(a) There shall be a Majlis al Shura consisting of ...... members directly
elected by the people.
(b) The term of the Majlis shall be ...... years.
(c) The qualifications for membership to the Majlis shall be established
by law.
Article 21
The functions of the Majlis al Shura shall be:
(a) To legislate promoting the objectives of the Shariah, seeking the
opinion of the Council of Ulema as necessary;
(b) To enact laws proposed by the government and by members of the
Majlis al Shura;
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(c) To approve the financial programmes and budgets and accounts of
the government and public bodies receiving or using state funds;
( d) To review policies of the government and its different departments,
by questioning and interpellation of the respective Ministers; and to
investigate or authorize investigation of departments and institutions established under law;
( e) To authorize the declaration of war or peace or national emergency;
( f) To approve treaties and international agreements and undertakings.
Article 22
Members of the Majlis al Shura are free to express their views during the
execution of their duties, and may not be arrested, prosecuted harassed
or removed from membership of the Majlis al Shura for so doing.

The Imam
Article 23
(a) The Imam 3 shall be the Chief Executive of the State, who shall be
elected by an absolute majority of the country's voters4 for a term of
...... years, commencing from the date the bay'ali is offered to him by
the Majlis al Bay'ah.
(b) The Imam shall be accountable to the people and to the Majlis al
Shura, as stipulated by the law.
Article 24
A person qualified for election to the office of Imam shall be:
(a) A Muslim not under ...... years of age;
(b) Of unblemished character;
(c) Known to be following the injunctions of the Qur'an and the Sunnah, committed to Islam and knowledgeable in the Shariah;
( d) Physically, mentally and emotionally fit to discharge the obligations .
of the office;
(e) Of courteous bearing and balanced behaviour.
Article 25
Before taking office, the Imam shall make a declaration of commitment,
before a National Assembly (Majlis al Bay'ah) consisting of members of
the Majlis al Shura, the Council ofUlema, the Supreme Constitutional
Council, the higher judiciary, the Election Commission, and the Heads
3. The Imam could be called by any other appropriate title, such as Amir,

President, etc.

4. Direct election is suggested here, but indirect election through elected representatives of the people is also possible.
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of the Armed Forces, to follow the Shariah in letter and in spirit, to
uphold the message of Islam at all costs, to obey the mandate of the
constitution and to defend the territorial, ideological, political and
economic independence of the State, and the rights of the people, and to
ensure justice to all members of the society without discrimination, and
without fear or favour, and be available to them directly or through
appropriate agencies for the redress of their grievances. On his making
this commitment, all the participants shall offer him bay'ah on the above
terms on their own behalf and on behalf of the people.
Article 26
The Imam is entitled to obedience by all persons even iftheir views differ
from his. There is, however, no obedience if it involves disobedience of
Allah and His Prophet (peace be upon him) .

Article 27
The Imam shall enjoy the same rights as other citizens. He is subject to
all the obligations of law, without any special immunity or executive
privilege.
Article 28
(a) The Imam shall not purchase or hire any state property, nor shall he
rent or sell his own property to the State, nor shall he engage himself
in any business within the country or outside.
(b) Gifts presented to the Imam and his family or to other officials of the
State in their official capacity shall be treated as public property.
Article 29
The Imam shall have no power to overrule the decision of a court, or to
change or annul or delay the punishment a court has resolved against
anyone guilty of the hudud, qisas or diyah. He may, however, exercise his
power of clemency in all other cases.
Article 30
The Imam or his duly authorised representative shall enter into pacts,
conventions, treaties and other agreements negotiated by them with
other governments and with international organizations.
Article 31
The Imam shall assent to legislation passed by the Majlis al Shura and
then forward it to the concerned authorities for implementation. He shall
not have the right to veto legislation passed by the Majlis; however, he
may refer it back to the Majlis only once, within 30 days from the date of
receipt, for reconsideration with his arguments. On return of the legislation after reconsideration, if passed by a two-thirds majority of the members of the Majlis al Shura, he shall assent to the legislation.
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Article 32
The Imam shall appoint adivsors, ministers, ambassadors and the heads
of the Armed Forces.
Article 33
(a) The Imam shall be impeached if he intentionally violates the provisions of the constitution, or for wanton violation of the Shariah, by a
resolution to that effect by a two-thirds majority of the members of
the Majlis al Shura, and, if it is found that he has violated thebtgr'an,
the bay'ah would be annuled by approval ofa two-thirds majority of
the Majlis al Bay' ah.
(b) Rules and procedures to govern the impeachment and removal of
the Imam shall be determined by law.
Article 34
(a) The Imam may resign his office under his own signature by submit·
ting his resignation to the Majlis al Shura.
(b) In case of vacancy of the office of the Imam, the Speaker of the
Majlis al Shura shall act as Imam until elections for filling the
vacancy are held, within a maximum period of ...... days from the
date of vacancy.
(c) In case of disability of the Imam, the Speaker of the Majlis al Shura
shall act as Imam until the Imam resumes his duties within ······
days. Otherwise, the office of the Imam shall be oonsidered vacant.

judiciary
Article 35
Everyone shall have the right to present a case before the oourts.
Article 36
(a) The judiciary is independent and free from all influence ofthe executive and is responsible for the administration of justice and the
protection of the rights and obligations of the people.
(b) The judges are independent and there is no authority above them
except the authority of the law.
Article 37
Dispensation ofjustice shall be free and the law shall protect this dispen·
sation from misuse.
Article 38
All court proceedings shall be in public and not in camera except when
sanctions by the court for protection of personal secrets or honour or out
of consideration of national security or public decency.
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Article 40
Implementation of court decisio
ns is the dut y of every concer
ned perso~
exercising public authority, and
slackness or failure to imp lem
ent them JS
an offence liable to punishment
, according to law.
Article 41
In consonance with the principl
es contained in this constitutio
n, the
organizational structure of the
judiciary, qualifications of the
jud ges and
procedures for their appointme
nt, transfer and removal, rela
tionships
with the executive and legislat
ure and related matters, shall
be established by law.
Article 42
There shall be an establishment
of Hisbah for:
(a) The promotion and protect
ion of Islamic values with a
view to
establishing what is right and
forbidding wh at is wrong;
(b) The investigation of complai
nts by individuals against the
Sta te and
its organs;
(c) The protection of individual
rights;
(d) The review of the work of
officials of the State, and rectific
ation of
cases of maladministration, neg
lect or dereliction of dut y on
their
part;
(e) Monitoring and examining
the legality of administrative
decisions.
Article 43
There shall be a Muhtasib Aam
as the head of the organization
of Hisbah
in the country assisted by muhtas
ibs at provincial and lower leve
ls, and
the rules and procedures relating
to this office shall be establis
hed by
law.
Article 44
The muhtasibs shall be able to
act on their own initiative or on
application or information received from
others. The y shall have the pow
er to
obtain relevant information and
records from any government
dep
artment or public agency, and offi
cials shall be obliged to respond
pro
mp
tly
and affirmatively to their dem
ands.
Article 45
If the Muhtasib Aam conside
rs a law or regulation oppress
ive or
unreasonable, in tha t it causes
difficulty or undue har dsh ip in
obedience,
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or if it appears to be unconstitutional, he shall have the power to refer to
law or regulation in question to the appropriate judicial authority for its
annulment or amendment.
Article 46
A muhtasib shall not take cognizance of a case of which cognizance has
already been taken, or is being taken, by a court of competent jurisdiction.

Economic Order
Article 47
The economic order shall be based on the Islamic principles ofjustice,
equity, human dignity, freedom ofenterprise, balanced relationships and ·
prevention of extravagant spending. It shall seek to mobilize and develop
the human and material resources of society, in a planned and hannonious manner, to satisfy the spiritual, material and social needs of all
members of the community.
Article 48
It is the duty of the State to develop all sources of energy and wealth and
to put them to optimum use, and to ensure that they are not hoarded,
wasted or kept idle. Individuals shall be pennitted to participate in this
process within the limits prescribed by law.
Article 49
(a) All natural and energy resources belong originally to the society as
do enterprises and institutions established through the public
exchequer.
(b) Private ownership of wealth is lawful and protected provided that it
is acquired by means that are held legitimate and is retained and
used for purposes allowed by the Shariah.
( c) No publically owned property or interest can be liquidated except in
cases of necessity to the interests of the society; and no privately
owned property or interest can be expropriated by the State except
in cases of necessity to the public interest and on prompt payment of
fair and adequate compensation.
Article 50
(a) Freedom of enterprise is guaranteed within the limits prescribed by
law.
(b) All kinds of profit or spending contrary to the Shariah are forbidden.
( c) Confiscation of any legally and legitimately gained profit or entitlement is forbidden.
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Article 51
Money being a medium of exchange and a measure of value, no monetary or fiscal policy is legitimate which destabilizes the value of money or
contributes to its erosion.
Article 52
All wealth and property not owned by private individuals or organizations shall vest in the State.
Article 53
Riba, monopoly, hoarding, profiteering and exploitation, and other such
anti-social practices are forbidden.
Article 54
The State shall take all such measures as may be necessary to termina te
and prevent foreign economic domination.
Article 55
There shall be an Economic and Social Council consisting of persons
specializing in socioeconomic affairs and the Shariah, which shall:
(a) participate in the economic decision-making in the country for the
realization of the socio-economic obligations stipulated in this constitution;
(b) advise the government and the Majlis al Shura on economic and
social planning and budgeting and other socio-economic matters.
Article 56
The composition of the Economic and Social Council, its rules and procedures shall be established by law.

Defence
Article 57
(a) jihad is a perpetual and inalienable duty.
(b) It is incumbent on every Muslim to defend the Land of Islam and
the Islamic order.
Article 58
(a) The State shall be responsible for building viable Armed Forces
consistent with its resources and capable offulfilling the demand s of
jihad.
(b) The State shall take all necessary steps to enable the people
to
perform the duty ofjihad.
(c) In addition to military training there shall be a program me
of
Islamic education and training to inculcate in the Armed Forces the
concept ofjihad.
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Article 59
(a) The Imam is the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces.
( b) He is empowered to declare war or peace or a national emergency on
authorization from the Majlis al Shura.
Article 60
A Supreme Jihad Council shall be established to formulate the strategy
for war and peace. The composition of the Council, its rules and prored ures shall be established by law.
Supreme Constitutional Council
Article 61
There shall be a Supreme Constitutional Council-an independent judicial body-which shall be the guardian of the constitution and of the
Islamic character of the State.
Article 62
The Council's functions shall include:
(a) Ruling on any question which arises ofa law being repugnant to the
Shariah;
(b) Interpretation of the constitution and the law;
( c) Deciding cases of conflict in jurisdiction;
( d) Hearing and ruling on complaints against the Election Commission.
Article 63
(a) Rules and procedures for the composition of the Supreme, Constitutional Council, qualifications of its members, terms of their
appointment, removal or retirement, and related matters, and the
mode of operation of the Council shall be established by law.
(b) The afore-mentioned law shall be passed or amended by a tw<>thirds majority of the members of the Majlis al Shura.
Council of Ulema

Article 64
The Council ofUlema shall comprise persons well-versed in the Shariah,
who are known for their piety, God-consciousness and depth of knowledge and who have deep insight into contemporary issues and challenges.
Article 65
The functions of the Council of Ulema shall be:
(a) The application of juridical ijihad;
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(b) To explain the stand of the Shariah on various legislative proposals
before the Majlis al Shura;
(c) To fulfil the Islamic obligation of declaring the truth and pronouncing judgement without procrastination on issues affecting the Muslim Ummah.
Article 66
Rules for the formation of the Council ofUlema, its composition, qualifications ofits members and other relevant matters shall be determined by
law.

Election Cummission
Article 67
.
There shall be an independent permanent Election Commiss·
ion consist.
. of ......... members.
mg
Article 68
The functions of the Commission shall be:
(a) To organize, supervise and hold elections to the office f h
and to membership of the Majlis al Shura and other offic~ ~ e lrnan
s •nac
cord
ance with the law;
(b) To organize, supervise and hold referenda;
(c) To ensure that candidates for elective offices fulfil th e cond· .
1hon
stipulated by law.
Article 69
(a) Members of the Commission shall be appointed from
.
. d'1ciary
. JU
o f the State. amongst th 4
sitting members ofth e semor
(b) Any person while a member of the Election Commission s
hall bt'
ineligible for any other post.
Article 70
.
The rules and procedures concerning appointment to the E
Commission and other allied matters shall be provided by law Thl.ection
while making provisions for organizing, supervising and hoid· is law,
·
· t h e qua J"fi
r: •
o f t h e electors and mg elec1 cations
tions, shall: determme
1air
. . of nomin assure
. fil'mg an d d etermmmg
.
.
t"
1
consutuenc1es,
of
delineatlon
a ions, vot,
.
.
ing procedures, declarauon of elecuon results and assure secrecy of ballots.
Article 71
All public authorities and public strvants shall act in aid of the Election
Commission to enable it to discharge its constitutional obligations, and
obey its commands directly and promptly without leave or consent of
any other authority.
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Unity ef Ummah and International Relations
Article 72
It is the duty of the State to strive by all possible means to seek the unity
and the solidarity of the Muslim Ummah.
Article 73

The foreign policy of the State and the conduct ofits international relations shall be based on the principles offreedom, justice and peace in the
world and shall strive to attain the welfare and well-being of mankind.
Article 74
!he St~te is opposed to all actions, policies and programmes based on
~neq uah ty, and is committed to strive actively against them to the best of
its capabilities.
Article 75
In ~dd~tion to the above, the State is duty-bound to fulfil the following
obhgat1ons deriving from the principles and injunctions of Islam:
(a) To protect the freedom of man throughout the world;
(b) T 0 struggle and to strive to end oppression and persecution of the
people wherever and whenever it occurs in the world;
(c) To protect and observe the sanctity of all places of God's worship.
Article 76
(a) The State is obligated to refrain from engaging in )¥aJ'S on grounds of
difference in religious belief, or for the exploitation ofother people's
.
resources and to control their economies.
(b) War is permitted to defend the faith the territorial and ideological
integrity of the State, to defend the o~pressed and persecuted of the
world, to protect the honour, dignity and freedom of man, and to
preserve peace in the world.
Article 77
The State shall oppose power blocs and groups seeking the exploitation
and domination of weaker nations.
Article 78
The State shall not allow the establishment of foreign military bases or
the provision of military facilities to foreign powers which might in ~y
to Its
• d•cial
1
way impinge on the sovereignty of the State or be preJU
interests or to the interests of other Muslim states.
Article 79
The State shall honour and implement international treaties, pacts,
agreements and obligations in letter and in spirit.
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The Mass Media and Publications
Article 80

The mass media and publications have full freedom of expression and
presentation of information so long as they respect and adhere to facts
and to the norms and values of Islam. The freedom to publish newspapers and journals shall be permitted within these limits and the closing
or censuring of the news media shall be through judicial procedure, except
in times of war.
Article BJ
The mass media and publications are obliged to:
(a) Expose and protest against oppression, injustice and tyranny,
regardless of whomever is guilty of such acts;
(b) Respect the privacy of individuals and refrain from prying into their
personal affairs;
(c) Refrain from inventing and circulating slander, calu mny and
rumour;
(d) Express the truth. and scruhpudlouskly a~oid spreading falsehood or
mixing the truth with false oo or nowmgly concealing th e truth or
. .
.
d1stortmg u;
(e) Use decent and dignified language;
(f) Promote the right conduct and ethical values in society·
.
(g) Strictly refrain from the dissemination of indecency ' ob~ce nuy
and
.
.
1mmorahty;
(h) Avoid condoning or glorifying crimes or acts repugnant to 1 1 .
5 am,
(i) Refrain from suppressing evidence except in so far as it m·igh t cause
.
.
harm to the mterests of sooety;
U) Avoid becoming instruments of corruption of any kind.

Article 82
The executive organs of the State shallIi have no authority to t a ke any
.
.
.
. .
.
.
ze the media or pub!"1cat1ons
ad m1mstrat1ve action agamst .or to. pena
1n
.
d'
I
)
"
Simi
any way except to prosecute v10lat1ons ma court oflaw·
ar y, me 1a
and publications' personnel are protected in the performance of their
professional duties.

General and Transitional Provisions
Article 83

Hijrah is the official calendar of the State and the offical language is
................................. IfArabic is not the official language, it shall be the
second official language.
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Article 84

(a) The Imam or the Majlis al Shura may propose amendments to this
constitution. Amendments may only be made if approved by a twothirds majority of the members of the Majlis al Shura.
(b) Any amendment which might endanger the Islamic character of the
State, or which violates the tenets of the Shariah, would be void.
Article 85

(a) The legislative, executive and judicial authorities and all bodies,
institutions and organizations existing at the time of the coming into
effect of this constitution shall continue to exercise their functions
and activities until the establishment of substitutes in accordance
with the provisions of the constitution and the assumption of functions by such substitutes.
(b) All laws, regulations and decrees in operation at the time of the
coming into effect of this constitution shall continue to be in operation until annulled or amended in accordance with the provisions set
out in this constitution.
( c) After the adoption of this constitution, and in keeping with the
provisions of this constitution, the existing legislative authority
shall, through an appropriate law, take necessary steps to establish
the first Majlis al Shura, the first Election Commission and the first
Supreme Constitutional Council.
Article 86

There is an imperative obligation on everyone concerned to ensure that
the provisions of this constitution are implemented effectively and without delay so that the constitution becomes effective in its entirety as soon
as possible after its adoption.
Article 87

This constitution is applicable from ................................., the date on
which the results of the referendum were published (if adopted by means
of a referendum) or the date it was adopted by the country's constitutional body.

Glossary
Amanah
Bay'ah

Da'wah Islamia
Diyah

A trust from God.
The pledge of allegiance to the ruler of a Muslim
community within the framework of the Shariah.
The call to Islam.
Compensation paid according to law or mutual
agreement in cases of murder or physical injury.
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The migration of the Prophet and his companions
from Makkah to Madina in 622. The Muslim lunar
calendar is dated from this event.
The institution for supervising and safeguarding the
Hisbah
fulfilment of right norms of public behaviour. Its
purpose is to enforce what is right (Maruf) and forbid what is wrong (Munkar).
(Plural of Hadd). The specific penalities prescribed
Hudud
by the Qur'an and Sunnah for certain specified
crimes.
ljtihad
The exercise of independent judgement to ascertain
the appropriate Shariah ruling.
Leader of the Muslim community or head ofa MusImam
lim state.
Literally striving and struggle: mental, moral or
Jihad
physical. It has come to mean engaging in a just war
for the defence of the faith, of the Islamic state, or of
the rights of oppressed people.
Khalifa
Representative. In the Qur'an (2:30) the title
Khalifa has been given to Adam and by extension to
all mankind, and signifies that God has made mankind His representative or vicegerent on earth with
limited authority to fulfil His will. (Spelled Khilafah
in the text.)
Majlis al Bay'ah The body which, representing a Muslim community, formally offers the oath ofallegiance to the ruler.
Majlis al Shura Consultative Assembly.
Majlis al Ulema Council of religious experts.
Muhtasib
In charge of Hisbah.
Muhtasib Aun
Chief Muhtasib.
Mustakhlaf
Khalifa.
Qisas
Just retribution in cases of crime against person.
Riha
Usury. Fixed interest.
Shariah
Islamic law governing all aspects of human life.
Shura
Decision making through consultations.
Sunnah
The traditions of the Prophet, comprising what he
said, did and approved.
Ulema
Religious experts.
Ummab
The Muslim community.

Hijrah
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